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CHAPTER II 

Bilateral Relations , South Asia and the SAARC 

'Bilateral' versus· 'regional' is a politically sensitive and long-:-standing ques~ion 

of debate in South Asian relations. Article 1 0 of the SAARC charter specifies th~t rio 
'\'~ 

bilateral, contentious issue will be considered in tl)e framework. Nevertheless-, it 
-.) 

remains a hard fact-that every progress in the SAARC aCtivity is heavily dictated by 

political constraints. Almost every bilateral controversy includes India as a party 

because it is only India which has common geographical, socio-cultural ·and 

economic bonds with each of the South Asian countries. But it is unrealistib to 

attempt regional solution to specific bilateral issues, such as the Kashmir issues _ 

between India· and Pakistan, sharing of river water between India and Bangladesh, 

Tamil issue between India and Sri Lanka, the problem of trade and transit .betWeen 

India and Nepal, etc. The smaller countries are busy making their best efforts to 

discuss their bilateral problems within the SAARC forum to join a better bargaining 

deal vis-a-vis India, without realizing the fact ·that it is against the spirit ot' the 

SMRC charter. Not only this, the countries are often·- making an attempt to 

embarrass lnoia publicly; the example being Sri Lanka deciding not to attend the 

seventh session of the SAARC Council of Ministers which was to be held from tJuly 

1989 at Islamabad, following the dispute with India over the withdrawal of IPKF ~rom 

· Sri Lanka. Ultimately the meeting had to be postponed. 

All the states in the region have one or the other kind of problem with l~dia. 

It is for this reason that they have been more enthusiastic towards -- SAARC, while 

India may view that it is a ganging up of her neighbours against her. The bilateral 

issues- are also important, whether it would be possible to solve various bilateral 

problems betWeen India vis-a-vis other states of the region at its regional lever is a 
. \ . ' . . ~ . 

moot question: Indeed the bilateral relations would affect the political environme-nt in 

the region and determine the future of SAARC. :;; 

·r ~; 

It is not only India's role and attitude that would determine the survival-and 
I ,. 

sustenance of SAARC, but the attitude of smaller states is equally crucial.: The 

'.J 
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politico-strategic needs of states and their strategic perceptions are important factors . - . 

·~ w,hether or not SAARC can be an effective alternative to bilateralism. It may be 
• ._-.!.t-_ . . 

noted that India's own policy and approach to~ards the neighbouring countries may 

also have a direct bearing on SAARC and determine attitude of the smaller states-. \ . . 

towards it.' Sri Lanka'.s decision not to attend the Islamabad Summit of SAARC 

countries against India's decision to air drop food packets in Jafna is an important 

point in this connection. 
,·. 

· The South Asian states have never been out of the influence of regional 

· powers· and the superpowers .. Nepal , Bangladesh and Pakistan have often talked 

about China as an ·important factor in South Asia. They may even like to include 

China as a partner in the SAARC. Nepal has often tried to play the China card 

against India. Pakistan has been a major recipient of American arms aid and has 

fi-iendly relations with it. India had friendly relations with the Soviet Union. It is, 

therefore, necessary to keep in view the attitude and policies of these major world 

powers with regard to regional cooperation in South Asia. 

It is in this context that a study of the attitude of the member states as well as 

the major powers of the world towards the SAARC· becomes relevant. 

One of the most welcome developments in South Asia since the end of 

British colonial rule has undoubtedly been the emergence of South Asian 

. Association for Regional Cooperation (SAAR C). Till now, the countries of South Asia 

·~earing mutual distrust, suspicion, and experiencing pulls and pressures of extra-
;. . . 

· -·.regional powers, has been forging relationship across the oceans and mountains 

,instead of looking inward at the prospects of mutually beneficial- inter-relationships. 

It is true that SAARC still represents seeds in the wind which have yet to be· 

grounded and take root. But the significant thing is that despite blowing of hot and 

·cold winds both internally and from external directions, the movement for cooperation 

. has not come to a standstill. One happy augur has been that niuch before Dhaka's 

·.initiatiye (May,·. 1980) which led to the establishment of SAARC, intellectual ' 

interactions for Cooperation in South Asian region had become a growing 

·phenomenon. 
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To many, SAARC is still a dream that remains distanced from fulfillment. 

Despite frequent meetings/summits the advance towards the cherished goal has so 

·-f~r .remained . hopelessly .. slow. South Asia, before the launching of SAARC, . and 

South Asia now,.that is, almost three decades after, does not look different either 

~con()mically or. politically. The scenario of bilateral relations in the SAARC 

Gommunity remains unimproved. It does not need much mental or intellectual 

exercise to explain this discordance between ideal and reality. The plain and simple 

explanation is that, SAARC remains hostage to those contentious issues that negate 
,. ~ ., . ~. 

cooperation but beget suspicion and mistrust, even conflict or confrontation. 

Conflict Resolution has become part of the peace-building process since the 

.end of the cold war. Several conflicts have been resolved, some bilaterally,, others 

though multilateral mechanisms. Both the legitimate when a conflict is deep-rooted 

and does not yield to easy solution nations now a days build lences of confidence -

building measures with two objectives : first to ensure that the c~nflict does not 

· escalate, and second to steadily, even if slowly, being it to the threshold of resolution. 

And if one takes a look at a map of conflicts around the world since the 

Second World War; one finds a common factor in these containment and resolution. 

The common factor is the willingness of the main actors in the conflict to limit and 

resolve it. In ·other words, bilateral readiness to resolve conflict is an essential factor 

r for conflict resolution. Most conflicts being bilateral, a conflict bends towards 

limitation of resolution when the two actors agree that continuance or escalation is 

;-:no longer to the advantage of either side. In this context, it is pertinent to appreciate 

,,merits of quiet diplomacy and even the non official dialogues. As is known, the 

United States and the USSR the non-official dialogues. As is known, the United 
' 

,~States and the USSR worked bilaterally to bring down their stockpiles of nuclear 

, warheads. Similar were the cases of Angola, Mozambique, etc. 

The Sino-Soviet border conflict, the Sino-Vietnani war of 1979, the Iran-Iraq 

war the India-China border war, were all resolved bilaterally. All this does not rule 

.·.out' the case for conflict resolution through multilateral mechanism as happened in 

:the case of Cambodia. Though , at it must be nuted, it was preceded by Paris 

.. meetings between Heng Semin and Prince Sihanouk. With this as the background it 
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would be useful to examine the four tormenting issues that plague the sub 

--~~~tinent. 

India. and f'.qkistan, one says with deep regret, were born as adversary 

states and the tWo· h~~e fought three wars over Kashmir and are now iocked in what 

is ;called a low-intensity conflict since last five years. 

The two neighbours are frontier with bilateral, trilateral and arbitration 

mechanism two resolve serious differences. The Indus river water disputes which 
' 

heart the agriculture of both countries was resolved with the help of the World Bank. 

The Ran of Kutch dispute was referred to an international arbitration tribunal whose 
.~t I 

verdict was accepted by both countries. In the fifties, crisis situations created by 

population movements were resOlved by the Prime Minister of the two countries. 
l '' I 

After the 1965 war both countries accepted mediation by the USSR but the Tashkant 

Agreement did not find favour with Pakistan and Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was able to bring 

about the exit from power of. FM Ayub Khan in 1968. 

The Simla Agreement on the other hand was a product of bilateral diplomacy, 

it~ held the peace in· Kashmir for as many as 17 years though no talks were held 

between the tWo countries on the provisions of the Agreement. 
L· 

The present conflict in Kashmir is of a peculiar nature. A political disquiet in 

the valley was adopted by Pakistan with all help and support. A pertinent question - . 

that now confronts the Governments of India and Pakistan is to determine whether 
'-

the contemtious issue is bilateral, i.e., between India and Pakistan or is it trilateral, 

i.~ .. to include the people of Kashmir.? ~blicy-makers in the United States have 

been projecting it is a trilateral dispute. Apart from Ms. Raphel, President Clinton 

h!mself had said so after his meeting with Ms. Bhutto. The American sponsored track 

.....:_ compared of some eminent and distinguished scholars from India and Pakistan 

seems to be moving in this direction . 

. The Governments of India and Pakistan will have to face this issue frontally 

and jointly since some elements of the Kashmir polity on both sides of the border -

claim that they are an equal party to the conflict and there can be no solution 

without. their full participation and consent. 
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Whether the conflict is settled bilaterally or multilaterally, the first e.ssential 

requirements is that the government of India and Pakistan agree that it must ·be 

resolved. The two sides have to talk to ~etermine the nature of the. conflict, the 

parties to it; and the ways and means of resolving 'it. For them to agree· to solve the 

conflict, two prior situations are essential. First, both have to realize that the cost of 

the conflict for outweighs the gains. Second, both have to realize that neither c~n 
. ' i 

win it at the cost of the order. Only when these two conditions are realized can win it 

at the cost of the other. Only when these two conditions are realized will the prime 

ministers of the two countries agree to talk about a solution .. Unfortunately, th.e 
. . ' 

prerequisite conditions have not been met yet. 
, .. 

The two sides positions are so rigidly polarised and are so totallY 

irreconcilable that it is difficult to exp~ct them to make compromises arid 

accommodations. for a solution. Will they agree to bring Kashmir people as a third 

party? Even if they do,- which is a very big''if' how do you translate people int~ 

persons ? What can a third party like the United States do when the two sides hold 

on to irreconcilable positions? Impose a solution on them ? Assume the task of the 

policeman 'in the subcontinent ? Risk losing one as a friend by swording ·- or 

appearing tq award - what 'may be seen ·by the order side as a partisan .award '? 

How can one assume that the US will be able to deliver in the nineties what USSR 

failed to do in the sixties ? 

' :·i 
The Nepal-Bhutan conflict had an Indian angle too: As is ·known, about 

1000,000 Bhutanese are languishing in refugee camps in Nepal. There is a feeling in 

Nepal that the issue is trilateral since 'these refugees have traveled· on Indian s?il 

before reaching Nepal'. While all of us we are keen to sort this out peacfully, lnd'ia ·· 

does not wish to get dragged into a dispute amongst two nations that are friendly. · 

A more contentious issues pertained to the water dispute betWeen India a~d 
. . . 

Bangladesh. The need for. augmentation of water resource from the ·Brahmaputra ·is 

self-:evident in this regard. In the last analysis, only channel sing its. massive flow c~'n 
' . . . 

meet the ever ... increasing. needs of the two countries. But rigidity continues to ba1e·- · 
the way. 

. :i. 
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. ,; The fourth tormenting issue is South Asia is the continuing Sri Lankan agony. 

__ T,rye efforts being made by President Mrs. Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratanga to 
-~~-. . . ' 

r~olve the ._knotty issue des~rve support. The absence of serious bilateral conflicts 

ailq the existence of a sense of common political purpose are two essential starting 

~ints for an undertaking aimed at regional co-operation. 

The countries of South Asia share many common values that are rooted in 

t~~eir social, ethnic, cultural and historical traditions.' Perceptions about certain 

specific events or political situation of the world may differ, but such differences do 
. . 

not seem to create a gulf between-them that cannot be bridged. In fact, the beginning 

of co-operation on a regional basis may be a positive force in generating a climate of 

harmony conducive to a better perception of what the countries in the region have in 

common and the value of this shared heritage. 1 

In South Asia, as in other regions of the world, we have countries at different 

l~vels of development, some are relatively less developed than others. Any proposal 

for economic co-operation must consequently be formulated·with the great care in 
·, 

order to ensure- that the weak are not exploited and that the strong do not 

dominate. The areas selected should be only those in which cooperation will mutually 

b_enefit all the countries irrespective of existing economic disparities. 

During the time Bangladesh presented its proposal of regionalism in South 

A.sia, India was isolated fror:n her neighbors due to her stand on Afghanistan, 

K.ampuchia and Indian Ocean. In addition to the mention of the economic aspects of 

r~gional co-operation, Zia-ur-Rehman had also referred to 'peace, stability and 

security' in the region. 

Pakistan· also ·seemed to be apprehensive of the Bangladesh initiative 

because they thought that any framework for regional cooperation in South Asia 

would ultimately result in the economic and political domination of India in the 

region. Mistrust and suspicion grown out of the four decade old conflictual bilateral 

relations overshadowed .Pakistani approach to the idea of'South Asian Regionalism. 

P,akistan feared that deep involvement in a South Asian framework would gradually 

weaken its association with the West Asian countries. Thus it was clear that 

Pakistanis hesitations stemmed from 'Indo-Phobia', a fear that such an associa~ion 
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would provide India an opportunity to instituioanlise its domination over the South 

-~sian region in general and Pakistan in particular. 

Introductory part of the paper mentioned that the idea of regional cooperation 

ir{-SotJth Asia is not new. Countries of the regionally and regionally under the 

umbrella of such forms as Economic and- Social Commission for Asia and Far East 

(EGCAP), the Non-aligned movement and the Commonwealth. 

The Draft however, has explained that these efforts have not fully exploited 

the vast potential of regional cooperation than exists and the consequential benefits 

that this will bring, collectively and individually to the countries of the region. The 

feasibility of such cooperation was informally discussed in various capitals at_ 

different times but until recently no concrete step was taken. 

South Asia which include Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan, 

Maldives and Sri Lanka. Five of the seven nations that contitute the region are part 

of the same subcontinent. Maldives and Sri Lanka are islands closely situated to the 

shores of the mainland. 

Bangladesh is _the most easterly of the SAARC countries, surrounded on 

three sides by Indian territory and Burma. On the South-east lies Burma, the one 

and only non-lnpian border of Bangladesh .. 

Bangladesh came to existence in 1971, before that it was the eastern wing of 

P~kistan, since 1947. 

Bhutan is a landlocked country located in high mountains of the HitJlalayas, 

with India on the South and China on the North. The political system is absolute 

monarchy, established in 1879. 

· The Bhutanese economy is amalgamated with the Iridian economy. 

Politically and economically Bhutan has a special tip-up with India. It is the integral 

part of the Indian defence set up. Bhutan is a member of the United Nations since 

1971 and enjoys membership in eight specialized agencies. Bhutan has diplomatic 

relations only with India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Maldives, Kuwait, Japan and a half a 

dozen European countries. But it maintains embassies only in New Delhi and Dhaka 
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besides ~ permanent· representative at the UN end consulates in a couple of other 

countries. · 

The Union of India occupies a key position in Asia. It is bounded on the north, 

north-east and north-west by the mighty Himalayas, on the south-east by the Bay of 

Bengal and on the South west by the Arabian Sea. The southern tip is washed by 

the blue waters on Indian Ocean. 

India· shares its political borders with Pakistan on the west and Bangladesh 

and Burma on the east. The northern boundary is made up of the Sinkiang province 

of China, Tibet, Nepal and Bhutan. 

Maldives is an archipelago in the Indian ocean, to the west of Sri Lanka and 

South-west of India. Maldives ·get independence on July 26, 1965 and it become a 

. republic in November 1968. Maldives is a member of the United N"ations since 1968 

and it enjoys membership in fourteen specialized agencies of the ~.N. 

The kingdom of Nepal is situated between India and China in the Southern 

slope: of the Himalayas. Nepal is geo-politically part of India and strategically 

Important in the defence of the Indo-Gangetic Plain. 

The Islamic Republic of Pakistan came into existence in 1947, following the 

partition of the subcontinent into two states, India and Pakistan. 

Sri Lanka is an island separated from India by the shallow Palk Strait and the. 

Gulfof Mannar. It is bounded on the west by the Palk Strait and the Gulf of Mannar 

·on the north and east by the Bay of Bengal and the South by the Indian Ocean. 

Note has also to be taken of the fact that no region of the world is free from 

bilateral conflicts among the countries within it. Besides it is quite possible for 

countries given by some bilateral problems or conflicts to move towards cooperation 

. among themselves for certain common purposes. The formation of SAARC's itself a 

proof of this assumption. However, it is also a fact that such cooperation cannot go 

· very far unless there is a general feeling of confidence in each o_ther's bonafides 

among· its members. It, therefore, becomes ;imperative to identify the roots of political 

discord in South Asia and see how this discard can be met if not ended, in order to 

enable the movement of regional cooperation to grow stronger. 



As Rajiv Gandhi highlighted in his statement at the Bangalore SAARC 

Summit: "Whether we will it or not, there is a symbiotic interchange between 

· inten.sified regional cooperation and cordial bilateral relationships. 2 Haunting 

·memories of past conflicts and tensions need not cleared the vision of statesman 

like ··leaders which South Asia urgently needs to resolve the various bilater.al 

problems which obstruct the smooth progress of SAARC. It is important to cognize 

that' in the technological environment of today history cannot be permitted to have a 

permanent too; on the peaceful and definitive settlement of even the most chaotic 

emotive disputes. 3 In particular, since Into Pakistan reiation~ are bound to remain, 

the ....... around which the fortunes of SAARC resolve, a rapprochement of this 

hypersensitive relationship is an organic cogency for promoting the cause of regional 

cooperation, Also since India is a common factor in most of the bilateral disputes, a 

special effort is needed from the India side to improve the political climate in South 

Asia. 

The recerit eruption of longstanding bilateral problems into major showdowns 

has made for qualitative determination in the political environment belying all hopes 

for a thaw in the regional equation in the wake of superpower dialogue, opening 

up the possibility of restructuring of international relations based on cooperation 

instead of conflict. It is not within the scope of this paper to go into the pools of the 

problems in South Asia but it is to be noted that at any given time India. has had 

problems with one or another of its neighbours. It Indo-Bangladesh ties remained 

. stable, Indo-Sri Lanka relations took a sharp decline. Even as Indo-Sri Lankan 

relations remained poised for an upward turn, lndo-Nepalese relations touched a 

new low. More important, a the core Indo-Pakistani relationship, which lies at the 

heart of South Asian political climate, has continued to remain slumped over a host of 

irritants - old and new. In the final analysis, it is on this conflict ridden relationship 

that any viable regional arrangement would hinge. It was no coincidence that it was 

only when India and Pakistan endorsed the idea of regional cooperation that SAARC 

really look off. This fact has it anything became more self-:evident, India's proposals 

for inclusion of core economic areas in the SAARC agenda and the establishment of 

a Regional Fund were foredoomed to failures in the face of Pakistani resistance. 



Similarly, Pakistan's plea for forging links with ASEAN could not take off the ground 

for want of India's endorsement. 

The main problem with the South Asian region has been that there are sharp 

differences among its member countries. 4 These countries contrast with each other 

in terms of population, size natural resources, level of economic development, 

political ideologies and institutions. They also have competitive economics as well. 

But, at the same time there are numerous similarities. All these countries belong to 

the same geographical region. Even the Maldives islands and Sri Lanka which are 

separated .from the subcontinent geographically through a small stretch of sea are 

tied up with the region by numerous other factors. All the South Asian countries 

share common historical experiences,· religion, culture, civilization , language, etc. 

These factors together provide a shape to South Asia as a region. It may also be 

noted that apart from these differences and similarities, the South Asian states are 

~lso faced with inter-state tensions and conflicts particularly with India. As a result 

they have followed not only different foreign policy perception but the development ·of 

harmonious relationships has also been hindered. 

Apart from this, anxieties with regard to neighbours at the national level have 

led most of the South Asian nations to interact more intensively. Differences over 

the Ganga water between Bangladesh and India, for instance, probably contributed 

to the normalization and improvement of Bangladesh-Pakistan relations. Bhutan,'s 

special relations with India might have been prompted by Bhutan's anxieties over its 

·sizeable Nepalese minority. Nepal's posture of equidistance from India and China 

.and its proposal to declare itself as a zone at peace got enthusiastic support from 

Bangladesh and Pakistan.6 

There are misunderstandings even now between India and Bangladesh 

·between India and Pakistan and anxieties on the part of Nepal about its neighbours. 

There is however, one problem which has proved intractable in the past and is likely 

to remain in the foreseeable future and that is the Kashmir problem. Unfortunately, 

this is not merely a-territorial problem, it seems to involve a sense of national identity. 

After the Simla ·Agrteement, this problem has also been contained, though Pakistan 

·strongly disagree with India over the interpretation of that agreement. Evens then one 

can reasonably hope that regional cooperation involving both India and Pakistan may 
. ' 



be possible though in the perception ofPakistan the Kashmir problem remains to be 

solved. After normalization of bilateral relations and with the improvement of political 

climate , it may be possible to settle the outstanding issues including the Kashmir 

problem though some analysis view it as a kind of problem that can only be 

"dissolved and not solved" with the passage of time. 7 

Thus it became clear that success of SAARC depends on smooth relations 

among the member states. 

The charter provided that "decisions at all levels shall be taken on the basis 

of unanimity' ad "bilateral and contentious issues shall be excluded from the 

deliberations.'? , 

Any study of peace _and stability in South Asia has to take into account the 

behaviour of India. The neighbours very much feel the self-awareness of India's pre

eminence and India's quest to assert itself in the affairs of the region: Every Indian 

neighbour, except perhaps Bhutan and Maldives, is involved, at least, in one dispute 

with India, like sharing of river waters, fencing the border, ethnic-religious conflicts, . 

. territoria_l dispute, nuclear policy or the desire to get declared a zone of pe~ce, 

involvement o\ in one another's internal problems to mention a few. Each state in 

South Asia perceives a threat to its territorial integrity from their big neighbour in 

the region. The fear of .Indian dominance keeps them away from cultivating closer 

bonds based on common historical and cultural homogeneity. Smaller South.Asian 

states felt that they are 'confronted with an India which is imperial in outlook and 

difficulty to persuade. 1 It is true that India has problems with all. its neighbours in 

South Asia but that is because India alone shares land or maritime borders with 

other states in the sub-continent. The 'core geographic location and ethnic religious 

pluralism made India the common factor in any study of inter-state relations in South 

Asia. The dispute that marred India's relationship with Pakistan are different from its 

difficulties with Nepal or Bangladesh or Sri Lanka. This fact needs to be recognized 

while making an analysis of the nature, trends and shifts in bilateral relations in South 

Asia. What should be borne in mind in this context is that the success or failure of 

regional cooperation in the region depends on the positive or nc-8 alive nature of 

India's bilateral interaction with Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal. There 

exists no major difficulties in India's bilateral relations with Bhutan and Maldives. 
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South Asia h8s been a conflict prone region right from the days of 

independence. Hindu-Muslim communalism with its far-flung ramifications, 

Bangladesh migration, sharing of waters of common rivers, c\disputes involving 'Tin 

Bigha' and New more Islands, border wire fencing of the Indo-Bangladesh - Borders, 

maritime boundary, Chakma refugee problem, Tamil tensions and the prablem of 

Nepali . Ethnics in India and Indians in Nepal are the sources of bilateral conflicts in 

South Asia. The discussions of some these issues would -help to understand the 

political situation of · South Asia and to explore the possibilities of a security 

community in the·· Denschian frame work or a modified form. In relation to peace 

and security in South Asia, one important factors needs to be mentioned. As noted 

by Satish Kumar "One fact little or noted outside the region is that all of the South 

Asian states· except Pakistan have already been brought within the matrix of an 

Indian security system which is regional rather than national in scope. In some 

cases, this is through formal agreements, in other through the unilateral extension 

of the Indian system to neighbouring states". 2 Obviously only Pakistan posed a 

challenge to the Indian doctrine of regional security. Thus, the major hurdles to this 

"United but rather unique form of regional security system" has been lndo-Pak 

relations. 

India and Pakistan are the traditional rivals in the region. So, the heart of the 

question of regional cooperation is the question of lndo-Pak understanding. The 

relation between India and Pakistan are "the keystone for South Asian cooperation 

of any kind. 3 and the relations between the two countries suffer from the "Crucial 

dichotomy of unmitigated personal warmth and undivided national suspicion and 

animosity.4 A fundamental and long term· improvement in relations between those 

two countries are to be achieved for the viability of regional cooperation in South 

Asia. What is required is a reconciliation of the basic contradictions with regard to 

politica[ values, political frameworks, international perceptions and attitude. 5 

The first ever summit of the South Asian heads of state and Government 

clearly brought out the attempt, by the neighbouring countries except perhaps 

Maldives. to isolate and pressurize India. The manner in which Sri Lanka President, 

Jayabardana praised Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. He termed Rajiv Gandhi and 

praised him as the chosen leader of India and said, " on Rajiv Gandhi we rest our 
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Hopes, he· must not fail us. He cannot, our duty is to help him to the utmost. He 

should tell us what each of us should do and we must respond as best we can". 

About India he said : "India the largest in every way larger than all the rest of us 

combined can by deeds and words creates the confidence among us so necessary 

to make a beginning." Similarly General Zia-ui-Haq praised India and Rajiv. During 
\ - . 

the course of his address he departed from the prepared text of the speech and 

mentioned the consensus arrived at between himself and Jayawardana in the 

informal discussions on the eve of the Summit.6 

Significantly on the eve of the summit, a Bangladesh daily carried an 

interview with General Zia. In this interview he listed various commonalities among 

the seven states and added : 'There is more than one factor that is common to all. 

There has been only one aspect and that is the India factor. India with home we 

would like to joined hands and be in the mainstream and play that much of a role 

which can generate confidence rather than fear for smaller neighbours. But 

unfortunately, it is only India which has some sort of disputes with every country."7 

He viewed the size of India as an inhibiting factor, 'Through SAARC we hope to 

convince India that it must. take measures to play its part as the Central figure is 

South Asia- but with the recognition that there in it nobody big or small. They are 

equal independent and autonomous states. India must also realize that is the 

smaller states which have the greater ego. It want coast India to play low profile 

·and generate confidence in others. Let India buy something from small countries 

and only in this way we can live in peaceful co-existence. 8 

Rajiv Gandhi viewed regional cooperation in a different way. To him the 

·regional framework would not demand reshaping of foreign policies of the member 

countries. We have not sought to melt our bilateral relationship into a common 

regional identity, by rather to fit South Asian cooperation into our respective foreign 

policies as an additional dimension. 

This summit provided opportunities to discuss the bilateral issues informally. 

Thus Rajiv Gandhi met Zia-ui-Haq. General Ershad and President Jayawardane 

sepa• ately to discuss bilateral problems. 
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The Bangalore Summit was significantiy different from that of the first the 

sense that there was no collective effort to corner India. 
·- ... 

Rajiv Gandhi ir.augurC:Ited the Summit and stated that SAARC would not be a 

. political association. Referring to bilateral relations he said ; "Bilateral relations have 

their difficult moments. SAr'\RC reminds us that at such moments we should seek 

what unite us and not what divides. We have consciously decided not to burden 

SAARC with our bilateral concords." The Bangalore Summit, however, was clouded 

by tensions between the two larger powers India accused the Pakistan authorities of 

aiding Sikh separ2tion in its Punjab state and of developing a nuclear bomb. In his 

~alks with Rajiv Gandhi, Prime Minister Junejo denied reports that his country tested 

·a triggering mechanism for a nuclear bomb. But Gandhi told the reporters : "To be 

~honest, we are not utterly convinced." The bilateral squabble was brought up by 

Junejo in his speech referring to the troop moments : "We in South Asia should 

agree to notify one another significant troop movements. We shall agree also to 

invite observers when the movements exceed in. agreed threshold." He said 

Pakistan was deeply oppressed to nuclear free zone. He then referred to 300 million 
' 

Muslims in South Asia and gave a piece of advice to Rajiv Gandhi to follow the 

·admirable of Example of Bangladesh President Ershad who had visited other 

countries of the region during his tenure as chairman of SAARC. Turning to Rajiv 

G2.ndh1, Junejo said, President Ershad had set a fine example, " A good example 

needs ro be followed. We recommended it for your consideration, Mr. Chairman."9 

The informal bilateral contact between Rajiv and Junejo did not arouse much 
I 

·enthusiasm. In fact it was far from cordial. That was because both sides failed to 

:prepare the ground for the talks. Sattar asserted that the principle of bilateralism 

did not exist in the Simla Agreement. 

At the .same time, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and Sri Lankan President 

· Jayawardene he!d discus$ions in a cordial atmosphere with the Sri Lankan .side 

,stressing that it wanted India to continue its good offices. 

As excepted Hameed made a fervent plea for evolving a new mechanism, 

where at'e,!ery meeting at Foreign Ministers level we have informal closed door 

meetings where could air we view candidly. He underscored : "SAARC must not 
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end .up as a deaf, dumb and blind association. What I am saying is that as we 
;·, 

grow we must face new challenges, new situations, new developments. I believe 
........ · 

solutions to problems have to be found and worked out from within." While, " in our 
. ! . . . 

wisdom we had thought that it would be prudent to avoid speaking of bilateral 

i~_sues, making. such a rule sacrosanct, in the long run could spell disaster," he 

asserted. The issues were trans border terrorism, cross-border ethnic and religious 

affinity and differing perception of foreign policies. He spoke of ethnic, religious \ 

· ~ffinities among commu.nities and warned against "Cross border affect bilateral 

r~lations and underline the SAARC Spirit". 
li 

Sri Lanka, strongly supported by Pakistan called for a change in the basic 

concept of the Association so as to provide for a discussion and possible more for 

settlement of bilateral problems. 

-·.J India's opposition to SAARC taking up bilateral and contentious issues was 

made clear by External Affairs Minister N.D.Tiwari, at the very OL!tset. In polite but 

categorical terms he told his colleagues from South Asia that relations between 

neighbours could not be wholly free from problems and therefore cooperation under 

SAARC was based on the primacy of over "common concerns" are individual 

differences. "We should not seek to drive full advantage from whatever unite us. 

Our is an effort to wider the area of agreement and cooperation , otherwise "we will 

end up. in a statement and miss the immense opportunities that regional 

cooperation offers." He explained that Indian position on" cooperation under SAARC 

is predicted on the premise that our common concerns should be considered more 

important than our individual differences. We should seek to derive full advantage 

from whatever unite us. Our is an effort . to wider the area of agreement and 

:cooperation in spite of bilateral differences. That is precisely the reason why we took 

a conscious decision not to burden SAARC, with one bilateral concerns. For we 

realized that by doing so we will end up in a statement and miss the immense 

-~pportunities that regional cooperation offers. It is thus clear that India firmly rejected 

the suggestion that the forum of SAARC be used for sorting out bilateral problems. 

_India maintained the review the SAARC had been set' up· to promote cooperation in 

technical, economic and social fields . In South Asia on the basis of immunity and 

,. 
'' 
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the inclusion of bilateral controversies in ·its . scope would impose _unbearable 

burdens on the grouping. Thus, bilateral issues just could not be raised in SMRC. 

India and Pakistan had two ranks of ministerial level discussions on 

normalization of bilateral relations. Rajiv Gandhi and Junejo discussed a wide range 

of bilateral matters and agreed to accelerate the dialogue on outstanding issues. 

The two Prime Ministers decided to hold an early meeting of the secretaries for 

economic affairs of. the two countries to discuss the promotion of economic 

cooperation and increasing trade. 

Sri Lankan President spell out in detail how the peace accord between India 

and Sri Lanka how significance for the whole region. "success of SAARC or not will 

have to depend on the extent to which we can confront and solve bilateral problems 

we_ may have between us." "Sri Lanka's separatist problem" he added further, 

"Provides a convincing illustration in support of the generalized observations that 

have been made," And at the same time, "We have established for the conduct of 

·our foreign relations on the principles that nothing would be done either, that could be 

detrimental to the other in any way," This, he said has to be "regarded as an 

unexceptionable principle and indeed prerequisite for good neighbourly relations." It 

would contribute to the stability of the region. 

Bangladesh President Ershad said pointedly, 'we can't, of course, deviate 

from our commitments enshrined in our charter,. particularly the respect for 

principles of sovereign equality, territorial integrity, nati.onal independence, non-use 

of force."10 He noted that political issues at the bilateral level had been purposefully 

kept out of the SAARC agenda for co-operation but "we have certainly albeit 

informally addressed issues that are of concern to us, internationally, regionally and 

even bilaterally." 

The President of Maldives Abdul Gayoom, noted that although bilateral 

relations did not come under the banner of SAARC was sure that "every one of us is 

happy to note the new understanding reached. between the two brotherly countries 

as a result of accord." He paid growing tributes to the Indo-Sri Lankan accord and 

said he saluted the political wisdom of both President Jayawardane and Prime 
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Minister Rajiv Gandhi is arriving at a very difficult solut.ion to a four year old ethnic 

problem. 

The · king of Bhutan, Jig me Singye Wangchuk said that· the -most notable 

event in South Asia during the tenure of Rajiv Gandhi as Chairman of SAARC was 

the lndo-Srilanka Agreement "By bringing about the peacE? accord Prime Minister 

Rajiv Gandhi and President Jayawardane have demonstrated their deep devotion to 

the spirit of SAARC and its noble objective of promoting peace and stability in our 

region. 

However, the main SAARC show has been sidelined by the bilateral talks 

between Rajiv Gandhi and Benazir Bhutto. With an earnest desire to work towards a 

new phase of relationship but the Prime Minister exchanged views on the bilateral 

issues. The emphasis in the Indian diplomatic approach, that there could be no 

discussion on confidence building measure until Pakistan abandoned its covert 

support terrorism in Punjab has undergone a significant shift. As a result three 

agreements, on the basis of the directions given by the two Prime Ministers, were 

signed. 

1. An agreement on the prohibition of attack against nuclear 

installations and facilities of both countries. 

2. A cultural cooperation agreement; and 

I 

3. An agreement on the avoidance of double taxation of income from 

international air transport. 

While the first two we signed by the foreign Secretaries of the two countries, 

the third one was signed by the Ambassador of India in Pakistan and his counterpart 

in India. 

Therefore the most important factor hampering SAARC's progress is the 

ongoing bilateral dispute between different countries. Again it needs to be mentioned 

here that almost all the present disputes . are .Indian-Centred. Among the disputes 

that deserve to be pointed out here are Indo-Bangladesh tensions, Indo-Sri Lankan 

problems are the direct outcome of India's assertion of a self visualized dominance 

role in South Asia. Historically Indo Sri Lankan relation have remain cordial and 
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tension free. However, the last to decades have witnessed gradual deterioration of 

relationship primarily because of 'India's hegemonic interference in the domestic 

affairs of its West Southern neighbour. 12 With the correct and overt support to 

Islands Tamils by both the central and state governments, a situation of armed 

confrontation developed initially which has later transformed into an armed conflict. 

The conflict managed to survive even with the arrival of the IPKE under the 1987 

Accord and its subsequent departure from the Island. lndo-Nepali complication is 

product of India's continuous desire to maintain a tight control over Nepal's trade 

with other countries. Finally, the dispute that has dominated the region since India's 

independence is the ongoing dispute with Pakistan over . Kashmir. It is neither 

necessary nor intended to give a detailed history of this dispute here but it needs to 

·be stressed that this dispute can be easily resolved if India agrees to hold a plebiscite 

in accordance with UN resolutions acceptable to both India and Pakistan. The 

magnitude of the cost involved in denying the right of self-determination to the people 

of Kashmir ·is indeed enormous for India as well as for the region. The Kashmir 

. dispute embittered relationship between India and Pakistan since partition in 1947 

and has caused three major wars (1948, 1965, 1971) and innumerable border 

clashes. Over there are enormous resources have been allocated to military 

preparedness primarily because of the impending danger of war stemming from the 

ongoing dispute over Kashmir. With the advent of indigenous struggle for the 

exercise of their right of self-determination, the situation in Kashmir has become 

acutely complex and the tensions between India and Pakistan have also acquired · 

alarming proportions. The tragedy of the situation is that the magnitude of economy 

working cost involved is fully realized by both parties, yet a major effort to resolve this 

dispute continues to remain elusive. 

Another thorn in the flesh of SAARC is Indian haste and insolence in 

hegemonistic maneuvers. Hegemony and zones of influence are recognized by neo 

realists as facts of international life with a stabilizing role. But somehow India has 

chosen to rub its smal! neighbors repeatedly on the wrong side in transmitting its 

message of superiority. In Sri Lanka, India is perceived to be the wicked cause of 

years of devastation by Tamil insurgency, which in turn Indian Army failed to contain 

-coming in aid of Sri Lanka after the latter hand acceded to India's demands for 
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exercise of an imposing naval presence in Trincomali. Indian slight upon Sri Lankan 

President over the last SAARC summit was also unfortunate. Trade blockade of 

Nepal by- India finally helped a more obliging government into power there, but very 

strong arid articulate opposition is also surfacing in Nepal against Indian water-plans, 

and a general air of suspicion, far from diminishing is now resounding. In Bhutan, the 

agitating Nepalese immigrants were perceived to be a Sikkmisation maneuver 

masterminded by India. The suspicion has since been somewhat dimmed by 

subsequent Indian ·aloofness for the time being on the issue of Nepalese evicted 

· from· Bhutan, for whom some international care only has been mobilized at present 

and refuge camps set up within Nepal. In Bangladesh, India is regarded by most 

people as. the villain .of the peace of statement on Ganges water sharing and for 

sheltering cross-border Chaka violence. In turn, people in Bangladesh betray 

undisguised sympathy for Kashmir, Khalistan and Assam separatist insurgency, 

which they. see as genuine national-liberation movements, although the last one 

has overtly anti Bengali bias. In fact quite a few in Bangladesh like to believe that if 

Assam separates, there many increased scope of revived of traditional cooperation 

between Assam and Bangladesh at grassroots level, whereas right now all traffic is 

virtually ·closed. With the growing realization of the importance of neighbourly 

people to people contacts for sustainable development, some in Bangladesh also 

dream of expanded relationship with Lusai Hills people in the new future, Cross 

border trade in Bangladesh is now limited to West Bengal, Bihar, Meghalaya, 

Tripura. Small entrepreneurs' in Bangladesh what in expansion all the way around 

.denied at the moment Relationship ·nevertheless, at t~e governmental level between 

Bangladesh and India has markedly improved after the opening of the Tin Bigha 

Corridor. 

Yet it is no wonder that smaller maritime states in the SAARC welcome , as 

Indeed so some other Indian ocean states, Pakistan's unequal attempt to deny 

Indian naval domination of the Indian ocean. On the other hand, U.S. and Indian 

joint naval exercise as well as Indian Defense , Ministers goodwill visit to China 

·point to a changing scenario in Asian Security perspective that cannot fail to be 

taken note of. 
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How can Bangladesh .then time solace in SAARC ? Threatened as 

Bangladesh is·from within SAARC itself and it has to explore multiple involvements 

to underpin its security. A SAARC security cooperation at the moment is a far cry. 

Independent military exchanges between Bangladesh and China, Bangladesh and 

USA, Bangladesh and Thailand, Bangladesh and Pakistan as well as Bangladesh 

and Saudi Arabia. contribute to a limited assurance dn the ground. For greater self

assurance, Bangladesh of necessity shall have to evolve its own peculiar' non

conventional mix ... at deterrent national services and supportive international 

pressures. 

· As the largest and the stablest democratic power, India has a special 

responsibility in setting the tone for bilateral relationships and giving a lead in 

evolving an acceptable framework of cooperative relations in the region. Indeed, if 

India has to rise to the challenge of true leadership, it can hardly fight shy of taking 

steps for meaningful- accommodation with its smaller neighbours. Its ability to 

influence regional affairs would .essentially depend on how it carries neighbors with it 

in creating a climate conducive for accelerating peace and development in the 

region. 

Charges of India assuming the mantle of a regional manager -

notwithstanding its recent showdowns with Sri Lanka and Nepal and its action in 

Maldives- are too factor. There is, however, need for India not only projecting itself 

· in terms of sheer power but also attaining greater sensitively to the needs and 

aspirations of its smaller neighbours. Sustained efforts must be made by India to 

explore the possibilities of wider mutuality than strict reciprocity in Seeking good

neighbourness. 

This is not to argue that the smaller natio'ns of South Asia have no 

responsibility towards building a climate trust and friendship' in the region. They 

would indeed do well to eschew deliberate , distortions of the existing geopolitical 

realities in the region. It is self-evident therefore that they would have to learn to 

come to terms with themselves - in overcoming the problem of national identity and 

pressures of political challenges- before they can come to terms with India. 
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It is not however, beyond the reach of collective wisdom for all South Asian 

countries, ·big or small to rise above the contains of narrow individual interests to 
·-.. _ 

. address themselves to the common concern of the region. Regionalism, in order to 

be meaningful, would have to be essentially supportive of bilateral relationships. 

Given the geopolitical imperatives, bilateralism is going to remain an enduring 

feature of the regular and SAARC cannot obviate the need for bilateral settlement 

of bilateral problems. Even the Staunchest advocates of India must concede that 

· such. a gesture of offering generous, even unilateral· concessions to its neighbours 

will have to be made in a bilateral setting and can't be worked out in a regional 

forum. 

The basic dilemma for India remains how to reconcile its preference for 

bilateralism as a model for building relationships . with the compulsions of 

regionalism. This assumes significance in view of the fact that efforts have been 

.made to bring in bilateral issues like India's role in Sri Lanka and the Ganges water 

dispute into the SAARC forum not so much in the belief of finding solutions in a 

regional framework as employing bargaining traities to put pressure on New 

Delhi. India reacted sharply.to Sri Lanka's boycott of the Foreign Ministers meeting 

in August 1988 on the issue of IPFK presence on Sri Lankan soil as constituting a 

violation of the SAARC charter. 13 

It is one thing for SAARC to provide a neutral setting for backstage high level 

· bilateral contacts major breakthrough were achieved by Gandhi - Jayawardena 

meeting at Bangalore and Gandhi-Bhutto meeting at Islamabad - but it is entirely 

different matter if SAARC meets were to be reduced to seem a bilateral exchanges. 

What .is not being adequately appreciated in some circles is that the real question 

involved in this test case is whether SAARC can afford to lend itself to being made a 

hostage to not only bilateral pressures, but, more important, domestic compulsions 

of an individual states. If SAARC is to achieve its true potential the impulses for 

both strengthening of the existing bilateralism and exploring of new avenues of 

regional cooperative must be allowed to move on their independent tracts. The twin 

tracks once not mutually exclusive and can indeed be simultaneously pursued 

without forcing the space in either direction. 
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-India Bangladesh Relations - · 

As a rioted scholar reiterates : "Commonalities is South Asia are mostly 

bilateral between India and each of the neighbors countries separately and 

individually: There is a bit of India in every other country of South Asia. As against 

this, there is a hardly anything of significance which is common between India's one 

neighbor and the other. All the South Asian countries have only one thing in common 

amongst themselves and that is lndia. 33 Sovereign states and formal boundaries 

can of course, hardly check cultural overlaps. But what aggravate the South Asian 

Scenario is the perception that India desires to play a regional role commensurate 

with its regional pre-emiena, 'regional primary', as a commentator opines, has been 

an 'unstated but clearly pursued objective' of India's neighbourhood policy. 34 The 

frequently highhanded nature of Indian efforts at establishing and emphasizing their 

regional preponderance worsen the situation even more : as Bekhari argues," in 

their attempts to get lndiaaccepted as a dominant regional power the Indians have 

only succeeded in projecting it as the domineering regional power. 35 Inevitably, 

though regrettably, all this generates apprehensions, arouses suspicions and 

contributes to the grievous lack of trust and confidence between the South Asian 

Seven. 

Likewise, India has a host of difficulties with other neighbours like Bandladesh 

(shairing of river waters, the Chakmas and the influx of migrants) and Nepal 

. (differences over 'zone of ~eace' concept, whether there should be separate treaties 

.for trade and Transit, etc) along with some minor irritants in the case of Bhutan and 

,Maldives. All these contentious issues and the manner in which Sri Lanka has held 

SAARC verily to ransom are indicative of the fact that despite pious hopes to the 
( 

country, unresolved bilateral disputes are bound to exert a negative influence on the 

process of regional cooperation. 

As a consequence of producing nearly the same or similar goods, the South 

Asian seven inevitably compete in world markets for almost indentical exports : 

India and Bangladesh compete for jute goods, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka 

' I 
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compete in respect of . manpower exports to West Asia although the impact of this 

cqmpetition is not yet actually realized due to volume of the demand. 

·· ·.The fundamental dissonance between India and the others is also a major 

handicap; as a renowned economist asserts, "The vastness of the economy of one 

of the member countries of the group, India, at and its growing industrial 

infrastructure makes economic cooperation - leaving aside trade - between the 

countries difficult. The fear of becoming economically dependent upon India haunts 

the psyche of other SAARC nations and explains, for instance, why Pakistan 

in,Jports iron are from Africa and not from India, and Srilanka imports apples from 

Australlia instead of India. In both cases, the neighbours suffer from the misgiving 

that dependence upon India might imply that at any times India could exploit or 

even obstruct their natural growth and prosperity and this anxiety impels them to 

prefer extra-regional power for foreign aid and assi~tance for national development. 

Not surprisingly, a recent analysis highlights : "since the withdrawal of colonial rule, 
::'\ 

the independent South Asian States have consciously pursue policies aims at 

distancing their respective economics from each other .... As a result of these 

pplicies, now a sizeable and extremely powerful budget commercial, industrial and 

professional interests have come into existence in these countries which do not see 

any advantage in enhancing regional economic cooperation. Such cooperation, on 

the contrary, is seen as harmful and destabilizing.36 As a result of all these, 

constraints, the noted economist cited earlier, in response to the rhetorical query of 

whether an economic justification exists for SAARC, asserts that "there is no 

economic rationale."37 

. No wonder, ·a noted scholar asserts th~t "the greatest obstacle in the way of 

.. regional cooperation among countries in South Asia is the exceedingly meager 

knowledge about each other's country in terms of their needs, perceptions and 

sensitivities. 

;\ India's second diplomatic strategy was the politics of bilateralism in her 

relations with her South Asian neighbours. This was openly projected as the 

p-erformed model for building relations with neighbouring countries. 
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For India, such a strategy has considerable advantages. The first is that the 

bilateral approach can take into account the unique features of each relationship . 

The standardized model of uniforming the terms and patterns of bilateral interaction 

can be avoided. The needs of countries like Bhutan, Nepal and the_ Maldives are for 

example, very different from those of other countries in the region. They can be met · 

more easily than those of the more defiant and bigger neighbour. 

The second is that through a process of bilaterism, India can avoid the 

internationalization of contentious issues. In South Asia in which she may have to 

reckon with many actors. Almost all the post-Nehru governments have made this into 

a major objective of India's diplomatic strategy. One of the principal explanations for 

this pattern of behaviour is the bitter experience India had on the Kashmir issue when 

New De_lhi internationalized it by referring the matter to the UN after the Pakistani 

invasion of Kashmir in 1948. The UN refusal to take a position on the merits of the 

case generated a general opposition to the reference of any contentious bilateral 

issue again to international for . 

The third perceived advantage of bilaterism is that it provides India the 

possibility of avoiding any situation where all the other countries could unite against 

her. Since all of India's neighbours have serious reservations about her, such an 

eventuality can hardly be excluded. India, therefore, has always avoided such a 

situation. Even at the time of establishing the South Asian Association for Regional 

Cooperation (SAARC), India insisted on separating bilateral from any multilateral 

cooperation. 

The .fourth is the appropriate leverage that bilateralism gives to India of being 

· . generous to some nations and har$h to others. Such a behaviour has indeed 

been discernible in Indian Diplomacy. To risk a generalization, it could be argued 

that while with most states, Indian diplomacy was a combination of generous big 

brother behaviour giving aid, seeking common ground, and pressing them to fall 

· in line on issues where India's national interests were at stake, relations with · 

. Pakistan on the other hand, have been consistently antagonistic. 

This bilateral strategy became evident after 1971 Bangladesh war when all 

the negotiations with Pakistan were carried out bilaterally, and when the Simla 
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Agreement of July 1972 between Indira Gandhi and Z.A. Bhutto clearly incorporated 

India's preference for bilateralism over multilateralism. All differences, it was 

· -- agreed, were to be settled through bilateral negotiations'. 39 In line with the Indian 

· thinking the Simla Agreement clearly stipulated that Indians and Pakistanis alone 

were responsible for the maintenance of peace along the border. Though such a 

strategy was not completely successful since Pakistan had often tried to revenge 

upon this agreement, India has consistently refused to accept the involvement of any 

third party in lndo-P~kistan relations. 

With other co.untries of South Asia, India was, however, more successful in 

!mposing the strategy of bilateralism. They were less recalcitrant . None of them 

could really defy India, even if attempts were m~de to extricate themselves from an 

excessive Indian hold, since all of them were dependent on India in one way or the 

other. An open border with India, for example, is Nepal's and Bhutan's life'-line. 

Neither of them landlocked as they are would be able to survive economically if India 

were to cut them off. Nepal's attempts to become more independent were rapidly 

stymied by India's decision to cut transit arrangement with her. Sri Lanka's ability to 

manage the Tamil crisis without some cooperation from India is doubtful . If the 

massive Indian military intervention in Sri Lanka in 1987 to force the Tamil Tigers to 

abandon their demand for independence and to re-enter the political process, was 

not successful it is difficult to imagine that the Sri Lankan Government can handle 

the crisis on her own. The Maldives, off the Indian coast, can hardly survive (as 

illustrated by India's 1989 military intervention) as a viable state without some 

protection from India. 

Though Bangladesh is more resistant to Indian pressures, she has been just 

as unsuccessful in breaking out of the straitjackel of bilateralism as she has been of 

saving herself from the cruel annual cycle of flood and drought. Her. river system 

draws water from rivers in India, Nepal, Bhutan and China, all of which have- to pass 

through Indian territory- a formal Dependence from which she can hardly escape.40 

The Bangladesh government proposed a six country meeting that would have given 

her some diplomatic monosure. But India scratched the prooosal. 

India's apartment determination to continue the politics of bilateralism vis-a

vis her neighbors has created an asymmetrical situation in which Indian is clearly the 
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beneficiary. It is, -therefore, hardly probable that she will abandon such a position, 

even if she is criticized by the international media for having become a 'regional 

bully' .41 and for having developed an Indian variant of the Manroe Doctrine'42 

Indian destabilization, therefore, can't be attributed domestic reasons only, 

but is also determined by what happens in the neighbourhood. The link is clearly 

evident. The foreign policy of India is no more just simple interaction with the other 

Sout.h Asia, and of reacting to situations whenever it becomes necessary India's 

policy is no longer based on the politics, ·of non-intervention. Establishing its 

predominance in the region is generally perceives as being vital for India's national 

security. India's decision to intervene in Sri Lanka, stop the Tamil Tigers from 

becoming independent, stigma a coup d'etat against the existing government in the 

Maldives, pressure the Nepalese not to buy arons from the Chinese, propose to 

participate in Bhutanese negotiations with China, insist on the return of the Chakma 

refugees to Bangladesh and warn . Pakistan of the dangerous consequences of her 

support to Kashmiri and Sikh dissidents are growing signs of India's determination 

to 'play a predominant role in South Asia. 

Considering the fact that practically all the six small states' of South Asia are 

faced with growing systemic instability , India had to mobilize all the different 

components of her diplomacy that would make her relations with them viable and 

effective. 

Bilateral relations with each of the six states thus was the principal Indian 

sfrategy in South Asia. And, with the passage of time, India has used this strategy 

more and more openly and more and more puthless to clearly express her interest 

·in Development in the region. Bilateralism has become very much a major 

component it India's policy which no government in India can possibly afford to 

ignore.43 

In the Determination of lndo-Bangla relations, just as with India Pak relations, 

domestic political factors play an important role. There is, however, one vital 

differe~ce- that it is virtually a one way street unlike !ndo-Pak relations. The Indian 

politics. The only exception in lndo-Bangla relations is the issue of Chakma 
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insurgency while the agitation against Bangladeshi infiltrations into Assam has the 
. . 

potential to result in political difficulties for India ad thereby strain bilateral relations. 

Indo-Bangladesh relations started on a happy note. India's role in the Bangladesh 

liberation war, particularly military intervention, earned for India the friendship of 

Bangladesh, resulting in the signing of the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and 

Peace betWeen the two countries in March 1972. August 1975) represented a 

period of good relations between the two countries when the domestic and 

foreign policy thrust was in tune with that of India. Two basic laments of state 

policy -the use of religion for n~tion-building and external support (mainly that of 

a· super power) for regime stability, elements which have contributed most to the 

enmity between India and Pakistan, did not find. any place in the policies of 

Bangladesh. Mujib enunciated a secular, democratic and socialistic policy of 

nation-building, and he steemed clear of alliances with super powers.44 

As the champion of Panchasila, India has maintained cordial relations with 

neighbouring countries. So also it has maintained a cordial relationship with 

Bangladesh right from its emergence in 1971. It has been a· consistent and vitally 

important principle of Indian Foreign Policy to refrain any interference in the internal 

affairs of other countries . and more particularly, in the internal affairs of its 

neighbours. But the dirty struggle for power that emerged in Pakistan alter the first 

ever general elections held in March 1970, created a highly taxing and dangerous 

situation in East Pakistan, which forced India to support, on humanitarian grounds, 

the rights of the Bengalese living in East Pakistan. 45 

However, these moves and others failed to produce any meaningful result 

in 1971, India became aware of the fact that it would have to intervene in the crisis 

for effecting a settlement of this crisis. On 151
h June 1971, Mrs. Indira Gandhi 

declared in the Rajya Sabha that , "We will have to go through hell ·to meet the 

challenge posted by the developments· in Bangladesh." From then onward India 

stated providing help to the refugees and their Mukti-:Bahini for securing their rights, 

which involved the (liberation of Bangladesh. The crisis soon developed into the 

December . 1971 Indo Pak ·war. The Indian Army forme'd against the West Pakistan 

army in East Bengal. After a highly efficient and successful military operation of 

nearly two week,s the joint command, led by it. General Jagjit Singh Arora, was in a 
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position to secure the liberation of Bangladesh on 16 December, 1971, India had 

granted recognition to Bangladesh. After the defeat of West Pakistani army in 

-Bangladesh the administration of the country was entrusted to the leaders of 

Bangladesh. Soon afterwoards, Bangladesh was granted recognition by other state 

and this completed the process of liberation of Bangladesh . 

. India. played a leading role in -the liberation of Bangladesh. Its people made bold 

sacrifices for securing to he people of Bangladesh their freedom and their rights. 

Jhese historic and unparalleled sacrifices made by the people of India and the 

material and moral support that they gave to the people . of Bangladesh 

combined together to provide a solid foundation for the development of warm 

and highly friendly and cooperation relations between India and Bangladesh.46 

It was on 6th December 1971, the Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi; amidst 

thunderous applause informed the Lok Sabha the decision of the Government of 

i'ndia to grant recognition to the peopoles Republic of Bangladesh. Since the fateful 

day, the two countries have been engaged in the process of developing friendly 

and ... cooperative· relations between them. The immediate goal of security the 

liberation. of Bangladesh from the clutches of Pakistion was accomplished and 

December 16, 1971, by the Joint Army Command of the two states and this was 

followed by centain bold steps to usher the history of Indo Bangladesh relations 

into an era of friendship and cooperation based upon the spirit of mutual respect for 

each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty, and commitment to the principals of 

Panchashela, non-alignment, beneficial bilateralism and peaceful means for the 

settlement of all issues and problems. 

The similarities in the foreign policy perceptions of the two countries, the 

understanding-regarding. the common needs, goals and objectives, the recognition of 

the sacrifices made by India for securing the liberation of Bangladesh, the 

dependence of Bangladesh on India for meeting the immediate security and 

economic; needs and the mutual understanding among the leaders of the two 

countries gave good support to the cause of developing highly cooperative and 

friendly Indo-Bangladesh relations. The tone was set right on 6th December 1971, 

when . Mrs. Indira Gandhi, while announcing the decision to grant recognition to 

Bangladesh observed "In future the Governments and pe_ople of India and 
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Bangladesh who share common ideals and sacrifices, would forge a relationship 

based on principles of mutual respect for each other's sovereignty, territorial 

integrity; non-intolerance in internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit.47 

·The first chancery of Bangladesh was formally opened on 9th December 

. ·1971 ;· and it was formally announced that the two countries had entered into a 

number of mutual agreement in lateral relation. By these agreements India pledged 

its military support, help and involvement in the struggle (war) for the liberation of 

Bangladesh. India further undertook the pledge to withdraw its armed forces from 

liberated· Bangladesh, agreed that .liberated areas would be immediately handed 

over to the Government of Bangladesh, and that India would defend Bangladesh 

against any external threat. The agreements affirmed allegience to Panchsheel and 

non-alignment. However, no restruction was sought to be place on the rights of the 

people of Bangladesh to have their own independent foreign policy. By another 

agreement, India decided to give Rs. 100 crores immediately to Bangladesh for 

helping the initiation of the process of socio-economic reconstruction in that country. 

Both te Governments also entered into a detailed trade agreement envisaging and 

annual trade of 1.00 crores betweens the two countries. On 16th December, 1971, 

Bangladesh was liberated and the Government of Bangladesh took over the 

. ·administration of the country. It was on 8th January 1972 that Pakistan announced 

its decision to release 'Sheikh Mujib, who was under detention in Pakistan since 25th 

·March 1971. During his brief step at New Delhi, on 1oth January 1972, Shaikh 

Mujib, paid glowing tributes to India for her historic role in the liberation of 

~angladesh. He observed that the people of his country would never forget the 

,sacrifices made by their Indian brothers for 111aking its possible for them to achieve 

liberation. He declared that bonds of friendship and and cooperation between the 

two countries are bound to become more and more mature and developed in the 

;times to come.48 

On March 19, 197.2, India and Bangladesh signed a 25 years Treaty of 

Friendship, Corporation and Peace. It was a bold attempt to cement the Indo

Bangladesh friendship. The Treaty, with 12 Articles· under preamble was designed 

to maintain protacol and good neighbourly relations, to transform the borders into a 

border of external peace and friendship, to uphold non-alkignment, peaceful· co-
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existence,<<to safeguard peace stability and security, to promote and strengthen the 

existing relations it friendship and cooperation and to reaffirm the determination to 

follow peaceful means for the settlement of disputes well as to uphold the aims and 

principles of the U.N.Charter. , 

· · The 12 Articles of the Treaty provided for the steps . agreed by both the 

countries as the means for securing the ideals and objectives listed in the preamble. 

Both the countries declared that there shall be lasting peace and friendship between 

the two ·countries· and their people and -that each side shall respect the 

independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of the other and refrain from 

interfering in· the internal affairs, of the other side , The two shall further develop and 

strengthen the relations of friendship, good neighbourliness and all round 

cooperation existing between them. Under Article 2, both sides condemned 

colonialism and racilism in all forms and affirmed their determination to strive for 

their final and complete elimination. Both· agreed to cooperate with other states in 

achieving these aims·. Under Articles 3 and 4, both the sides reaffirmed their faith in 

·non-alignment and peaceful co-existence and to revolve to maintain regular mutual 
I 

conflicts on major international problems affecting the interests of both the states. 

reaffirmed their faith in non-alignment and peaceful co-existence and to resolve to 

maintain ·regular mutual conflict on major international problems affecting the 

interests of both te states. In the next Article i.e., Article 5, both the countries 

agreed to continue ·to strengthen and widen their mutually advantages us and 

c;~broad cooperation in economic, scientific , technical trade transport and 

communications fields. Under Articles 6 and 7 both the countries agreed to make 

joint studies and take action in the field of flood control river basin development and 

the development of hydro-electric power and irrigation, and further to promote 

relations in the firlds of art, literature, education culture, sports and health. Each 

side solemnly declared under Article 8 that it shall not enter into or participate in 

any military alliance directed against the other party and that both the countries shall 

refrain -from any. aggression against the other and shall not allow the use of its 

territory for committing any act that may cause military damage to or constitute a 

threat to the security of the other. Article 10 of the Treaty declared that ; "Each of 

the high contracting parties shall refrain from giving any assistance to any third party 

· .. ' 
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taking_ part in i]n armed conflict against the other party. In a case either party is 

_attacked or threatened with attack the high contracting parties shall immediately 

enter into mutual consultating in order to take appropriate affective measures to 

eliminate the threat and thus ensure peace and security of their countries. Each of 

the ·high contracting parties solemnly declares that it shall not undertake any 

commitment, secret or open towards one or more states which may be incompatible 

with the present treaty." In the last two articles_it was stated that the Treaty was for 

25 years and was renewable by mutual agreement, and that any differences in 

interpreting the Treaty that may arise shall be settled bilateraliy trough 'peaceful 

means in a spirit of mutual respect and understanding. 

Evaluation : with these provisions the Treaty constituted a bold attempt 

towards the securing of peace stability in South Asia. This Treaty affirmed India's 

respect for the sovereign equality and territorial integrity of Bangladesh and set at 

rest the western and Pakistani propaganda that India has an eye over Bangladesh. 

The Treaty, observed the Patriot, was the first formal and certainly unique step taken 

up by. two -important Asian countries for the stabilization of peace in this sub

continent. It commented the growing lndo-Bangla friendship and laid solid 

foundations for the extension of bilateral cooperation between the two countries. It 

was neither defence pact nor a security pact designed against any other country. 

Lik~ the Indo-Bangladesh Treaty was a bilateral treaty for positive bilateral 

cooperation. It was a solemn treaty solemnly signed for strengthening both world 

peace and bilateral relations. Indeed, this treaty was a welcome and fruitful way of 

:ushering lndo-Bangla relations into an era of enduring peace, friendsuip and 

:cooperation.49 

After the signing of the Treaty, both the countries conducted fL;Jrther 

negotiations for enlarging . trade between them. On March 28, 1972, the two 

countries entered into a trade agreement providing for a trade of nearly Rs. 100 

. crores. Firstly, the agreement provided for border trade for people living within 15 

km. belt of the borders and its aini was to help the people of border areas to meet 

their day to day requirement. But,a the trade was restricted to specific commodities. 

Secondly, it provided for a Rs. 50 crore two way trade goods of speCial interest ot 

both the countries on a balanced basis. Thirdly, this agreement laid down that if India 
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exported goods worth more than its share 25 crores, then the payment of the 

qverflow shall be in the form of temporary loan to Bangladesh and shall not carry any 

interest. This agreement was indeed a symbol of liberal and friendly attitude of India 

tqwar'ds its new neighbor. On July 5, 1973, Indiana and Bangladesh signed a new 

3,year Trade Agreement and it was agreed thatthe two countries would now export 

goods worth of Rs. 305 crores each way. The trade relations were given a new big 

boost on May_16, 1974 through a number of agreements on wide ranging bilateral 

· e_conomic and trade cooperation. 
' • t • . ' ' 

" ·For presenting cooperation in the fields of science and te-chnology. India and 

Bangladesh agreed, on June 10, 1972, for cooperation in the peaceful cases of 

atomic energy and space research. On August 27, 1973, a treaty was signed for 

exchange information. On atomic research and literature between the two countries , 

~cientists of both the contries were to be given opportunities for research and 

training in atomic research laboratories in either country. In May 1974, when India 

conducted for first underground and fully controlled peaceful nuclear explosion 

(PNE), Bangladesh welcomed the development as an important steps towards the 

development of developing countries. The Bangia Times, an influential daily at 

Bangladesh, described India's PNE as a matter of pride for developing countries. It 

wrote that this explosion will have deep impact on the politics ,of Asia and the 

subcontinent. It called upon the neighbours not to feel unduly apprehensive from 

India because India's pllicy was a peaceful policy. 

Thus, close cooperation in the fields of trade, commerce, education, cultural 

activities and sports was registered in the post-Treaty period of Mujib era. Particularly 

after the' understanding reached during May and September 197 4, meetings 

between the leaders and delegations ?f the two countries, some very important and 

major agreements were reached for effecting closer cooperation' between the two 

countries. The May 1974 Summit Conference between India and Bangladesh 

woduced very healthy and fruitful results. The following · Four Jofnt ventures were 

cleared : W.A. Uonont Plant Joint phatak in Bangladesh based on limestone 

~upplied from Meghalaya in India; (ii) A clinker plant in Meghalaya for supplying 

either to Bangladesh; (iii) A Fertilizer Plant in Bangladesh for the supply of urea of 

India and (iv) A sponge Iron Plant in Bangladesh with the supply of iron ore from 
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India. The -decision to constitute a joint commission on Jute was another landmark , 

achieved at the summit. All these steps for bilateral economic collaboration were 

commendable. f()r promoting cooperation in the fields of science and technology, 

India and Bangladesh agreed on 10 June, 1972 for cooperating in the peaceful was 

of atomic energy and space research. On 27 August 1973, a treaty was signed for 

exchanging information on atomic research and literature between the two countries. 

Scientists· of· both the countries were to be given opportunities for doing research 

and training in atomic research laboratories in either country. 

· · Realising the necessary of settling the border problem, with India and 

Bangladesh conducted negotiations which led to the signing of Border Agreement 

on May 19, 1974. Under this agreement, India retained the Berubari enclave and in 

exchange Bangladesh received Dahagram and Angarpata enclaves under 

perpetually leased corridor for connecting Dahagram and Angarpata enclaves and a 

perpetually leased corridor for connecting Dehagram with Pambari Mouza of 

· Bangladesh. "The border demarcation was to be so framed as to cause the least 

disturbance to the population, to be as the as possible on both sides and to make 

it easy to recognize the borders betweens the two countries." It also provided for 

exchange " expeditiously of all enclaves." Another feature of the agreement was 

·regarding the fixation of midstream boundaries along Muhuri and Fenny rivers. This 

ensured that two sides would get water from the rivers all the time. The Border 
-

Agreement Was· as the Tribute on May 21, 1974, observed "can example in good 

· neighbourness and a major friction remover." . 

- Increased controls and exchange of visits became regular features of Indo

. Bangladesh relations in the Post-Treaty years of Mujib era. In November 1972, 

President of Bangladesh, Mr. Abu Sayeed Chowdhury paid a 1 0 days state visit to 

·India and in June 1974, President of India, Mr. V.V.Giri returned the state visit to 

· Bangladesh. Both the visits strengthened the bonds of friendship between the two 

countries. The visits revealed that there. was close identity of rivers between the two 

countries: Similar contacts at the ministerial level covers also maintained. In April 

· 1973, the Foreign Minister of Bangladesh visited India and in return Mr. Swarn 

Singh; Indian Minister of External Affairs, paid on official visit to Bangladesh relations 

' and cooperation was reviewed. After the discussions the deterioration to give 
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pr,actical.shape to the deeplyfelt and just aspirations of the people of two countries ,, 
for socio-economic well being, was expressed. 
·· ... .: . 

With a view to further strength on the very friendly relations existing between 

the two countries a Summit Conference between Mrs. Indira Gandhi and Sheikh 

Mujib was held on May 1, 197 4. It was deering this conference that important 

discussions were held over matters of views was held in an atmosphere of 

friendship, cordiality· and in the background of traditional friendship and 

understanding :between the two countries. Discussions on matters like trade and 

commerce sharing of Ganga waters, functioning of Joint Rivers Commission, 

boundary disputes, expansion of cooperation in field on Jute export, issues of joint 

v,entures etc., were objectively discussed and certain agreements were reached. 

9imilarly international problems, .like energy crisis were discussed. On May 19, 

1 ~7 4, India and Bangladesh signed the Border Agreement and announced that an 

4nderstanding had been reached regarding the resolution of Farakka barrage issue. 

Similarly, India and Bangladesh exhibited complete understanding 

GOOperation at the time of Simla Summit between India and Pakistan. Bangladesh 

welcomed whole heartedly the Simla Agreement and the Delhi Agreement between 

· India and Pakistan as two positive steps towards peace and stability in South Asia 

India kept Bangladesh fully informed about the nature, scope and progress of the 

discussions with Pakistan. In April 1973, India and Bangladesh jointly prepared a 

three point programmes on the basis of which was to conduct negotiations with 
\ ' 

Pakistan. The lndo-Pak agreement of 1973, reflected the fact that India fully upheld 

the commitments that had been made with Bangladesh in respect of the repatriation 

PO.Ws and refugees: 

' 
Further, India left no stone unturned for helping Bangladesh to get 

·.·! 

recognition from other countries and its due place in the United Nations. India gave 

hill support to the August 9, 1971 application made by Bangladesh for getting the 

membership of the United Nations . ·However, the Chinese veto against 

Bangladesh prevented surprise in this direction. In February 1974, Pakistan gave 

recognition to Bangtadesh and it was followed by the accord of recognition by 

China.- This development cleared the way of Bangladesh entry into United Nations. 

In the context of lndo-Pak-Bangladesh relations, the April 1974, tripartite talks 
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: :betw~~~,-:iridf~.-Paki;stan ~~d ·Bangladesh_ produced an-important agreement leading· 

to· the ·repatriation of · Pakistani POWs who were still being detained in India ---- . ' ., . . 

: becau5e,;of>Bangladesh earlier decision to try than on charges of genocide and war 

. crim.es:: '·.--";,: .· · 
. . . 

·.:· .. ~1';; .-::_.~<-~ ~::, :-'' '·-~ . - . .. . ' . 
· -·- · ··- Even ~the cornplex issue of Farakka was temporarily resolved through interim · 

-acirJernent bf.ApriY1:;a:··1.97s:·under an ·interim· and short term agreement.reached at 
. ' . 

· D~~d~: i(w~s ~greed that India was to dra~ a specified quantity of water for its 

·; . ~ ·.- te~t·~-f>i ~~n~l"fQr: tile· benefits of Calcutta Port. 
' . ~ . ~ " : 

. ·... . · · !t~~~ furt~er~agreed that a joint tea~ of experts would supervi~e and observe 

·. th~ ... ~~~~t::-;-it_~ithtir~~~~-~ .oh Banglad~sh and the Hoogly river. A joi,nt team was to 

· b~ ·~t~tioned ·at Farakka was keeping ·a record of the water fed into the fewer canals. 
0 

• ··:.::::•: •:(n~~~~~· :·:; ':••, ,, •- '·' ' • l •' • ' ' 

.. · ·. ·· ; The agreement was · an important breakthrough in the Farakka dispsute 

between India ·and Bangladesh. It was hoped that this short term- agreement would 
• • 1 • , • • ', r • 

· .. :1 

pare.Ahe,Jway for an· amicable long term accord on Farakka. It was an agreement 
. - ' . . . -

reached:.throughbilateral negotiations and this. gave it added importance. 
' . • . • • F • ' ! ' 

. The above account of lndo-BanQiadesh during the Mujib era; clearly reveals 

that. the conduct· of relations between the two cou~tries get a positive and good 

start:<Duririg a· short period of joint four years both the countries were in a position to 

solve the Bordet dispute~ and reach an interim agreement on Farakka. Both were in 

a, position tc)' establish '-highly friendly and peace gave a solid foundation to Indo-. 

Bangladesh.friendship and cooperation. india, after having helped the emergence of 

Bangl<!idesh, a.s a.:~pv_,~reign independent ·republic, came fof"Ward whole heartedly to 

hel~_,,,the : ·neJ/·.~duntry in . overcoming the problems at· socio-economic 

rec~ristruction.,~T~rough loans and aid, ·material ·a~d model support and a series of · . .- ··--·' .. ' . . 

.trape ~_nd:ec6~omic" agreements, India gave valuable help to Bangladesh during the 

initial years of its independence. The Government of Bangladesh, particularly Prime 

.Minister- of -B~n~l~desh Sheikh Mujiour Rehmah, recognized fully the sacrifices 

_·;;,·ode. andth~ .help,given· by. India to Bangladesh and theref9re, felt indebted to. 
; .. " -•'- ' - . . - . 

India. All· the · ~re·eme~ts reached during _this period was .backed by complete 
. . . . . 

understanding .and mUtual respect for each other~s. needs, desires and inte;ests. 

; • I ' . ~ ~'-· '• 

·:.·; '• .. ,. 

. ' 
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: . Howe\,(~r, <;~long with his positive development, the march of time produced · 

certain irritants in Indo-Bangladesh relations, particularly, the carrying out of anti-
-. . .____ . . ~. ~ . 

India propaganda' by. certain sections ofBangladesh press and rysted interests, at 

· times,· mad~ · Jhe environment becam~ a source of concern ·particularly towards the 

· close ·Mujib~ .;era.' ·some schola(s even . ·go to the ,eXtent of s~ying that Mujib's 

·friendship with lridiawas·a'factor in theAugust. 1975 · coup.against Mujib's regime. 

!The following factprs:were responsible for the emergence of anti India propaganda in 

6angladesh during the closing· years of Mujib era,: 

L 
•.' · 1} Existence o{Pro-Pakistan factors in Bangladesh. 

2) Internal opposition to. Sheikh Mujib's policies particularly . to the ·.. . . . . ~· - . . 

centraJizati9n and concentration of authority into his own hands . 

. 3} The 'Pakistani and Chinese. propaganda that India was having 

· · · imperialistic designs over Bangladesh. 

4)_ Tb~. clifference over Farakka Barrage issues. 

· · ·5)~. Rise. of communalism in Bangladesh. · 

· 6) The strong dissatisfaction in Bangladesh· over the increased corruption, 

·shortage of essential commodities, particularly foodstaff, and uncontrolled 

· · ·smuggling on Indo-Bangladesh borders. 

·. 7) The strong c'ritidsm by the Indian press (West Bengal based ) of the role 
. . . 

. : ... of opposition in Bangladesh, produced a strong reaction and gave rise to 

c ., . · '.' ·,·>considerable ·opposition to the role of India in the sub-contiJ1ent. In 
~ ~ 
~; , ·."- .·,·· pa.rticular, this made Moulana Bhashani. and· his party a strong critic of 

.·'·-···India ...... · .. 

· .. '8} This: faJiure of the :Governm-ent of Bangladesh to effectively run the 

admini~tr~tion and checkthe spread of an-India propaganda. 5° 

Iridian cand· Bangladesh were in confrontation over a number of issues : the 

~orubari .. corrid9r· is the New Moore · Island/Tal patty territorial dispute which 

degenerated into a minor military and incident; Indian involvement in the armed' 

strug'gle· of the··Chakma tribals , the Farakka Barrage and river water· disputes; 

\and' India. att~mpts to "repatriate" from ·Assam illegal "Bangladeshi". Muslim 

' >. 

.. 

I . 

'"-. ...._. 
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Q1ig_r9nts··· and: to build a protective fence along_ portions of .the border. None o~ 

. :th~se,,:·except temporarily th~ farakka Barrage issue, were solved.". 

Again-· arid .again, then Bangladesh came up against what it was , India 

,;Pres,sure''::-: Th·e~issues themselves··.:._ except perhaps the· river waters were - it 

· reg~r~~cLas:triv~l:: Dhaka's. viewwas that. l_ndia could, virtually not cost, meet 

·Bangladesh C011C.e'rns·on·all ofthem. New Delhi's reluctan'ce bid so was seen as 

· aciding~·-from its <.de~ ire to. use these issues as pressure protoganist Dhaka to 

·· pu~ish<:Sangladesh· :tor its lacked "gratit~de" destabilize its go~~rnments, limit its 

autonomy;Jn_respect of foreign and domestic . policy, and enforce a regional order 

under·'·lridia!~h~g~mony:'. ·Thus, for Bangladesh, as for _the other South Asian _states,· 

India was:the'primary_ "internal".and "external" threat. 

'>·-. ,. T6 ;de~l :with the lr:idian threat, Bangladesh, like the other states in the ~egio~. 
sciughfeXtra: .:..: :original "balanan" against' New ·Delhi - the United states_ 'China, 

.. Pa'kistan, andthe lslamicstates. However, none of thes~ was particularly "reliablei. 51 

•• ' ,. J ~-··: ...... _ ~- :. 

'. ' .··.; ·,' ~: '. ' .,·: ~ 
.:" .· I . 

·ao.rd.~r-P;roblem . 

·It was in 1974, that the Delhi Agreement was reached b-etween India and 

Ba,ngladesh and the p~oblem of ex extras· was solved. Howe':'er, in the post Mujib 

.. erai· the' G6~~rnh,ent of Bangladesh once again tried to activate the border problem, 

·.with India: 'It was along ·the Tripura, Maghalaya and Assam borders that Bangladesh 

Rifle~·'resorts: to firing first in Apfil1976. lnApril1976 and then.in November 1976. In 
' ' ~, 

April-1'976;-~the border out-postat Dumkura, in the Garo Hills district at Meghalaya- · 

wasi'-' fired:. up6n~··b'y'- the Bangladesh Rifles. In November, 1976, the Bangladesh 

·. atltho-ritiefF claimed•an ln~ian area ~easuring about 8 hectares i~ the Muhuri char 

area ii'i-'the :Be-Ionia sub-division of Tripura. It became the 9bject of disput between 

ln'dia·and Bangladesh .,and the crisis became deeper when the Bangladesh .Rifles 

repeatedly· opened fire upon the Indian farmers. The demarcation of border along 

Tnpura;-'Assam;·Meghalaya. had been pending issue because of certain changes 

·. in the· course of Muhuri ~ver. To sort out the matter, the first of talks between 

. Bangladesh··':Rifles.~.and Indian Border Security Force representatives was held at 

Comila .on 11 'November 1976, but there could be reached no agreement. Each side 
."'.: . . 

,I. 

I· .. 
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then blamed the other for talking rigid and ~nreason~ble ·sta~d.:'Bangl~d~sh 
accused India_ of having unilaterally. constructed_ nine_ spur:e._for .defle¢ting the 

course of Muhuri river. The allegation was relateq ·by India. Asecondrolindoft~lks 
• , • I . • . _., • • ·, ' '· • 

was held in Dacca on November 19, -and both the sides . agreed to prevent ~the 
- . . . ' ' ,' ~ . 

recurrence of border .incidents. ·After a meeting of the Joint Rivers_ Commission;~ in . . ' ~ 

Dacca, it was declared on November 20 that both sides have tried-. to :.understand 
. . . .. . . - . ' . . . . '· -. :- ; ~--. -

each other's view point regarding the border near: Muhuric Charland,_and th~t qpth 

si_des have agreed to take 'steps for re.tnoving the · irritants. A Committee. for-- riyer 

site and for deter~ining the issues of spurs was in!3lituted. This was a welcqn,~ 
more .but the net- result negligible because on November 22, Bangladesh .. :Rifte~ 

. . .... :~ ~ 

again resumed firing in this sector. The civil defence exercised and . the h~qtic 
: ,:,\~ 

actrivity on the Bangladesh side of the, border further 'made. the i~su~ -rrt9re 
. . - . : ..... ,' 

complicated. To defuse the situation, 6 member Bangladesh qelegatiol) cani~jp 

India on December 12 and ·held discussion with the coL.Jriterpart over the issu~' qf. · 
. . / . ' . . . . . ~-

difference overborder demarcation as stipulated in the 1974BoundaryAgreem~_nt. 
The talks again failed to produce any tangible re~ult. The Bar:~glaoesh __ d~legajjqn 

. . . . . . . . . - .. ,' ' . •· . . ~ .. '' . ...... . ' . 

refused to accept the steps listed by India for normalizi,ng the. situatiof1.onJripura-
;·' . . . '. .. .. ;, '. 

Bangladesh border. It demanded that the whole of Muhuri Char area_should be made . ' . '. - . ·:.~ · ... ;-,. : .: . . ' . '.-... -.·. !:.~ . 
a 'no·man's land' with the provision for joint patrolling on the lndia_n side. . .by lndj_an 

• • ' • • • ' :- • . .. j· - - • ~ •• :. .• ..< • ' ~ :: ' 

and Bangladesh border forces . This was an indirect way ,af induqirig a charigejnthe 
-' - ··- . - ,···· · ..•... •': :J 

197 4 Agreement and hence it was rejected by India. The talks produc:ed cmly_ gn~ 
' . ;, ·-·· ':: }:;', _, 

small agreement where by both sides agreed to maintain normally in. the Muhuri 
~ : ·;. :~- ."'··. --.~,-.·:·;· ;~.=--··. 

char area. · · :_. · .. : ···:.' ; .. :~.:-...-; ·.· .... h- ·.· 

II} February 1980, Secretary level meetings be~ween: India and Banglad~sh 
were held in Dacca for resolving the 'issue. The· talks, .however:, ended ,after just 

friking a· .... Of optimism for future course of India-Bangladesh relations. _ ... 

Ttie ec'onomic and trade agreement ·which had been sign~d: durin~( -1972~i5 . 
period did not succeed in reaping a rich harvest in the form ·-6('' i'nc'rea~~d ~rid 
diversified trade between India and Bangladesh. The complimentafY:nat~re .ot'th6ir. __ 
_ economics, geographical contiguity and the trade agreements: ;as Well :.~s: ~~~o 
Ba-ngladesh Treaty co'uld riot lead to the expected vital and' . close' ·e-~hnbrrilc ~rid 
trade links between th~ two countries bec_aus~.ofthe- exl~tence ot'::.c~rtain probl~ms ' 

. . . - .. ·: ~;-~,' '· ... ·, ; ' ~~; : 
r-:} • 

• . ·t· .. 
.. ~ ~: 

·., \.. ,·,'· . ~~~- '" . :.. "~ ' 
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and irritants. Even the switch over from barter to free convertide currency dealings 

failed to produce the desired results.· The political instability in Bangladesh after 

August ·1975 coup and the consequent emergence of strong anti-India propaganda 

in Bangladesh, created a situation in which both the countries found it difficult to 

capitalize through mutual trade and economic links. Nevertheless, the two sides kept 

.on tr)ting to maintain and improve mutual trade and economic cooperation 

Controversy over the New Moore Island 

, Towards the middle of 1981, lndo-Bar)gladesh relations developed serious 

strains over the issue of occupation and ownership of the New Moore Island or the 

South Talpatty as Bangladesh calls it born in 1970, with barely 1.5 sq. in area, the 

·New Moore Island became a major matter of dispute between India and Bangladesh. 

So much so that in May 1981, there appeared a danger of armed naval clash 

between the two .countries. Be.fore 1970, this land-mass was nothing mar~ than a 

·low tide elevation which became visible only when the sea subsided during a low 

tide. It surfaced in an effective was only in 1970. 

The Island has great economic implications and its ownership involves 

'various maritime and other territorial rights over about 4000 sq. nautical miles of 

the sea. The possibility of using the land mass and sea around the New Moore 

. Island for securing sea food , mineral resources and natural gas m~kes the Island 

very important !n the eyes of India and Bangladesh . 

. ; Indian cage regarding the ownership and sovereignty over the Island is clear 

;and supported by facts. It has been in possession of New Moore ever since 1.970. 

,:The Island lies· at a di'stance of barely 5.2 km from the nearest Indian landmass as 

.. against 7.6.km from the nearest land-mass of Bangladesh. As' s_uch it is relatively 

, close to India than Bangladesh. 

· The Indian Navy made an early survey of the Island and erected 

: identification pillars on it in 197 4 in accordance with internatiohlal practice. India 

further notifies the British Adminality and the U.S.navy about the existence of Island 

. and its Indian ownership. 

The New Moore Island continues to be an issue in Indo-Bangladesh relations. 

• Bangladesh continues to base its claim for ownership over the island on the basis of 
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the sattelljtec: map. India i!;) equally clear and forth night in asserting its dain which is 
. ~ ::: .. :. ~ \ 'i'_t, ·- ~ :.:: • . .. ::.: ->~: _.' <'' • • • ' • 

. _ ·bas.ed upon,3 main foundations : (i)' that. New Moore· Island is closer to Indian land 
-..._-:.C .: ;··> ::: < -~_ .... __ .,·_~(<:··,: ·.··; ·:";·._:_-~{1~~-: ~~- . . . . ' ·. -

rl)ass;_ (ii)_ That tt)e. main channel of the Hariabhanga on the estuary flows along the 

~a~-~-~fD~~i~- ~ t~~:·I~I~~~,. -~~d not the western,side as. claimed by Dacca; (iii)· That 

India: owris the islaFJd since its births in 1970.52 
· -a :,-'..:,:-: .... :, : ·:···_,_: --~-- ... ·_ .. .-:. 

·:·; ·· . ·l:The ~ifferences between India and Bangladesh over the Chakma refugees 

f~om ·theoChittagori'g. hill tr:acts provide another example of problems_ caused py trans

~or~s.rmigratioris.'the.disturbances in the Indian state of Assam duet~ the influx of
people from· .Bangladesh over a period of time also illustrate the same point. The 

' . - . · .. ' '. -, . . - . . ' . 

reactions :of'the people in Pakistan to the out break of communal riots in India , . . . . . - . . . . . . . . 

wh_ictl i~· .. · unfortunately :ilot infrequent, and th~ :resentment caused by them in the 
.. ' .. :··, . - - ' ' - . 

lndiC!-IJ~ politic~.l · circles are of course, in a class apart: But this also shows that 
.. · ·, ,· . . . . '· ' . . 

cultlJral affinity. i~ not (il~ays conducive to cordiality in inter-s~ate relationships. ' 
~ - .: . . ';' ; . . . : .. _. ::' ' -. -· - . ' 

· 'As· ·Dr~ Shaukat Hassan has pointed . out the sole ethnic problem . in 

'sa.nglac;le!;)h·:Js tha~ betw~en the _Chakmas, a hill tribe inhabiting the_Chittagong Hill 

:Trad$<(GHT},:andAhe.-,Government of Bangladesh. The problem was partly one of 

cult~;~raL::~dive,rgenqek-· the Chakmas were not only overwhelmingly Buddhist, 

speaking_. non-Bengali · dialects and, w!th their, Mongoloid features looking ethnically 

'distih'ct)from the Bengali Muslims. But also, during colonial times, the British had left 

:<these·\/tribal·· people"-. mdre or less to themselves except for purposes of revenue 

'~1~oi'lecti6-n.:.th:e_ request of the (HT People's Association, at the time of partition that 

)hey·· be" included·· :i~-:india. r~ther than· Pakistan was. rejected by the Radliffe 

:coinmission:54 • and -the CHT lost its status as an exciud~d area. 

· ' .:· · '• ·,The Pakistan· government's policy was to ~ncourage actively the settlement of 

i~utsid.er·:w~s<adopted byBaMgladesh when Mujiber Rahman's secular commitment 
~.;. "·- .. ... . . . ' . 

''gave way: to iilcreasing lslamisation of the State, particularly. after the time of Ziaur 

i:_Rah~an:~While ,th~ ,proportion of .tribal. people to outsiders was -g1 percent to 9 

:'perce~t iri. ;-1·951 :; the ratio had· dropped to· 67.1 percent and 35.9 percent by 
~; ' :_ •' . ' ' .. - . . . ..... .. 

:'1'960.55 
· The 'ct1akma insurgency developed not ~nly due to. these. enforced 

.{demographic changes: Development projects carried out by the, government in the 

',area::did 'riot--·. b~hefif the· tribal people; on the contrary~ they enterferred with 
. ' ... 

traditional : occupatfons; such as jhum ( China farming). The construction of the 

>·-1.! 
.. 

·., 
. ·_: :- __ :_ 
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.,~ ,··' 

KarriaP.ryUii (Kapta.i).hydro-el~ctric project in 1962·, for exar:nple submerged 54,000 
'··' .· , .,.,:·:·. .-·... ··. I 

----!~[~~ 9r~~~1e: cul~iv~_bl~ lan'd affecting about 100,000 people,.90 percent of whom .. 

. w~re:_ph~~m~~·;,~~;-::( . · • 
·' · .< ·::].The':insiJrgency·was.dormantin Bangladesh's ·early years, but· already in 

197~~>thii.:-~>::-;Hilt':_Traets,.•People's .. solidarity Association (PCJSS on Parbattya · 

.. Chatteg'ram;·)Jana·Sangheta Samiti) had been formed, and in 1975 it had a militant 

wing::called.Shanti_ Bahini with a reported strength of 15,000 members.57 By 1978, 

. 'tne:.,;CI)akma: .insurgency ha~ become: a major problem for B~ngladesh and 

·aii~Q€lli~n~:were alre.ady.being.made that theShanti Bahini had the support of- India 

as-:·\Vell;~;as·:: •the:-·Soviet;-rlJni~n. The influx, in increasing numbers, of Chakma-

. insurgents·Jnt6Anqia: .did.create problems for the latter, too, and the change that-India 

was:,eneo1Jraging.; aryd suppmting the ins~rgency must remain speculative. Partha 

. GhQ~b·:h~~-- ,this to say on this point. 
• • • < ' •• •• • • • ~ • • • • ' • 

. . 
·.: ~::::qndia!s;:>'involvemenf' with the Chakma, can only be inferred through 

. circ,I,Jmstantial evidence. The· Mizo Insurgency that India faced till recently offers a 

. ch.ie ";cqnsidering)he 'distr~stthat existed between the Mizo tribe and the Chakma 
• r • • • ~ • 

trib~. · AHhe time. wl)en- relations were cordial between the Mujib regime and the . . . . . . 

Indian :gover:nment, .there was coooeration between' the two. goverhments to jointly 

'put -~own'.fhe insurgencies. Mujib ·had· secretly allowed the Indian army to operate in 

:thejungles of:the:CHT to fi~ht the.MNF (Milo) guerillas. In the process they also took 

'on the~Razakars members of the pro-Pakistani para-military force who also received 

· · supporUrom the ·Ghakma insurgents, which was to Mujib's advantage. In the post 

. Mujib phase; distrust developed betWeen the two governments ·and India accused· 

) Bangladesh of.. assisting· Mizo.. rebels. The counter accusation .that India was 

~symp~thetic' to·:; iif:•'not actively cooperating with the CHT insurgents is plausible, 

· • though ·it:cannotbe:~ubstantiated. 58 

, ,,_,·<:) Perhapf{tt1e most s~nsitive issue confronting contemporary lnd~-Bangladesti . 
·;'relations· relates to the alleged illegal migration of Bangladeshis to the Indian State of 

- . I . 

·_: Assam;· and quite ·a different· problem concerning a two-way process of migration 

which has involved Chakma insurgents seeking refuge f~om their habitat in the 

•· Chittagong Hiii·Tracts to ttie Indian state of Tripur~. ·and conversely, the erstwhile 
. . ' . . 

Mizo insurgents· ··seeking refuge in Bangiadesh; with each country conniving ahd ........... 
. :, . 

. :~ ... · .. ·t. :,--;,, .; :·i·~ _:~'I ·~·.,;;·)_ .--·, <':'/.: . 

.. , 
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suppoi-tihg'.th~- insurgen-cies in the other country. Since the Mizo .problem if) India has 
>.,'·' \ .:, • •, 'o ·-. ·, ' • . , ,, . ' ' • 'I' 

rio\nH>eeh 'resdlvedwithin the framework of a new state of Mizoram, we shall deal --·---..... ''' ~ ·_· --_ - . . . _- - . . ,. 

-h~re·\~'Ssen:th:illy wlth the- Chakma problem, mainly in terms of. its fall-out on Indo-
-~-,_.;,:, .. ,_. ~:- •• -.. · •.. :,,,_.,,,· '·· · . .._- 59'-

. Bangladesh.''felati6ns. · -
' :,.,··~--=·<" -~ ";:!·", ·:~ .~:I 

-~; _,:_; .. ~..:,ArH>.ih~r .. f:D~jc:>r irritant in the indo-:Bangladesh relations of post 1975 era 
_,-~~;'·':·" -:~-~--~~-.- :_;.: · ... · ''-~ .. ,. -- . 

cp,ritinu~.~J91;l~JI:),e.di!:ipute over Farakka: -
. ::-~·--·,r:,_:A~·.:~---'!-~-, .. -::,--.-.·- .. ~.. , 

T~eJ_ndo"'-Bangle~cjesh task over the question o( ways to argument the flow of 

G_~l)g~:;; MP'!V~~er1;·. gqt >deadlocked because of a big difference in the approach and 

i9e~$: 'oL::~h~_', ~.o ~countries: yvhe~eas Bangladesh wanted to against the . flow of 
·- '-·\, ... ·· ·._ -· ·.- '. . ' - . 

Gar~ga'~duri~;~g: .Jean;season :by using· water stored in serious which were to be 
' ',, ,'·, •· ,- •' • ' '' • • • ·•' ' • I 

constructed ir)·Nepal, Himalayas.· India advocated the construction of Brahmaputra-

G~~g~:-·JJ~~':b.an.aJ, f9~ achieving the desired goal. Further, wher~as Bangladesh 

w~~ted t~ in~~lve .Nep~i·in ~egotlations over.Farakka. India wanted to· settle the issue 
~ · .. ;::_.·~~~::~ ... 1.:·:: ::r:: t ·-;'.:·~.'- · . · ·, . · ....... 

· bilaterally;·': · :: ... ' _ 
: ···-~ -~-· ··!::: -:-:: -~-~·-', ...... . . -. . _, . 

. _.r. :~From that day till today, the dispute over Farakka. contin-ues to be irritant in 

theJnd~~Sanglaqesh -.relations. The Interim Agreement of 1975 fa.iled to be_ a basi~ · 
' 

· for-future settlement . of dispute. In fact, it was a patch-work whic~ could neither 

satisfy.lhe:·object!ye of security tlie health .of Cal~utta ~ort nor could meet th~ 
irrig~tion-iteeds:.'of'.the-two·countries. The agreement was signed with the uriited or 

objed~iveiot:enablin!:r-the· running of Feeder Canal till the deter-mination of allocation 

of..tQe':IT!inimutn :flow of Ganga during the lean months . 

. ' Td the Post-Mujib era, the, atmosphere for further ta!ks in F arakka ·became 

~itated ::_ because''of the Bangladesh Press which included the demand for a pri~r 

:app~oval'by Bari~ladesh ~f any water that India wanted to withdraw from Fa~akka. In 

'February ·1976, ·when India . semt an official proposal to Dacca for cjiscussions of the 
. ' . 

·. lear(month,discharges from Farakka , Dacca-came out with the view that all such 
·- -

talks are bound to be meaningless so long as India continues to unilaterally withdraw 
. ' ~ " 

Gang«i'waters at Farakk.a. Along with such a stand, Ba~gladesh started highlighting 
'. ' ' 

the-alleged i·n·effects' of such withdrawals on the ir~igation, economic and industri~l 

·. needs--of lhe country. It even tried to internationalise the issue. Later em,. Dacca 
. . . ' . . 
. •.•-::· 

realizecfthe('importance-Of bilateral talks on Farakka and the two rounds of talks 
. : . ~ '-~ ' .. " . \' .,_ . . . 
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be~een:the officials of the two countries took place in April and May 1976. It was 

:._ ~gr~ed_ th~tthe·tW~ teams· would jointly observe the effect of Farakka Barrage and its 
-~-: ._, : .. . ·.' .. · . \ .· 

. fteeqer-,·Ganal .. at · Haldi~ and Farakka. However, the opposition parties . of 

13ahglade_~h.in·g~n-e~ai;:and:Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani's Awami Party in 
. . . 

. p~rtic~la~;-':started· a Vicious tirade against India on te Farakka issue. At one time 
• . I 

. MaUiaiia:-.B.hasl;lar:ti.threatened to cross the borders, gheraos Farakka and stop its 

{lin .. c;::tjoning:· This threat could not materials because of a strong Indian stand and 

Mrs:·: ;,lrid,ira:Gandhi's ::from declaration that "India was willing to disc~ss and s~ttle 
the:· Farakkif ·isst:ie·· peacefully -and any attempt to solve it through threats and 

'- ' . -
·~git~iiO'rrs·;shai(beharmful and counter productive." The· March to Farakks\a, as 

'~rganited t)y~Maulaha Bhasharii;. was abandoned· at Sibganj, about 5k. fromJndian 

bordet bf 1Malda .. :ln.·May, 1976, qeneral Zia-ur-Rahman, while participating in.the. 

l~i~mii:::'·'Ministers.:Conference at lsla.mabad,'called upon the Muslim countries· to . 
. . ' I 

suppoit·Bangladesh on· the Farakka issue .. In Augusl 1976, again· an attempt was 

made t~ ·r.aise:this :issue at the Colombo Summit of the Non-aligned nations . 
. .. 

·In the . first week of September, · 1916,· India sent an invitation to 
. I ~ 
'v, l 

Ban~laqesh for holding bilateral negotiations o~ Farakka. Along with;it, India declared 

'thadhere were to 'be no preconditions and negotiations were to be_ conducted with 

:.~n.open mlncLTh~··invitation ~as accepted by Sangladesh and lndo-Bangla talks on 

Farakka;opened o,h September 8, 1976. , 
t; . 

· .·India, therefore, ·asked the U,N. ·to support bilateral efforts for reaching a 
·h . ,. ~ ., . . 

'solution to this problem:· 
D ·---~;;·~:;:~·, :,>· ;.._.:-_··::· ;_~--.. . -

,: ,,. Farakka. ,issue, however, continued to be, the major _problem of .Indo-
. . . . . 

· 1Banglades_h . relati.ons. It · is hoped . that. the two countries ·would be successful in 
~-· . . . . . 

tresolving, the .. issue. throUgh mutual efforts. The commitment to keep up and 
. , . . ' . ,~ 

~strengthen further. the. friendly cooperation between the two countries provide. a 

~gqod basis for this·,prophecy.60 

!: 
· .Conclusion · 

;-. · ... '-' 

; ' It is ,true that-India did not show the same .'generosity' towards its neighbour 
-

.,all the time o.n setting. all the bilateral issues. India too had its national interested - no 
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more;;.no ·less: .Jh~n. tliose of its neighbours. But India always trying to resolve the 

. --~--disp~t~s-~~~tcabl{~ithin th_ebilateral framework. 
~·-:~ .. -- .. ~~~-~: ·-

.~-->-·The tr~nd .• ·in. India's neighbourhood policy suggests us to- conclude that a 

· heidh~~u'/~~~-:~~~iJ~~ ·· ·· concessions from India on the spirit .of friendship if it 

(~P~~J1'6h~s :th~: ~il~t~r~l prciblems in~ friendly way, India will not be amenable to 
. ;,:.:.~:~-:- ._ .:r ":::;. . ; ~ :~ .. > . .. __ , ~ ,.. <-· , . . _ _ 
t.h~ . ~~~s~.ur~,.:t~~tics .of-. any ,neighbouring country. At the same time, India ·is not 

. ·Pr.~P~rec{ to ~o~p.~pniise on its national .interests for th~ sake of . good . neighbourly 

·r~~~tJ.9n~._:-.A ·gqod;:•illustratio~ of this point to India's blank refusal to yield to 

.s~ri9i~d;~hi's ' ~·P~~s·itt~n· to· India fencing its long border with that country because 
~ ~~f·;! !J i ; :··~ --~- ' ., : . ! . · .. ~- .. - . . ' : . , 

;oftrery~eridous• :illegal·i.mmigration form it · 
. - - ; , .. , 'i :· . -~. ., .... } - : .- • ; .. 

. ·. ·· ': India's, policy towards . its neighbours was also dictator by India's 

;'consider~ticms for, stability, peace· and order among the neighbours . Any 

·rdistUib.ahces:'arnon9 the latter (especially having. security implications) would tend 
•- ' ' '• ' . . - I . 

·-· to''distracit' Indian·• • attention from its ov.erwhelming preoccupation internal political 

· arid/economic prdgress~ 
- . . -

· Despite .India's q:>mparatively large and strong . defence forces they had no 
. ' 

•. rel~varice to lndia's.· security relations with its neighbours excepting Pakistan ( and 

_. China outside .th.~ . .'lndian sub-continent). India has consistently insisted on political 
i: . - -- . . -· 

,,~ spll!ti9nS:to .. al,l .. disputes with. its- neighbours. This is ·a noteworthy point,. because 
. i,,; . ··-···" •'. . . ' • ' 

.. p·articularly in academic writings and intellectual discussions in the . neighbouring 
- ;· - -

. countries; the fact· of India's more size and its large,defence forces are insinuated 
.-: . ,\ . -

~: as:.:',tb.~e.at~ning the security of all· smaller neighbour-:- After all, Indian armed forces 

·~ ha~~--been :used:o:~tsid~ India 9nly at ·the request by other nations (or the United 

. i hido;~~Srilanka Relations 
_, _,.. . ,. 

\,,< .. l.nSquthAsia; as well as other regions, internaLpolitical economic and social 
I' . 

. ; processes within countries are seen to affect the nature of relationship between than 

~t' bqtti·~bilaterat:and regional levels·. Therefore, various conflicts within the countries . 

_·of.So.llth, Asia "generate internal pulls and pressures which effect infer-state relations 

within·the,regiori.6
·
2 

,, 

.'.' ··:'- . 

,, -~ 

,- ·- . : ~- ,·}/"• >'" ·-~·.: 
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Among the Bilateral relationship _India as with i'ts nbeighbours; the domestic. 
,' '- . ' . ' ' ' . . ' ,:; 

factor is the most pronounced in the case of Sri Lanka. The·ethniccompositic;>,n of tpe. 

island is such that not only does a sizeable mina'rity there claim -its origin in ln~Ja
(ironically, even the· .majority is 'of Indian ·origin), it. also looks upon India a~ (its . . - ,,, 

potential s~viour. On its part India can't affprd to ignore the problems I of this mlnofity 
• - • ,!,_(' 

because of th~ co-ethnics in the Indian state .. of Tamil Nadu.The·government in N_~w 
Delhi has to take c~gniza~ceofthe Tamil emotionally charged:chauvini~tic cbnc~~n 
for the· said minority for political reasons of its own.· ·India-Sri Lanka relations t~Zs · 
have been caught in a complexweb of d~mestic politics fro~_whi~h-~~it:her'~atio~;'·is 

' . - \~ 

able to extricate itself. The. strategic cleavage that has developed between thern:is 

also largely an offshoot of thi~ essentially domestic conflict.· ... ·\; ,· ·j:·; 

.: . ':.-:.. ~ . . ~~ 

India's policy towards Sri Lanka from the time'ofttieir i(ldep~;mdence .. to the 
. ' ' I "", 

present, may be divided broadly into two phases. The . first : phase lasted virtlt~!IY 
,~ three decades, from the 19sos through the 197o's, when t~dia-wa~ -primaBiy 

. ".;; 

concerned with . the pr~blem of Indian Tamils. Although·the problem ·V\fas-::ne(/er 

solved, in the 1980, it was overshadowed by the .ethnic conflict betweenthe. maJority 

Sinhales and the minority Sri Lanka Tamils. Since the problem:::had:·seriq~s 
. . ' 

international ramifications, more so for India-Sri Lanka -·relations·,:- India became . . ' . ~: 

deeply involved in it.63 ' 1 ~ 
..... ~ . - . . ... _. 

_Hence, the deteriorating ethnic conflict has be~n a ri,ajor problerii .inhibitihg 
·:. / }1:~ rel~tions between India and Sri Lanka from 1S83 on~ards.64 

· 

( . ·' . ' ·. ~-· . . . . _: .. ·. . 2.( .. 
:Sy the early 1980s when the issueof Indian Tamils seem~ct1ohave p~co!pe 

virtually statement and both India and Sri Lanka appeared tq_ haye_. re2onCi)~d 
. . ' . ,- '• " 'ii_i-

thernselves to' living with a unresolved yet not so critical problem,·;therew~s :s~ri~us' 
. . . ' - . - . -. . . . - '~ '. :· 

deterioration in ethnic relations between the Sinhales and theSri"Lanka;Tamils. The 

new phase began with the outbreaK of anti-Tamil riots. in Colombo in July; 1983: T:he 
' - ..... ·-··~- ''" '{"' ... -:·~··.-.,: ... J. ;:f. 

riots drew international attention. An essentially ,int«?rnal problem · ot,_srr Lari~a 

became internationalised with lnia developing a major St~te. in ·-its ;61ufibn ~lnd(~·s 
· ... ~ ' . . . --~-·-~:,:. --~~: :.(:)· .-· 

involvement in the Tamil problem has_ had domestic and external dimensions oyer·-
. . . . . . - - ~- ·F~-

since both . countries became independent but in re~ent years there have ~n 
• > > • ' L : • > • > '• > • < ': • : {; 

significant changes in the latter making it a'lmost impossible for the. Sri L.anka 

authorities to deal with its ethnic -problem purely as an infernal aff~irs·. :·rt~e cha1nB~s 

... 
I· 

''.. ~'-j.·l· 

.\(. .':. .:.._;~ ~· ·_. :if 
·--... • -:·;: ·- . •, ;_ 
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'. 
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in the global strategic environment , an ever-growing militarisation of the Indian 

Ocean region in particular, have also contributed to this shift. Domestically speaking 

-the concurrent$ of Tamil Nadu politics have influenced New Delhi's position vis-a-vis 

Sri Lanka's ethnic policy. 65 

. In respect of Sri Lanka, Indian roreign Policy has always has governed by 

the desir~ and assure Sri Lanka that India fully respects the sovereignty and integrity 

of Sri Lanka._ Moreover India is keen to cement the traditional , cultural and trade 

ties by takin~ concrete steps towards the development of a more meaningful 

friendship and fruitful cooperation between t~e two countries. 

Prime Ministers Nehru, Mrs. Indira Gandhi and Mr. Rajiv Gandhi took keen 

interest to maintain peace and friendship with Sri Lanka. So also the DMK and 

A.J.A.D.M.K. governments Tamilnadu took sympathetic attitude towards Sri Lanka. In 

·.short the Indian leaders have always been at pains to assure Sri Lanka that India 

fully -accepts and respects the sovereign equality of Sri Lanka and its state as an 

important and equal member of the community of Nation. 

Both the Sinhalese and Tamileans, who constitute respectively the 70 

percent and 12 percent of Sri Lanka's total population accept their traditional links 

with India. The Simhalese accept themselves as the descendents of the Dravidians 

of South- India: The Sinhalese language bears the influence of Hindi. Similarly the 

Tamilans speak Tamil the language of a large number of Indians living in the South. 

Buddhism was introduced in Sri Lanka by India and even till today it continues to be 

the religion of the majority of the people of Sri Lanka. The National Day celebrations 

of Sri Lanka commence with a religious ceremony at Sri Mahabodhi, the sacred tree 

that was grown from a sapling from the Bodhi free brought in the third centuries from 

Bodh Gaya in North India. Such cultural links between the people of the two 

.countries- have been a source of strength and have helped them to better 

understand an? adjust with each other. 

The similarities in the foreign policy of the two countries again constitute a 

helping and positive factor in Indo-Sri Lanka relations. 

Both have, over the past 38 years forged important economic, trade, 

· industrial communication and cultural links. 

'··-. 
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Both have successfully resolved the issue of demarcation of the Maritime 

.. __ Boundary and ownership of Kachhativu island in a spirit of mutual reconciliation and 

adjustment. 

Both the countries have a similar perception about the desired status of 

Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. 

The peaceful way in which both the countries reached agreements for 

repatriation of the people of Indian origin in Sri Lanka, also has been a source of 

satisfaction. Both have willingly showed their respective responsibilities towards the 

decision regarding the status of the stateless persons in Sri Lanka. 

Both are committed to Non-alignment; both have firm faith in Panchsheela 

both are opposed to colonialism and radicalism. 

The following factors and disputes have been the source of fear, suspicion 

and tension in Indo-Sri Lankan relations during the past 45 years. 

i. Sri Lanka's fear of India and the complex that being a small 

country its ·interests and security is bound to be dependent upon 

the interests and policy objectives of India, has been a hindering 

factor in Indo-Sri Lankan relations. 

ii. The slow progress towards the implementation of agreement 

regarding the repatriation and settlement of people of Indian origin 

and the recent differences over the fate of the previous agreement 

over this issue, has been another hindering factor in Indo-Sri 

Lankan relations. 

iii. India believes that it has the right and the need to develop under 

technology for peaceful purpose and as such is opposed to the 

non-proliferation treaty(NPT).India conducted its first PNT/ in May 

197 4 and holds that it necessary it shall conduct more such explain 

for implen;1enting the peaceful riuclear energy utilization programme 

which is essential for promoting the prosperity and welfare of its 

people. Sri Lanka, on the other hand, feels other-Wise and wants 

that India shouted sign the NPT. It did not look with favour the 
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197 4. peaceful nuclear explosion conducted by India. Much to the 

dislike of India, Sri Lanka currently· even supports the Pakistani 

demand for making South Asia nuclear free zone. 

iv. The existence of subversive elements in Sri Lanka ; which became 

active at times, to demand autonomy/statehood for certain areas 

which are inhabited by mino'rities, has been a source of irritation in 
I 

Indo-Sri Lankan relations because a section of the people of Sri 

Lanka, consisting of mostly Sinhalese and the members of ruling 

eJJ.!e, . feels that the insurgents and terrorists operating in their 
.. ' ·~ 

country have their roots and bases in India. 

v. Sri Lanka was on the first few countries who suppo'rted the 

demand for making the Indian ocean a zone of peace. At the · 

moment Sri Lanka, however, appears to be a little hesitant in 

making determined efforts ·for securing this objective. Behind this 

lack of efforts on its parties the fear that countries like India, and 

even China, would try to fiiiJhe power vacuum after the elimination 

of super power naval presensus in the Indian ocean. Sri Lanka, 

therefore, wants that the declaration of Indian ocean as a zone of 

peace must also involve a commitment from the literal states that 

none of them would increase its naval presence and strength in the 

area of Indian ocean. 

vi. The desire of Sri Lanka to play safe and keep at a safe distance 

from both India and China has also been a hindering factor in Indo

Sri, Lanka relations. In the sixties, Sri Lanka even tried secure 

friendship with China as a counterpoise to India. These negative 

factors have been responsible for the ·slow progress of Indo-Sri 

Lankan cooperation in various spheres. At time, there had been 

responsible for generating tension and stratus for Indo-Sri Lankan 

relations. 

While commenting upon the history of Indo-Sri Lanka relations, Dr. 

S.C.Gangal in his afticle 'Indo-Lanka Ties Ambivalent (The Tribune, 3 July 1982) 
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writes: "Indeed during the last 30 years Indo-Sri Lanka relationship has been 

marked by a.sort of ambivalence - an alteration between warnatee, goodwill and 

· CO()peration on the one hand and fear suspicion and political and territorial disputes 

ori the other. "Such a conclusion is fully supported by the facts of Indo-Sri Lanka 

relations since 1948. 

A study ofthe history of relations between these two South Asian States, 

which have strong cultural links between them, reveal that on the one hand they 

have· been successful in reaching agreements and resolving disputes through 

peaceful negotiations and in the spirit of mutual accommodation but on the other 

· :hand there has been continuously present a sense of fear, suspicion and political 

problems and disputes between them. Even after 68 years of peaceful, friendly and 

cooperative living as. India's South Asian neighbour, Sri Lanka continues to regard 

:India as a critical-factor in the South Asian regional power system and as a potential 

power which can inflict at will any harm to th·e security and other interest of Sri 

Lanka. 

· The recent tensions over the Tamil problem in Sri Lanka have once again 

made Indo-Sri Lanka relations somewhat strained and tense. The Colombo outburst 

against Indian nationals and property during the July, 1983, riots, once again brought 

chilling wines for the bilateral relations of the two countries. Since her 

independence; Sri Lanka has been in search of a counterpoise which can match or 

·neutralize the growing power of India as a major power in South Asia. It continues 

to fear India as a state which can harm or limit the freedom of action and choice of 
-

Sri Lanka. !t rs on record that Mr. Jayawardane, the President of Sri Lanka once 

remarked : "If some tyrant should get hold of India and wants to invade Ceylon, 

nothing on the earth is going to stop the invasion." Undoubtedly it is a conditional 

statement, yet it clearly reveals that Sri Lanka accepts the possibility of an invasion _ 

. by India. This factor, along with many other differences over the two of stateless 

persons of Indian origin, the issue of allyged Indian support for Tamil a separatists 

in Sri Lanka, the nature of _Indian Ocean a peace zone and the issue of trade 

imbalances between the two countries, continu to be the sources of suspicion, 

tensions and strains in Indo-Sri Lanka relations. However, the existence of 

traditional links, similarities in Blicies and the realization to the need of each other's 

r· 
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help and and support have been a source of strength which has helped the two 

countries to resdolve the conflict of a number of issues - peacefully and through 
.. 

bilateral agreements. The step initiated by Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi for 

allaying Sri Lankan fears and for stepping of Indo-Sri Lanka cooperation. During the 

past 38 years·, the two.countries have been successful in securing same important 

and major agreements which have been a source of big satisfaction for the two 

countries. 66 

Gradually; yvith Rajiv Gandhi replacing his mother as India's Prime Minister 
' " . ... . ... ' . 

upq~ _ her assassination; Indo-Sri Lanka relations showed definite signs of 

improvem_ent. 

~ , Sri Lanka's fear of 'Indian expansionism', the complex regarding the small 

population and size of Sri Lanka as compared with India, the existence of the 

minority profession in Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka's fear regarding the emergence of 

~ommunist movement in South- India, the suspicions regarding the demand for a 

separate state by.the DMK of India, and differences over the issue of citizenship of 

the .people of Indian origin in Sri Lanka, father prevented the growth of Indo-Sri 

Lanka relationship. 

In 1965, political environment in Sri Lanka again underwent a change when 

Dull Dudley Senanayaka formed a National Government in Sri Lanka. This change 

also proved more helpful to India because in his bid to check the Sri Lankan till 

towards China, as appeared during Srimava's regime. Mr. Senanayaka decided to 

improve relations, not only with the West but also with India. Similarly, during the 

second tenure ofSrimavo as the Prime Minister in the United Front- Government in 

Sri Lanka important and meaningful efforts were made by both sides to maintain and 

develop the bilateral relations between India-Sri Lanka .. The efforts produced 

agreement on Boundary Demarcation and · Kadshativu island, India-Sri Lanka parts 

on the issue of the citizenship and repatriation of stateless people of Indian origin in 

Sri Lanka, led to the strengthening of bilateral trade and economic links. This healthy 

trend continued till recently. In fact, with the emergence of J.R.Jayawardwana 

(UNP) as the leader of Government in Sri Lanka there appeared a welcome change 

in the psychological environment that governed the relations between India and Sri 
J • . 

Lanka. These appeared even a mature understanding between the leaders of the 
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two countries and they started D'Jaintaining high level contacts for improving Indo-Sri 

Lanka cooperation in various spheres. No doubt, there continued to be differences 

over such issues as Indo-Sri Lanka problem. Trade imbalances and Balance of 

Payment problem, bid through a better understanding of each others view point 

India and Sri Lanka always tried to be resolve · these problems. The level of 

understanding between New Delhi and Colombo that has been increased after 

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhis initiative and his June 1985 Summit meeting with 

President J::!yawardene, can surely help the two countries to resolve their 

differences, and to build up a stronger and matured friendly cooperation between the 

two countries. 

But there are some major issues and problems between this two countries. 

These are : 

The Island Problem 

Along with this issue, the question of ownership over the kachhativu island 

became a hotissue between the two countries. 

The Dialogue and the Agreement 

Both India and Sri Lanka claimed the island on the basis of the historical links, 

.records and the location of the island. 

Maritime Boundary Agreements of 197 4 and 1976 : 

On 281
h June, 197 4, the international boundary between Indian and Sri 

Lanka in their historical waters in Pak Strait and Palk Bay was demarcated and the 

. issue of overlap in the territorial seas of the two countries in this region was 

resolved. It placed Kachhativu on te Sri Lankan side of the boundary. A boundary line 

was drawn falling one mile off the west coast of Kacchative. An important adjunct of 

this agreement was that each country was to be free to explore and exploit all 

petroleum and. mineral deposits polling on its side of boundary, ~rovision being 

made by the two countries- to agree on the most effective method of exploration 

where petroleum or mineral deposits were found to extend from one side of he 

boundary to the other. "This agreement was made keeping an eye on Indo-Sri Lanka 
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relations in the eighties particularly in the context of India's recent oil strike in this 

region." 

Issue of Citizenship. 

The issue of citizenship of the stateless persons has been a major thorny 

irritant in lndo'-Sri Lanka relations. 

Indo-Sri Lanka Accord on Stateless Persons in Sri Lanka 

On January 16, 1986, India and Sri Lanka agreed to resolve, once for all, the 

problems of stateless persons of Indian origin in Sri Lanka. It was agreed that India 

will proceed with the process of conferring citizenship on 85,000 people of Indian· 

origin who applied for Indian citizenship prior to October 30, 1981, and Sri Lanka will 

simultaneously take necessary legislative and executive action to grant Sri Lankan 

citizenship to all the remaining personages of Indian origin, estimated to be 4,69,000 

and their natural increase, including those who have already been given Sri Lankan 

citizenship. This agreement has finally clinched the issue of stateless persons of 

Indian origin in Sri Lanka. 

Because ofthese differences, Indo-Sri Lanka problem continues to be a big 

problem. The recent controversy regarding India expression of concern for the 

Tamils of Sri Lanka, has further affected the environment of Indo-Sri Lanka relations. 

It is bound to give a setback to te efforts to settle the thorny issue of stateless 

persons. India expressed its concern with the fate of Tamils, purely on humanilarian 

ground and did not in any way wish to interfere with the internal affairs of Sri Lanka. 

The Government of Sri Lanka and the press there has played this up for diverting 

the attention of the people from the grim domistic situation. The Tribune if its 

eqitorial : A Needless Irritant (25 July 1983) observed, "Sri Lanka is making a 

mountain of a m~lchill by its "over reaction" to Indian Government's mildly 

expressed concern for the safety of the peopole of Indian Origin. "This development 

has further made the Indo-Sri Lanka problem more ,difficult. A few months ago 

President Jayawardene declared that his Government was considering the grant of 

'civic rights' to stateless, but the Sinhalese pressure and the recent development in 

Sri Lanka have prevented his from taking any effective steps. The ·problem as much 

is bound to remain an irritant in Indo-Sri lanka relations in the coming year. 
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However, sin9e both. the countries are committed to settle all their problems and 

disputes peacefully' and through bilateral efforts, it is hoped that the two countries 
··,·· .. 

would continue to work for securing a. mutually acceptable solution to this issue. 

--The economic aspect of Indo-Sri Lanka relations is an important and 

significant aspect. India has been one of Sri Lanka's lc;~rgest trading partness, but the 

trade relations have ·not been always very smooth. The unpopularity of Indian 

businessmen and money lenders in ~ri Lanka and the trade deficit and imbalances 

have been the major. irritants. The similar export interests, as both the countries are 

engaged in tn·e export of tea, coconut and rubber, have tended to make the two 

countries trade value. in the world markets. Further, being a better developed and 

technologically advanced countries. India can export many things to Sri Lanka. 

Even today, it accounts for 10 percent of Sri Lanka's total imports. As against this 

Sri ·Lanka has very limited export potental and as such cannot sell much to India. 

The riet result has been a trade imbalance between India and Sri Lanka. 

Both the countries have been trying to restore the trade balance , but their 

efforts have failed to click positively. There exists a strong new for giving a face lift 

to Indo-Sri Lanka trade relations. India being a bigger and better developed country 

must take effective steps for developing trade with Sri Lanka and for restoring the 

·balance. Joint Industrial ventures on a buy-book basis, expansion of mutual trade 

·and export sales to third countries, further utilization of the existing facilities in the 

'various fields of industrial and agricultural development corporation and tourism etc., 

can be some of the measures which can help the achievement of the objective. Dr. 

Urmila Phadnis in one of her articles in India and Sri Lanka relations has suggested : 

"India's Sri Lanka policy should necessarily comprise and policies to stimulate trade 

. not only with India but. also in the Asian region. It should provide for economic linkage 

between :the two countries that would make for the maximum utilization of resource 

endowments to the two countries. India should also ta'ke steps for liberalizing the 

imports from Sri Lanka." There exists a strong need for strengthening Indo-Sri 

Lanka trade relations. 
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-Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace 

· . Besides these major issues reference must also made to certain other 

issues which have been influencing the course ·of Indo-Sri Lanka relations. Both the 

countries ~re. committed to secure Indian ocean as a Zone of Peace (IDPZ Indian 

Ocean· Peace Zone). Sri lanka was one of the first few countries who took the 

initiative :in demanding both in the meetings of the non-aligned countries and in the 

u.nited Nations that the _Indian Ocean should be made a zone of peace., However, 

since early 1980s it has been advocating that' after the securing at IDPZ, no Iitterai 
' 

state should' incree~se its naval presence in the area, Apparently this demand has its 

roots in the 'Fear of India' with which Sri Lanka has been living since its 

independence. Sri Lanka wants that after securing IOPZ no Iitteral state of Indian 
. -~. . '~ ' . 

Ocean should increase its presence in this area . India stands committed to the 

objective of securing IOPZ, but is not willing to undertake any commitment involving .. . . . . . . ' 

he future securitly interests of India. It wants an unconditional acceptance of IOPZ 

and the liquidation of super power military bases in the Indian Ocean. India wants Sri 

Lanka to collaborate fully for securing this objective. But Sri Lanka new appears to 

be not very enthusiastic about IOPZ. 

The Tamil problem in Sri Lanka constitutes the biggest irritant in the 

contemporary phage of Indo-Sri Lankan relations. It is an internal problem of Sri 

Lanka but it has been source of big strains on Indo-Sri Lankan relations because of 

soci~-political and geographic conditions· that ·- constitute the environment of the 

relations between these two countries. The Indian concern for Sri Lankan Tamils 

and , Sri Lankan's allergy to the issues have been the two main factors which are 

conditioning the qilateral interactions during the current phase of their relations. 

·On July 29, 1987, India and Sri Lanka signed a historic pact which hereded a 

new era- of their bilateral relations. In constituted a bold attempt on the part of both 

the countries to adopt a cooperative approach not only in regard to the limited issue 

of resolving he ethnic problem in Sri Lanka but also with regard to all round relations· 

between tl'le two countries. The pact w·as descrbed by Mr. Rajiv Gandhi as "big and 

unusual as such an accord for mutual and collective benefit has been signed 

perhaps for the first time in the history of international relations." 
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-~---The Peace Pact 

"Affecting utmost importance to nurturing intensifying the strengthening of 

traditional frie~dship of India and Sri Lanka, and acknowledging the imperative 

need of -resolving the ethnic problem of Sri Lanka and the consequent violence and 

for the safety, well being and prosperity of people belonging to all communities i_e_ 

Sri Lanka have this day entered into the following agreement to fulfill this 

objective .... " 

The pact-reaffirmed a faith in a unity, sovereignty, territorial integrity, multi

ethnic and a multilingual plural society of Sri Lanka and recognized that each ethnic 

group has a distinct cultural and linguistic identity which is to be carefully nurthred. It 

averted the need for organizing the adjoining provinces to join to form one 

administrative unit with the exception. Of those areas whose people may, through 

referendum, decide to remain out ail separate unity. It enumerated in detail the 

-provision for holding the referendum for the constitution of provincial councils. It was 

further agreed that the Emerging in Jaffna area shall be lifted by August 15, 1987. 

A very striking feature of the pact was the provision that the Government of 

Indian will underwrite and guranteed the accord and cooperate in the implementation 

of its provision . . . The role of India forward the implementation of the accord was 

described as under : 

.. (A) India will take all necessary steps to ensure that Indian territory is 

not used for activities projudical to the unity, integrity and 

security of Sri Lanka. 

(B) The Indian Navy/Coast Guards will cooperate with the Sri Lankan 

navy in preventing Tamil militant activity from affecting Sri Lanka. 

(C) In the event that the Government of Sri Lanka requests the , 

_Government of India to afford military assistance to implement 

these proposals,s the Government of India will cooperate by 

giving to the Government of Sri U:mka such military assitance as 

and when requested. 
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(D) The Government of India will expedite repartition from Sri Lanka 

of Indian citizens to India who are resident there concurrents with 

the repatriation of Sri Lankan refugees fromTamil Nadu . 

. (E) · The Government of India and Sri Lanka will cooperate in ensuring 

the p~ysical security and safely of all communities inhabiting the 

northern and eastern provinces. 

These clauses made it the responsibility of India to ensure the Implementation of 

the pact. 

Further, it was agreed that a cessation of hostilities will come into force all 

over the island within 24 yours of the signing of this pact. All arms held by the 

militants will be surrendered. The process of surrendering of arms and confining of 

security personal to the barracks will be completed within 72 ~ours of cessation of 

hostili,ties. 
. . 

Praising the provisions of the accord Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi described it 

as momentous event in the history of the two countries "it heralds peace. It is a 

compact in the cause of brotherhood. It promised national reconstitution in Sri 

Lanka. It has created conditioning for the return of refugees. It has dispelled the 

clouds that had hovered over the relationship between India and Sri Lanka. Every 

agreements is an act of faith. Triumph needs ·unremitting toll and unflinching 

determination. In democracies, critics era often more vocal than supporters. It is up 

to us to defend this agreement and bring round its detractors."67 

Although one cann·ot predict in definite terms what course lndo-Srilankan 

relations will follow but from the perspective of domestic politics it can be said that 

the future prospects for good neighbourliness are not bright. The Indo-Sri Lankan 

accord has failed in two important respects. It has failed to project India as a nation 

committed to respect its small neighbour's' national sensitives which, in the long run 

is bound to boumerang against India. And it has not so far been able to work out 

a lasting solution to Sri Lanka's ethnic crisis on which a major component of Indo-Sri 

Lankan ·relating is critically dependent. 68 

However, it appears that the SAARC can be a meaningful option for Sri 

Lanka. It is . more realistic for Sri Lanka to cultivate regional cooperation with 
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neighb~urs than seek ~llies elsewhe-re for survival and sustenance. Sri Lanka should 

however realize that it would be in its interest to develop friendly relations with 

india; and: it must -see the utility of the SAARC in this context. SAARC can be of 

immense help to Sri -Lanka in the economic sphere. For instance, it along with India 

and Bangladesh, can regulate the international prise of tea through the forum of 

SAARC: Simultaneously, Sri Lanka could benefit more by cooperation with India in 
I;C , .. · 

the coconut, coconut oil, coffee and jewels markets. Diplomatically too, Sri Lanka <· ' ... ·,,' . 
. ~rs much to gf}in from taking an activate part infostering closer cooperation among 

t,he South Asian countries. 70 The recent experiences (regarding Indo-Sri Lanka 

~weement of.· 29 July, 1987) should make the Sri Lankan policy makers prudent 

e.nough ,to understand this reality and adjust the country's foreign policy accordingly. 

However, it appears that Sri Lanka has ·not given sufficient cajnzance to the 
:1 ' . . 

possibilities of economic cooperation through the SAARC forum. 

·: . From the above analysis, it can be assessed that the lndo-Lankan Accord 

V;Jay .a_ positive development in the bilateral realizations which guaranteed 'the 

security and stability of Sri Lanka. In this context, the Indo-Sri Lankan Accord was a 

positive development for India, as it assured an active and responsible Indian role in. 

the Sri Lankan affairs. 71 

Consequent to the bilateral relations, India had to support the legitimate 

interests of the Tamils in Sri Lanka· within the framework of Sri Lankan unity and 

territorial integrity. In pursuing these objectives, Indian approach and moves were 

6onditioned by the developments in Sri Lankas ethnic situation and the Sri Lankan 

governments foreign and defence policy initiatives and moves. In this context, the 

Indo-Lanka Accord was the high point of bilateral understanding and cooperation 

between the two countries. In the final analysis, the role of India in the Sri Lankan 

conflict, despite some lapses and migrations has been one of the constructive 

engagement It shows a close link between Indian willingness to guarantee the 

peace and secnrity of Sri Lanka in return for the accommodation of its security 

concerns. In this direction the lndo-Lankan Accord has served its security concern 
; 

and also as a step towards the peaceful resolution of the conflict. 72 

."·: 

To conclude, it can be said that unless and until the ethnic crisis in Sri 

Lanka is resolved, its attitLJde towards the SAARC would remain confined to the 
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problem of security, particularly keeping in view its own problem of terrorism. 

Although the economic issues could have been more beneficial, Sri Lanka would 

notgiv,e importance to. this because of its own domestic political problems. 

Sri Lanka can also benefit or save a lot of hand currency by establishing 

many industries in the island with Indian collaboration and in such areas as 

electrical goods and agro-industries, tea canteen, sugar, cement and paper 

plants, rice mills, cycle industries, garment fabrication, railway. Coach factories, 

nylen, rubber and plastic goods industries. The items are imported by Sri Lanka 

from· outside countries with high language traffic. In this regard, India has an 

exportable technological knowledge ,and productive capacity and Sri Lanka has 

enough raw material. These, joint efforts in trade and commerce may be beneficial 

to both the country and helpful in strengthening South Asian Regional 

Cooperation. But as started earlier, Sri Lanka's domestic political problems do not 

. allow it at the moment. to focus on these dimensions of regional cooperation, as it 

has,perceived security and terrorism on the more important issues. Nevbertheless, 

once the ethnic problem is solved and peace and stability maintaines in the 

Island, it is expected tq exploit the possibilities to expand economic cooperation of 

the regional level under one auspices of the SAARC. 73 

India - Nepal Relations. 

According to Dr. M.S. Rajan, "In language and religion, goods and 

goodesses, food and clothing the two countries, India and Nepal, have more in 

common with each other than with any third country of the world." The 

observation rightly reflects the strong bonds that bind India and Nepal. Both have 

been a war between them. Since its Independence, India has always been very 

keen to maintain and develop further, the friendship and cooperation with Nepal., 

India and Nepal are tied by the silken bonds of geography, history and 

culture. Together-: they constitute the those determinates or more realistically 

speaking. the conditioning factors of lndci-Nepalese relations. 

Geographically, the two countries inevitably form one geographic unit Ea.ch 

one can be regarded as a territorial extension of the other depending upon 
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whether one surveys the subcontinent from the mountain end or the sea end. With 

the existence of an open boundary between them, the people of the countries have 

developed . almost a shared living in the border areas. 

fiistorically, the . two countries. originated from the same source. Ruling 

dynasties of one have mingled with those of the other and and have even ruled 

ar~ as which now fall within the bonds of the other . In the past, people or and 

country migrated to the other either in search of livelihood of business or on a 

spiritual quest. 

For the two countries, the geographical contiguity and common historical 

past-tJave given rise to a similar culture. "In language and religion, goods and 

goddesses, food and clothing, writer M.S. Rajan two countries have more in 

common with each other than with any third country of the world." 

Indeed·· the above three factors have been a source of strength and 

gratification for lndia-Nepalese relations. Both the countries have always accepted 

the need to develop friendship and cooperation on the basic of these links and the 

similarities in the goals of their national interests. Both accept that the security of 

one is linked with the strength and stability of the other. For India, Nepals strength, 

stability, progress and friendship together constitute an essential healthy condition 

for its national interests in South Asia. Particularly after 1 962, India has come to 

realize the importance of Nepal for the security of India's northern border. The 

Chinese _occupation of Tibet and the continues Chinese aggression of Indian 

borders have· India made realize the importance of Nepal as a frontline buffer 

state. India has a open borders with Nepal and the latter northern border runs 

along the Tibetan frontier, therefore, of Nepal falls under the influence of China or 

any inimical power. Indian security would get exposed to dangers. It is in this 

respect that Nepal occupies an important strategic position in India's security 

system . India has no eye over Nepal. What India wants is the stability of Nepal 

as ·nonaligned country with strengthened bonds of friendship and cooperation of 

Nepal and regards Panchashila, besides the common historical and cultural links, 

as the basis for lndo-Nepalese relations. 
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Nepal also realize th~ importance of its relations with India. No one can go to 

Nepal without passing through India. Being a land-locked country with little scope 

for· trade on northern border, Nepal finds its economic and trade interests linked 

with· relation-with India. The nature and extent of trade and India. The nature and 

extent of trade and transit facilities p[rovided by India constitute a determining 

factorofNepalese economic and trading interests. Further, Nepal is fully aware of 

the inter-dependence of the national security systems of South Asia. It realizes 

the important link between its security and the security of India. The presence of 

Chinese in Tibet and the existence of a boundary dispute between its two big 

neighbours - India and China, have made Nepal highly conscious of its security 

and of the need to maintain friendly and good neighbourly relations with India and 

China. The existence of close cultural links with India gives strength to the 

development of friendship and cooperation with India. Consequently, both India 

and Nepal have been engaged in the process of building warm, friendly and highly 

cooperative biulateral relations between them. 74 

If China's main interests in Nepal is the expansion of Communist influence, 

India's interest is economic and cultural as well is strategic. In a sense, Chinese 

penetration in Nepal Himalaya is merely designed to secure a stepping stone to 

fresh expansion of their power in Sowth Asia. But India is in a different geopolitical 

position as far as Nepal is concerned. Hergeography and economic cultural 

connections make essential the development of close contact with the Himalayan 

kingdom, not merely as an a credit unect to her economy, but also as a strategic 
\ 

necessity. This position in turn involves the maintenance of. political strength in 

order to prevent interference with or discrimination against her economic and 

political interests in ·Nepal. As Prime Minister Nehru put it in Parliament in 

· December, 1950. 

Our interest in the internal condition of Nepal has become still more acute 

and personal because of the developments across our borders, to be frank, 
I 

especially those in China and Tibet. Besides our sympathetic interest in Nepal, we 

were also interested in the security of our own country. From time immemorial, the 

Himalayas lie mostly on the northern border of Nepal. We cannot allow anything 
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to gO" wrong in Nepal on permit that barrier to be crossed or weakened because 

that would be a risk to our own security. 75 

Achievement of the objective indicated by Nehru demands a subtle and 

imaginative Indian policy based on close understanding has not yet been fully 

attain~d, and consequently Indo-Nepal relations have in recent years been recent 

years been somewhat strained. 
•' -·' ~ - . -

· India-Nepal Relations are characterized by two closely inter related 

phenomena the. military strategic and the domestic political. The strategic location 

of Nepal-between two Asian big· powers - China and India -,not only gives them 

opportunity. to influence the politics of Nepal to suit their r~spective interests, it also 

provides the Nepalese ruling circles with a handle to play one power against the 

other. on te one hand, and on the other,. by raising the bogey of external 

interference, to perpetuate their sway over the political machinery at the cost of 

political development. Since for both socio-historical and geographic reasons India 

is more relevant to Nepalese politics than China, India becomes the bogey of 

external interference more often than does China. 76 

Unfortunately, however, the path of Indo-Nepal .relations has not been very 

smooth. The resistance of certain irritants have prevented the development of 

highly cooperative relations between the two countries. Their relations have been 

generally friendly· and cooperative but neither fully smooth nor high, cooperative. 

These have been characterized by ups and downs . Even today the issue, of 

Nepalese demand for being- accepted as· a zone of peace continues to be an 

initiating issue, in' Indo-Nepal relations. The following factors can be negatively 

influenced the course of Indo-Nepal relations?7 

Like Sri Lanka, the problem of ethnic, nationalizing has also affected lndo

Nep.alese nations. For insta_nce , the people of Indian origin in Nepal are more 

often, ill at ease with the treatment mated out to them by the Nepalese 

government, whereas some sections from the people of Nepalese origin in India 

have been sympathetic towards the demand of Gorkhaland .. Under Skubhash 

Ghissingh's -leadership the Gorkha people have been struggling to carve out a 

place for ihemse:ves within the Indian Union by promoting their demand for 
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Gorkhaland through a sustained agitation. What is more, the people of Nepalese 

origin in Bhutan have also been allegedly backing the United Liberation Fran of 

Assam (ULFA) morally as well as materially. Finally, the flow of Chakma refugees 

· from Bangladesh to the North Easter.n states of India continues to sour lies 

between. India and Bangladesh. In fact, the migrants from Bangladesh have came 

to lnia before 1971. as well as after the birth of Bangladesh in 1971.78 

Unlike Sikkim's and Bhutan's, Nep(ll's relations with India are complicated 

and delicate. A treaty (which like the lndo-Sikkim treaty, was signed in 1990) 

provipes for consultation between India and Nepal in the event of external threat 

to. the independence or security of either of them. The nature of the Indian goal in 

Nepal - to protect Indian security thrown the development of a government 

capable of performing needed services and of carrying out needed reforms - has 

shown clearly in Indian policy during the last decade. lnspite of pressing needs at 

home, Indian experts have been dispatched to Nepal to train an army and a civil 

service, to build schools and roads where almost none existed before. The 
. . 

financial efforts India is making in· Nepal are shown by the fact that since 1950 

India has spent millions of dollars in that country for development purposes. 

Undoubtedly, Iridian aid in Nepal, involving calculations of high strategy, economic 

planning, and military and programs, are designed to bring maximum returns for 

the expenditures. This aid is intented to build a shield to keep Chinese power 

contained north of the Great Himalaya. However, Nepalese politicians, suspicious 

of Indian !mperialism have frequently fulminated against India .. 

Extreme sensitivity to Indian domination generates strong anti-Indian feeling 

in N,epal. Because of the Indian criticism of the democratic setback in Nepal, the 

anti Indian feeling run high after the king's dismissal of eleced government in 

December, 1960. The anti Indian sentiment affords excellent propaganda for 

enemies of democracy and free world. The Indians point to the contemporary 

Chinese expansion and repeat India's desire to encourage democracy, to raise 

literary, and to increase living standards of the people. Yet, in spite of he logic of , 

the Indian view point, the Nepalese adopt a skeptical approach. A Nep~lese 
' 

politician even warned Sikkim and Bhutan of Indian designs, asked them to free 
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themselves from Indian interefernce, and called for a federation of Nepal Sikkim, 

andBhutan, unde1 Nepali's leadership. 

Severa: explanations can be offered for the existence of anti-Indian feeling 

Nepal. To begin with the Rana elements had been dissatisfied with India since 

195- because of its pOolicy toward the incidents that led to the overthrow of the 

feudal government by the Rana family at that time. Second, the Nepalese public 

have · suspected an Indian hand in making or breaking the massive cabinets 

which armed into power since 1951. Third, the elected government of Koirala was 

accused by his opponents of having pro-Indian leanings; although the change was 

far·. from true, it r~inforced anti Indian sentiment. Fourth, the occasioned 

...... management of the huge Indian aid by Indian persenel and technicians led to 

further criticism of India. Finally, behind Nepal's anti Indian feeling is the real fear 

of a larger nation dominating its economy and trade. More than 90 percent of 

Nepal's foreign trarle is controlled to the Indian business community. 

The existence of anti-Indian feeling ·should not be overemphasized, 

however. although no one can very the anti Indian statement in Kathmandu 

valley, the majority of the Hindi-speaking people of the Terai nearly 60 percent of 

the total population - are pro-Indian . In the mountain areas outside the 

Kathmandu valley, people generally follow a friendly policy toward India while ex

army Gorkha soldiers stand by India. But strongly, the small anti Indiana feudal 

elements· in Nepal feel that the Tibetan revolt against China and the subsequent 

infiux of refugees from Communism was the result of a clash between India and 

China. 

In recent years several factors have produced tension between India and 

N,~pal. Most of the political and economic factors creating tension are relatively 
. . 

minor, but potentially they are capable causing serious rifts. Significant among the 

political factors causing tension are the presence of the Indian military mission, 

started in 1952 to trairi and reorganize the Royal Nepal Army ; the Indian radio 

operators on the 14 checkposts on the northern broder who are accused of spring, 

and the five lndi3n commercial attaches in South Nepal who are branded as 

'intelligence men."79 
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· The 1950 Treaty of Peace and Friendship and the letters accompanying it 

embody the quintessential spirit of understanding between Nepal and India an 

security and economic development and envisage a close and continuous 

<;:ooperation between the two governments in co-ordinating their actions and 

policies in these matters on a mutually advantageous basis. In todays world 

security .is not only a defence related .matter but is ritally concerned with economic 

amalionation and ecological protection. The models furnished by the European 
I 

Community and the U.S. ·Canada relationship may be adopted and adapted with 

necessary modifications to work out a cooperative framework for comprehensive 

long: term relationship between Nepal and India but such an arrangement will 

undoubtedly call for magnaninuty on the of India as t~e larger neighbour with a 

higher level of economic development, , India called help Nepal transform their 

bilateral relationship ·from dependence to interdependence through half a dozen 

multipurpose projects for power, industries, irrigation and water transport it is high 

time that mutual suspicion and _fruitless debates give place to positive cooperation 

in the economic sphere. Given mutual trust, goodwill and understanding there is 

no reason why a modes vivenol cannot be envolved to enable Nepal and India to 

undertake such mutually beneficial projects which may have far reaching 

implications. 

Further, in the context of the carnging international relations India might also 

take the initiative in evolving a bold well-informed and imaginative policy armed 

at turning the whole of South Asia into a region of peace friendship and 

cooperation. If the region vast human and natural resources resosurces could 

only be pooled together and purposefully directed, it would not be difficult to 

realize the desired and with untold benefit for all concerned. Voluntary 
'. 

cooperation between ·states in matters of security and development does not 

necessarily imply subservience on the par): of the either Nor · does it detra of 

from their respective independence and sover.eignty. But latent doubts about an 
' 

arrangement or lurking suspicion concerning anyone of its stipulations,, may 

render the agreement ineffective at the hour of trial. Therefore the basic 

understanding between the two countries on matters of security and development 

meet not be taken for granted but' must be revitalized from time to time in the light 
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of. changes· in the regional and global environment. The aim 'of course should 

always be one of reinforcing the historic bonds between Nepal and India with an 

eye.to the pressing challenges of the present and the future. 

Th~ continued need for close cooperation between the two countries can 

never be overemphasized. Their interdependence may not be equal in both 

direc~ion. It may not consist of equal degrees of dependence. But an essential 

interc;lependence:. does exist. 80 
~ ·--' ' . - • . . : 3·.,>l..- ._ ., ., . -· 

<-Thus, India's relations with Nepal are embroiled rather similarly with the 

factors of disparity centrality, and perceptions of threat, including a specific one 

relating.to population-overflows, leading upto an interplay with extra regional power 

factor~. This interplay in a low key compared with the one at the southern edge, but 

itis-also an intricate are and the economic consequences are damaging. 81 

·Despite- · strong geographical historical and cultural links, Nepal has been 

quite apprehensive about India's role in the region. Being a small state, it pears 

India. Although there has never been a war between the two countrjes, Nepal fears 

that India can attempt an intermention in Nepal for securing its interests vis-a-vis 

. China. Further,· Nepal has been living with the fear of Indian interference in its 

internal affairs. The origin and spread of democratic movement in Nepal was 

regarded as a fall out of Indian National Movement. After independence, India's 

support for the liberal democratic movement in the kingdom gave additional 

strengthen to such Nepalese fears. The sense of dependence in India for 

conducting sea trade has been a sosurce of fear for Nepal. It believes that India 

can exert political and economic pressures in Nepal for securing certain goals. The 

accession of Sikkim to India has been a source of disturbance for Nepal. China 

and Pakistan have been trying hard to exploit such Nepalese. fears for securing 

their objectives which induce the objective of preventing_ the development ofhighly 

friendly and cooperative relations betwe~n the two 'Hindu States' - India and 

Nepal. The recent explosions in Kathmandu have again aroused fears in Nepal that 

ahti-Nepalese elements having ·bases in India are behind these explosion. 

However,. there has been no substance in such a wild thinking. Thus, Nepals fear 

of India has prevented the speedier development of Indo-Nepal friendship and 

cooperation. 
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During the initial years of its independence, India Foreign Policy did not give 

much irnportanG~ to relations with Nepal. 

-During the- period 1947-55, Indian foreign policy was governed by the 

perception of the thesis for India's special relations with Nepal. On 6 December, 

19q0 Prime Minister Nehru, in his speech, in the Parliament observed, "We 

recognize .Nepal as an independent country and wish her well.· But even a child 

knows -thaLone.cannot go to Nepal without passing through India. Therefore, no 

other country can have a intimate a relationship with Nepal as our is. We would 

like .every·- ot~~r, Qountry to appreciate the intimate geographical and cultural 

relationship that exists between India and Nepal." The statement clearly indicates 

the.l_ndian thesis of "special relations with Nepal.' This view gave the impression 

that _India regarded Nepal as an 'area of India's influence.' It was such a thinking 

and the perception. of its security system on the basis of British legacy that made 

free India adopt the old British policy towards Nepal. 

:.It signed treaty of peace and friendship with India but felt concerned about he 

provisions, Naturally then, when India developed big strains and conflict in 

relations. with China, Nepal did not hesitate to develop relations with China and to 

attempt a balance between India and China. This change in Nepalese attitude 

became particularly· visible after 1960 and brought with it strains in Indo-Nepal 

relations. India tried to correct the things by following, a policy of appeasement 

towards Nepal but the move failed to repair the damage. Thus, theirs of 'special 

relations with Nepal' proved to be §l harmful factor in lndo-Nepalese relations. 

Nepal wants that all countries should accept Nepal as a z'one of Peace. It, 

particularlywants' India to accept and support this proposal India, on the other 

hand, has not been quite willing to accept this proposal. It is believed that this 

proposal, accepted, would involve certain limitations for Indian foreign policy in 

.South Asia.· India believes that Nepal does not really need such a status. With 

India, it has already a Treaty of Peace and- friendship and the acceptance of this 

proposal would tantamount to an abrogation of the Treaty. Nepal, however, 

continues ·to regard this proposal as· a vital necessity for securing its national 

interest and world peace. The peace zone concept has already_ become a national 

as·piration in Nepal. It stands enshrined in the constitution of Nepal._ India's 
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-·:z·.--.-~'< =· ... ~-. : . 

hesitati~l') towards the acceptance . of this proposal has been a source of irritation 

fd~~ N~p~( lr~di~ ::~o:uld have~.{~ t~ke::clear stand on this issue in the near future. 

- .. ___ ~r~i~ra~l;, · ·lndia·$~ould us~ . dipl~m~tic means for satisfying Nepalese desire in 
• I' •" ._: . •'' • ., ' 

respectof this. issu'e .. A/ tacit recognition to this proposal can cre~te a large amount 

· of.g()q~ho/ill.for India in Nep~l.82 

< ·;;t· . . > .. ' '-;··· ' 

: · After t~~n~turn of Mrs. Indira Gandhi to power in January 1980, the process 
., •• ' ;; ••••• ' ~-, ••• • • ~ .- ' • • • ' • > 

ofdev~l.op!TI~nt of .l~do-Nepal friendship and cooperation continued to progress 

sa~i~fctc~oril~;, ... 

. : . ··<Mrs,: ·:Indira .. :Gandhi was quite alert to the need for maintenaining good· 

n~ighbdur.ing rel~tif!g;with-Nepal. Despite some differences over certain issues, the 

G.ov~r,nmenL-~nd: leaders in the two countrjes.sh~uld exemplary pragmitisr:n and 

reC~Hsm,.The two ~ou11tries were successful in maintaining and developing ·further · 
. . . . . 

~ile~teral trpc;je and .took steps to overcome trade imbalances and balance of 

P~Y.IlJ~'nt: pmble~.:: Both started·, cooperating in ·giving a meaningful stClrt ·to the 
' 

proc>~s_s of Soutt)·Asian economic and trade cooperation the chance of increased 

coop~r;:l~iv~ ,am,ong:Jhe,. countries of South Asian region, further brightened, after 
, . ,. .... •'" -.. ... . . ' . . 

·the :August 1983; New Delhi conference of the ,Foreign Ministers of the seven 
l' . . • 

South. Asian. 'Co.untries.· 
.·,,. .. . . ''• 

... ·~.' ; 

'<The-regular· ,contacts and direct communications betw~en the leaders of the 

two ~~untries.·h'elped the· growth of understanding between the.two countries. In 

. Nove;,;ber :1980; indiari Foreign Minister Mr. Narashima Rae · visited Nepal and 

held. impor,tant descending on a number of subjects with the Prime Minister Surya 

· BhadurTh.~p~ and the-Panchayat Minister: of Nepai:Mr: Navraj Subedi obser\t~d," 
lridq-Nepale~e :. rel~tions had been further strengthened in recent times by our 

. rl)utu~llrusf and:.'c~m'rrron '· aspiration" Mrs .. Narasimha Rae also reaffirmed that, 
J. ., ' • • • 

·"lndic(attached the highest importance in ·nurturing. of friendly .and cooperative 

relations .with NepaL" In [)ecember 1981, President Neelarn. Sanjeeva Reddy 

· . paio .. ,, a stat~; '(i$it ,to Nepal. Speaking at the civic reception accorded to him at 

. kathma.ndu .. President Reddy observed, "Relations between hidia and Nepal 

h;3Y~ .. been hi'stor,ically built on te solid foundation's of extensive people to people 
)_ . . . 

; cql"'~~~ts: ~t)ic!l,rJlak~. for abiding understanding." 

:, '. ;·::•_,:·'·:·. . . ~ ~ . 
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This realization about he necessity of cooperation and friendship between ·-· '\ . . ·· . ._ ' 

_ -Nepal. and India indeed helped the two countries to overcome problems and 
-~. \:'(• •. ··~··. ,: •••• ·:: ! • •• •. • • - ••· . '·.: 

res()IV~ their .. diff,erences and keep up the process of development of friendship 

andcooper_ation . .Both have been able to maintain and develop further trade links 
' 

arid;-,economic ·cooperation. India maintained its commitments regarding the 

completion of hydroelectric projects in Nepal. 

· Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi has stepped up the drive to secure more 

friendly and. co_operative relations with this Himalayan Kingdom, New Delhi has 

shown. full respect for the sovereignty, territorial integraty and stability of Nepal by 

giving· due importance to Nepal the emergence of SAARC has indeed helped and 
. ' . . ' ' 

is bound:to: strengthen .further the economic trade and cultural cooperation among 

the., countries: of South Asia in general and among India and Nepal in particular 

b_ecause _of deep and historical ties between those two countries. 
'. ' .,- ~~-, ~.' . . . . . ' ' ' . : ; 

·.·, •. >The" king pf Nepal's visits -to India in 1986 has helped the two countries to 

review their relations. Difference over zone of peace status for Nepal continued to 

surrender the talks. -However, both the Nepalese Kind and Indian Prime Minister, 

die!· noLallow. this negative. factor to. adversely affecrt the course of growing Indo 

. Nepalese friendly cooperation in economic trade cultural and technological 

sphere!?.· Both accepted that the Panchsheela spirit and five principles constituted 

·the best basis for conducting their bilateral relations. 
. r 

·Thus, India and Nepal continue to fulfil their desire to increase bilateral 

. cooperative and to strengthen the bonds of friendship. India fully respects the 

sovereignty. of Nepal and deals with Nepal on an equal basis Realising the 

strategic_- importance of Nepal, Indian foreign policy has now very actively 

emgaged in -the .. p~ocess of developing lndo-Nepali ties. Nepal also now realized 

better the importance of. its. relations with India. It has become confident that India 

does. not want to interfere with the internal political affairs of Nepal. The 

development of trade links and economic relations have helped Nepal in achieving 

'the objectives of its national policy. Both the countries are now working towards the 

further cementing of their relations. "In the current scheme of things," writes Dr. 

Bimal Prasad," Nepal is likely develop cooperative relations with India on the basis 

·of:co~equality co~sharing non-'dominance and non-dictator." The only outstanding 
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issci~~~h~t.6-e~d~~~~~~f~l_ holding is the Nepalese proposal for getting the status of a 
:;~--..:::,";_,·1"~·~-:-- '·~·"!-'!!-',:·;f• r-;-~.,4 ·~ . "-. .. . ' - . . . 

peac~ · zon~: Indian diplomacy musrcome forward to amicably sort out and settle · 
-----..... :(:ii~-~-~:~·:~:-;· _.._·::<: ... ~--~~-~:~--- ·. ~ ~-- :· \ . . . 

- -the; issue.83 : _: -'· · ' 
,_·:- _< 

·'::_;:,~U~~-oritiiiuous!y,.support(3d the SAARC and its various activiries, and have 

·looked ·;-towards;itwith a.high hopes; Nepal has·indeed viewed SAARC as a forum 
. . . -. . ' ' 

tb solve. its bilateral problems at the regional level. SAARC has been considered 
L~-; ,-- .": . -. ·. - . -. : . . 

as. an.··irnp.ortant step in the_ direction o.f multilateralism . Nepal seems to have 
... ,. • • ~- • j ,. • :- .-.. • •• • • 

belie~ectthat_ the $AARC can provide economic independence to smaller nations 

~f tbe.·r~gi.on' ag~inst-~h~ big powers, particularly India. Therefore, it has used it as a 
, -~"',· ··-: ·-~t':C(~-- :··.··-~- ~~ ·.·,-

f?[~~ to_~~iN~ _a:l(l~mber _of: bilateral issues to India's discomfort. 

·;,_-·\~tYNeP.~I,'I;Ias,i:stre~sed upon the development of the SAARC on the pattern of 

lJnit~d_;·Natiobs~.,~f-tne ,gl.obal, _level. In the New Delhi conference of the SAARC 

GOi.Jntries:NepaPsJoreign.ominister said, "the principles of the UNChaiter enshrined 
' •"' ";' . '.{ . . ~ . . ,' ··-: . . . ' ' "" 

iri,~he.i-~AA~~ 9ha_~e(we.re vital.." Nepal has emphasized upon the maximization 

of/~_ene~ts;J;!y: optimal use of natural resources in the region. It IJVas also wished 

~hatth~ benefits:~ sh~uld be shared on. the basis of equality. In_ the Kathmandu 

m~.eting, King Birendra had -voiced Nepal's opposition to balkenization of states 
· .... ~- . . ' . - - . . 

and: oqcupatiorf,of one -country by- another . But despite its active role in the 

SAARC; _NepaL appears to have tried to maintain a low profiie in certai_n cases 

-Wh~(e .. boritroversy had crept up on bilateral matter. 
'• -- -

,:,:· •"-.. , ,-

,-)_:cuntil a· few years· back, South Asia was the only region which did not.have 

· an~/ 'regional- organization· of its own. The SAAR C. can be considered a welcome 

· c:levelopme·nr-' because- of·- the fact that the South Asian States have - .many· 

differences.·in their-~ political ·style, economic development, size, etc.- Based on the 

'principals 'of equality-- and- common interest, it provides a forum for the smaller 
' • • . - f •• 

stafe'S'\·6tmie reg lol-l- to assert their independence and · nation a! identity. The 

·SAAR¢ p(ovide_s'<·~:in' 'op-portunity to participate independently, discuss and take 
' .. . . . ' - ' -. 

d~tisidn-ori various ·issues' ofcommon interest. It can also prove i:!S a catalyst for 
. ~ - ( ' . . 

the<e·corioh1ic qf..the South Asian States by providing increased opportunities of 

·trade.'and·\aid.~ :· ·. -· 

.r ~ 1 .·-

, ... , .. ·\-. 

- ... ·-,.:; .. 
~=--~. ' ...-·. 

' ·. ·•. ~: 
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N~pe~l· has ot;?,yj~)usly viewed SAARC as a forum to maintain its national 
''·:· ' . ' . . ' . . 

i4!9nmy,-.·p~rti~ul~rly;\Cigainst its southern neighbours which has indeed 'been a· 

p:robJ_em;of the.Nepalese forE;!igl} p91ic;::y. Although ·Nepal has· been trying to reduce 

its;·c:l~p,ender:ice, over-India but, so far i.t has not succeeded beyond a limit. Certain 

common interests. can of course be served through SAARC. But it· should be 
. I~~ .:. ~ • . ~~, , . • . . . . ~ . . 

not.ed -Jhat ·: ther: . regional · cooperation· cannot be an alternative to bilateral 

~'rr~l'lg~~~~ts~ P~rtic~larly,· in the present. State of interstate relationship and ·the 
.. -.c-~ ~ '!; . -; . ' ' . 

· i~sues)nyplve~Uherein, the.SAARC cannot be helpful beyond a limit.. 
: ~-":,-~::-.-:.···:··~ <:''". ·- ..... ~-<" .. . 

-:t> . ).~SqJar as the politico-strategic aspect is concerned it is a fact that Nepal has 

str~t~gic_;.•)_r:n.portanc~~ for India. _ Both the co-untries have tried to develop an 
' ' 

l,in.9er~tapding;; __ qr:f:.~mutual strategic issues. In- spite Of minor irritants from the 

. N.ePCII~~e~,.:si~e;.;)J;te_, 1.~SO treaty. still provides a base for such a bilateral . 

I.,IIJc:len;t~nding::o.S.oJong .as .this ,understanding is maintained any attempts towards 
. \. ~~' ~:..- . .. . . ' ' . . ' ' --. -

·r;egipne~liza~ioQ ... of, strategic issues will not matter· much for Nepal and India. 
'' .. '- ··- . . . . ... .. ' ' .. . 

Moreover;· any-:common consciousness on collective regional security is yet to ' '~' ' •' .. - ' -. . . . ' . ~ . . . . / -

· emerge;.·:.Th~ $9~.Jth Asian countries have generally believed that the subcontinent 
- ! ' ~ . ' '' -· . . -· ' . ' . • - . - . ; 

!;ih.oulc:IJ~e. fres.:,from superpower interference· but their politics. have been just 
•, • • • ' . • • ~ • . I • 

;qpposecfto it. .In those Circumstances .collective regional security approach is hardly 

possible:<: • .. · .. , .. 
. . ~ .. ~· 

.•)-,.-,. . 

·-:):Fqn economic matters as well there are serious bilateral overtunes.· Nepal's 

'eco'ri-omt is hlghly influenced by India. 'Nepal's landlocked position has made 

Nepaf virtually India-locked on economic matters. Even if Nepal would try to 

·increase. its'regiorialtrade it would only be possible after India provides adequate 

. 'trarisit<facilitie~' ,r~ the case of exploitation of its natural resou'rces; particularly 

. ·Watenes.our.ces; ·India can be the·most convenient partner. In fact, in certain cases. 
. , r : ~- . . ~ . . , 

Jn(lia~s"·' '·cooperation is not merely desirable but essential. Thus, keeping these . '-. .... . . . -· 

constraints;;ir'LView,':it·cari be said that Nepal will have to rely heavily on. bilateral 

-approach unless·::and until-its ecc:moniy reaches ~ stage of self ~eliance. But this 

·does''rlbt'mea·n· to: sugg.est that the SAARC is an exercise In disguise from the 
' / ' ' 

:N~p~lese -point of view. It can indeed be helpful in solving certain common 

'probl~ins~--lt_, is:, possible to make .joint efforts towards developing appropriate 

technofogy,·:exchanging-.experiences and knowledge regarding education s'cience, 

.-·; '' '" . ·: ... -- " .. ' ~.- -.. 

. . . . . . ! _:~ 
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pjanriill.gj-;c.etc;?:and. searching. remedies for problems like poverty and population 
".- .,_.,. ' .. , .·' -

cohtroL Region~i cooperatibn can also be helpful in g·enerating goodwill among the 
:: ': ·. - - ~.. . ' - - . 

--- m_ember( coi.mtries,• which-may be helpful in re~olving their disputes. Moreover, it 

· also.· gives::some~,so~ · of a psychological satisfaction to the identity problem with 

whict:lAh.e snialler- ;~south: A~ ian States are faced.84 
. : ,v. ~ ' : ., " • -, •. ' ' . - - • 

- \ 

__ TJ1_e--~ma!t:. but independent kingdom of Bhutan in the eastern Him-alayas 
: ..... _,:.,. "-~-::_ -~r:~'.J)L; :)(-:_,_; ·;. __ -, :-·-.- _ .... __ : . ~ - · 

qccupies a somewhat anornalot,~s position in South Asia. It is the only state in the 
<· ~~--:~~-.--~·-:·~·:··:··:. ,··.>"·/'·.·. ~---: . . . 
region· without 13 s_ubstantial'lndian' component in its population, which is made up 

-~7~6~i'~~ti~~i~ ()f .. Tlbeto-Burma speaking groups and_ some recent immigrants from 
.:: ~::;~·~··-;_':.:..~:. :~;:-~ . ..:-~t --~··, ::<·;:.,·. ·.:·:·:- ·::----; .:-_.,. ·':.\>~ ... _.-, :·... -~ . 
Nepal . Moreover; traditional ties_ in thE;! past were largely directed northwards to 
:·~-:-.-~~:n.-c.::_-~-~'-:: -~··;~~-··<··/. t'i :·:···_::_; ~ , 

Tibet -Today it is the only country which upholds a form of · Barmuist Buddhism as 
-, <-;_\:: ;·-~·: :'~,' : -~:- . ;· ..-' '.: t . . . ' ' ' . 

its state religion. And among South Asian countries it has· the lowest population 
' . ,"·, .. , . .-~ .. ' .. ' - . . . . 

~~'j;sity, lc:)cate'd in~- range of mountains to which access from the north is made 
::·_~~;-}'~.'~- .-·; _?-·.' .:~ .:· ~: :~·- . . . 

difficultby the _main Himalayan range and from the south by dense subtropical 

· io'r;~t~,:·B-h~;~t~h{ :_ ~~ogr~ph_i~~i--isolation is not te only cause o{ its unique and 

sovt:lr:e.i~n-'status today. Historical and cultural factors can readily be shown to have 

cpn~pirced ,_wit11 g,eography. to ensure its continuing survival. 85 

'._;-· .... , ' :-. " . "·. 

··':',''h·:$irfce{' 1907,-Bhutan has .been ruled autocratically, but the feudalistic system 

cifgqvernment is changing ·slowly, and the country seems to be evolving peac~fully 

into-a;~:~ewdemocratic nation. under India's guidance and protection .. 

. _: ; -,Although -Bpl;Jtan:_is.~~guided by the advice of the government of India in regard 

· to· its;·eXternal relations", certain Bhutanese leaders are developing" Sovereignty 

conscio'U-sriess·;:;->The· .deserve that Bhutan bec_ame a sove~eign state has been 

~~presse~_ in-th·~·'st~t~s-advisory council, and the issue of 'guidance' by India has. . . . ' . 
·•·. . ' .... · . . - - - - , , - I -

beeh<the'-subject of heated discussion in the kingdom. Prime Minister Nehru has 
' ' t F 

advised Bhi,Jtan · aga.inst. establishing diplomatic relations with foreign countries, 
. ' 

and'ther. king, !;las accepted Nehru~s advice. The present king, _Jigme Singhye 

Wangchuk,)a .yourig-dnan .of 45, has made drastic changes in the system of 

gciv~fhm~nt;:that tru3y; e~entu'ally' lead . to the establishment of a constitutional 
. ---~~.;:~~:'(Ei}}_·_· ,_--.-:~ ... .-· .~:~>_\:~.: ~::~.· ~ ·· . -· 

. . ;_: . .., :..•; ''> ': :;-_: . . . :' ·~ ~- .· 
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m'O'~~rchf'' Changin~:f-patterns in Bhutanese affairs' are to be recognized in all 

as:pE3CtS ()fth~ kingdorrfs politic~ geographic d~~elopment.86 
- ......... ~--. '1 , ... f •••• • " 

.. ,. :· :Bef~r~- -~t-949, lrido-Bhutan ·relations were governed by the· 1865 Treaty as 
:>.:·; ·. ·::·-:-

amended by~ January 19t() Tre~ty. Under_ this Treaty, the Britisb_ Government 

~~~;~~~~·k. t~ ~x~-rc.is~- no i~te~e~e~ce .in the int~rnal ·affairs of Bhutan and the 

- ah~t~~--::b~vern~e~t agr~~dto be ·gu.ided b/the ad~ice of the British Government 

_ in-'r~garcl:td :its ~-Xt$rna:l relations. 

~ :·:'~3Afi~r-inde'p~n:dence, the Government of India concluded a fresh treaty with 

Bh~t~~- -~~ -~ A~~ust. ,1949:· Under this treaty the Goveni~ent of Bhutan agreed to 
·" ·,;. ··: '':··.·: :. '.: : ; _.,· -: : ' . - ' \ ' 

be guidecl by th~ Government of India in regard to its external relations, and the 
• "• •. c,·. ; \ 

Govetriment.:.oflndi:a und~rtook ·not to interfere in the internal administration of . ' . - -. ·. . . 
·,--., '.[! 

Bh.ut~h.~ · .. .. 

'··· .:(:, Bhutan; is ·a sovereign state India has be.en successful in assuring Bhutan that 
' ' . - ' . ' ' . ' . _. ~ . 

· its,';,sov~reigntY·.c:~nd internal autonomy standfully acknowledged· and respected by 
- •.• •,·,:· •• • . • • ! • • 

ir;J~ia.:·,lri. 1Q!'1 ,·lnc!i~ sponsored Bhutan for membership of the United Nations and 

th.is.put to -an end to .all such suspicio~s that l~dia has designs over Bliutan. Since 

this ;d~velopment · lndo:.Bhutan relations have become closer and maturer. Bhutan 

feels:.: fully-'·· satisfied with' its relations with India. It has successfully resisted 

temptation:of entering into' diplomatic·relation with other coyntries. In particular; it 

has b;een keeping away·'The China feelers' . 

. ,,,.,.Bhutan ·fully realizes· that her security is closely linked with India. Her rulers 
' • ' . • • I 

havebeenwise enough to have a special treaty relationship with India. They know, 
' '·'. - . 

opines TN:Kaul; that if it co'mes to the crunch, India would defend their secur,ity 

because it is vital to: her own. China does not seem to have reconciled herself to 

this.'special::rel~~ionship but has not dared to villate it.· She has thrown gentle 

· feelers,· followed by vague threats through. Bhutanese graziers, cowherds and 
I. < ' 

frontier: :·guards; from ·tinie to time, but Bhutan has stood firmly by her Treaty with 
0 ' A ' ' ' 

·India.- ·In 1975, whem Sikkim"became a part .. of the ln~ian Union,_ many coun'tries, 

p~rticulariy;·China, tried hard to impress upon Bhutan the need to secure Bhu~an 
against possible Sikkim type Indian role in Bhutan. The~ ruler of Bhutan, King Jigme 

· Singh~· Wange~huk;· however, paid no heed to such propaganda and felt assured 
,·_·,· 

• • ( c • ~ • ~-•• • • • • • ' • 
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q(cln:ciia:5;:_,:;:;respe~t;·:f9r the sovereignty ~f Bhutan, India's decision to sponsor 

·t?t1~f~n;,~.,jn~rnb~~l?tJ!PlPf. the United NatiC?ns, was quq_ted as the clear proof of 

IDdJ~ri~_;·good ;wi.ll.:towards.-Bflutan.- New Bhutan her diplomatic relations with . ~ '" . .. - - . . ·,· . .. ' . - . -

1;3,~t}gl~d~s~·~-an~: N$.pal arid consular. r~lation with Singapore, Kuwait and Hong

- ~(jf;!g::::!3.1;lut~nd~ _a:n1ember of the world bank. · 

;_~;/:Ji<,i~~i~:·:o·n';i,·~r p?~tFhas been fully- alive to the development~! needs <;>f Bh~tan, 
~ria:;nii~· .. aiVJays 'contributed generously toiJI,Iards the economic development of 

. Bhi)taii! 'iln'dia has··:provided 'economic, material and technical help to Bhutan for 

d~VelopJng trarspcfrt,·:comm·unication and industrial facilities in the small Himalayan 

klhgdomrindia:-'has.-, built·' ~e beauti.ful · 200 km. long m~untain road for. ; 

Ph.iJrytspling;in 'North:·Berigal to Thimpu, the capital of Bhutan and airstrips at Para 
' . . 

and··'ft1ifnpU,~itn'1975, lndia·.undertook to meet the entire cost'(estimated at Rs. 83 

. cfbres)'6ftne·' ambitious Bhutanese hydro:-electric projection the _·Chukha river and. 

j:>urden-~-:~ C_ement' ·,_Plan. Bhutan, on its ·part has always acknowledged and 
. - . . . -. . . 

' . . ' . 

' tfiscr~·rt(f·-'!ii_?lint~rry :and develop cordial relations with India. There exists good · · 

ii\eighbbi.Jrliness<b~tween · India and Bhut~n. as king Wangchuk has on many 

occasiOn; ol;>ser:Ved that "India is not .only oJr close neighbour ·but our genuine 
,-:·;· .. :.·.: :j_.--.--:_ ' ·,- ~: .. -, :. .·· ., : ' ~ '; ~ 
friend/'"lndia isdully aware of the need to maintain · and further strengthen . . . . . ~ . . . . - ' . -

f;i~rid~hip ·and. cooperation with Bh\.Jtan. However, things should not be taken for 

.,gf~hted.::'S,b·.~a~:·Bhutan has followed a closer relationship wit~. India because it 

~ctotd~ \Nith' the :~~curity. and national interest of' both the cou'ntries. This ·close 

r~l~tiqi{m,li$t'~'~giveri:mor~;'substance and stren,gth on a reciprocal basis, through. 

co,niinued cbnta(;ts, meetings and consultations at highest levels. India should 
. - . ' . ' 

· pr~v~~t' Bnutati" from· ·s-uccumbing to Chinese pressures and for this, it should 
. . . . . . . 

,htofe:;-r;eadily c'Ome forw·ard to accommodate the needs and aspirations of Bhutan. 
-.. -~-

The:·'past< history cif .cooperation must be used as a basis for. strengthening the 
- . ' ·; 

.relciitionship'in 'the··tiniesto come. T.N.Kaul, in his book Diplomacy in Peace and 

\jia:r; has ·bealltifuny· analysed the lndo-B~utan relations within the b_order context 

~i:':inarcfs: p.6Hty.' tow"ar:ds-:its small neighbours. He writes , "We should av~id the 

mi~take~~ a~- w~.?made in Nepal and not take ,smaller countries for granted or act as 

~h~if .. big···b.rdth~·~\They :are sensitive, eve6 touchy, on small things, proud and 
• '< - ~ ••• 

.. , .. '.·· 

' 
' ' 
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''l. ••• 

'. .:·· 

e'asiJy::h'urtT:wt3;'1Tlu~ii:;r.e.~pect their sensibilities, honour their national aspirations 

~rid'!Wio;their:·:~rust:~md'co~fidence: They are subject to many. rules and pressures, 

~fr~s:~¢$; an'l;l:,sttc~iri~:Li_[lternally and can't_ bear these_ alone without understanding 

~~·a,::·r~;~c(of:~ J;ien-dl~ neighb~ur like India.'' .It is ·a matter of satisfaction that 

rel~_~ip~~s;p~twee.n,!n~ja; and Bhutan are friendly and are devrloping along the right · 

· lip~-~~~~TI:1eY.~-co:qicr become a model relations between a big country and a small. · 

. lJ\!ei:'sh?ul,?~_:_rt,a~~.effo~s~.'-hdhestl{and sincerely, towards this end .... "Bhutan has 

doniie~·b_f.~g~ and: We can .qepend on .the new king and his people to reciprocate our 

~~()rl'~::i.kf~~her ~tre.ngthening friend!~ relations."87 · . 

~~~N)~?P~ .. UJrL :: l:~,~ .. > . -··-~~ ~. . . 
_.:;:.';:~"S:~~,yt,..:~hu1an,. another Himalayan kingdom like_ Nepal, ___ ~with asymmetrical ties 

\Y!~~;T~~ia.:.-'~:h:~tir)g; Q_<:Jck to the late ·Parties, also went through a similar process of 
' ...... ' . . . ' ' 

striving. for great~r autonomy Trading carefully, perhaps more carefully than Nepal. 

S,he>.fir:st.~qok.~~-:, number of steps to ease her way out of India's shadow, and to 

activat~·'<t;e·r: presence· ~nd ·participation in international· politics. Bhutan, for · 

~~~m.GI~-/:~~pl~~~d. Hiridi:, ln,dia's mai-n language, with English as her language of 

· edub~tio:~.'al~i~-i~~ed'ttie ·number of expatriate Indians working in 'the civil service 

· ~-~d:M~de.ltditticult f~rlhdl~~s to obtain entry permits e'asily. At the same time, she 
•. ·: r···:: •. '' ',:; ,. -:' , ... .; ' . '~;. : 1 . . . 

adi\(~t~d· 'Her ·.dipiomacy to seek other trade partners, and _other aid donors, 
' ....... ;_•: •• > ':-_,.: : ' 

wi<;lened. he.r' ri'etwork of diplomatic relations, and . sought a role for herself in 
: . ' . . ' ··~- ·- ' ... . ' 

l~ie~r~a-ti~n~l organii:ations."To bypass l~dia in her international communication 

;:jj~k~~': ~he. ~ought· ·Japanese assistance to build a satellite earth ·station. 88 

)·;:\Lt;·;_~:; ·.--... : :·J :' ,.:- .' ··:: . ··'.: ... ,.. . 

•. ~--.~~~.Jn diplom~tic terms,. and quite apart·from considerations of vital strategy, India 
.··.· '•····· .··, ' . 

. ~r.e.~ts\:ahutan, .and the .other ' Himalayan kingdoms as a regional Unit within the 
,.:-, ',; '-' • • ' •·' ' I 

,ln~;tif;ln;.:defence . .- pe.rimeter... India-Bhutan. relations traditionally emphasize the 

.st~~D~!~e.nipg · .• ~f. pe_ace· and· security through frequent consultations and 

: c()op.erc~tiye action:., ... _ 

:·A m~jor difficulty in Bhutan~lndia relationships is the extreme dependence of 

tl;ie_Hjrnc:llayan .kingdom: .upon India for its economic development' and prosperity. It 

}s·,essehtially-~·,tel~tiohship between a small and entirely undeveloped country and 
~ .. ' . '·. 

a' -~PcittfY'i;deveiO'ped, !<:mie 'nation itself in need of massive economic aid. What ' 

·~b_~t~~; ·n~eds-:i~-a igreat :ca-pital 'irivestme'nt to improve communication~, set up 

~a~fip~ltural production .:and develop its natural resources. _ 

\ I 
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':-;., lr\hi~ talks W;ith.lndian ,officials in Febryary, 1961 , the Bhutanese mah~raja 
made _it clear that· Bhutan will have no .direct dealings with China, despite 

------ -Peking's refusal to acc~pt India's privileges in Bhutan's foreign relations. 89 During 

19~1-1962 India- to~k _several effective measures to ~trengthen Bhutan's defense 

i~ mptters relati~g' to. Chiria's· threat 1and the border dispute.- A high level meeting 

hel_~ in_ February, 1961, presided over by Prime Minister Nehru and attended by the 

maharaja of. Bhutan and India's defense minister and service chiefs, chalked out a 
,';_ •.· ·. : ·. . : . 

new programme for the discharge of India's responsibility for the defense of 
. ' ··· ... • .. 

Bhuta11. ·The: strength of. the Indian defense forces stationed to answer rapidly a 
... ···:·:. . ' 

call· from Bhutan has been substantially increased. An intensive study of the 
.. : ~· .'. ~. . . 

facilities for Indian Air Force operations over Bhutan is being made. 
'I' ".': 'o• • 

.. Tre maharaja of Bhutan has agreed with lndi~ that in the present situation, 

whi:m Bhutan's major problems are its dispute with China and the need for rapid 

CO[Tlf!!Unications development, it was not propitious to think of links with 

. int~f-~_ati()n9l,<;>r,gf:!!)izations or western countries. Despite this agreement, Bhutan 

became a full participant in the Colombo Plan with Indian sponsorship. 
• 

0 
l 

0
" • I • .. ·~ 

:: :_ :. Shut9n, .. like- India, ·emphasizes peace and disarmament but the two 

countries do not agree on the nuclear issues. While Bhutan signed nuclear non

proliferation treaty in 1985, India is not prepared to sign it since it considers the 

treaty · discriminatory. Besides, Thimphu has also developed divergence on the 

proposal to_ make the South Asian region a nuclear free zone. India has been 

opposed to the idea of nuclear free s\zones in selected areas of the world and to 

the ;legitimization of the possession of nuclear weapons by a few powers. Till 
I 

recently Bhutan ·had been willing in the UN General Assembly against the 

Pakis!an - sponsored resolution calling for the establishment of a nuclear 

weapon free zone in South Asia. At the last ses~ion of the UN General Assembly, 

Bhutan . supported the resolution sponsored by . Pakistan and several other 

countries; Pakistan Mas been making this proposal since 197 4. India is opposed to 

the::·proposal on the ground that nuclear war would not remain confined to a 

particular zone but would. engulf the whole world. 

Bhutan and India also differ on the issue of mobil!zing external assistance to 

. SAA~C. Thimphu . seeks to expand economic cooperation within the framework of 

:· ... ·:':·' 
. ·': 
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.SAARC :even 'with; the' help':of ~xternal assistance·. At the SAARC ministerial 

. · riieetin·g~:at Katt\rfla.nd~. o~ ~1 October,' 1987, Bhutan's foreign minister, Tyonpo 
----.:... __ :~;:1·! .. ~:: --.->··:~ ; __ : -~ ·:: -· _·:. ·. ·:.. .. . . ..,. . 

[)awaTsering;::said that tapping of external aid from appropriate source would not 

n~~;~t~{th~ ~ff~rt~· fo.r -~ollec~ive self-rel.iance. . . 
' . . .. · ,: 

'·;':'::W_hile.Bhi1tan ·and Bangladesh underlined the need for external·assistance, ~ 

~-~di~-~~~~~~ed-~he:virtue'of:self'reliance in' the regional context. ~he latter made it 

·. c{~~~ thaf~~'c~ ext~rnal ~id ~~s ~ccept~d by SAARC, it would be difficult to keep it 

. f~~:irp :th~-~a~gers.of neo~cold~ialism and external pressures.90 Bhutan's- stance on 

~~~lear· is~ues and· external· assistance may have been influenced by its genuine 

· ~fe~i:re ·fbr ·p~ace. ~~d d~velopment. Bt the small states of the . South Asian region 

a~~: ~t;wayed · bii:other co~siderations .. Some scholars hold that .·"because of the 

prepondencE!. ofln(jia in the area.~ a dichotomy exists between _India on the ,one 

h-~~-CI;~ and·_';·it~ respective n~ighbours on the other. 91 Nevertheless there is 'no 
I'.· • •. '.••'"' ,_- .· '• • 

evipence that the disparity between India and its neighbours has in any way 
~ ;-' - ·,· -· ,. ' , I ' 

~n~ble.dthe)ormiUo i_m.pose its own preferences or policies upori the latter. 
:.. . ;.· ·' ; -: ·;.': ;.·, ••• _r. <~'·:. :· -

, .. ·.~:·:·As· a matter of .,fact, ·the regional cooperation in South Asia will amount' to 
.. ',';-' . . . ' . 

cooperati,on bf aJLo~her South Asian States with India, but the small states of South 
' ,.. _, . . .. ' ~ : . . . , 

Asl,a h~v~. ·embi~al~_nt attitudes towards cooperation with India . 

. ,. __ ;. ~B.i:Jt· the , political sceheri of Bhutan is somewhat different from other South 
.. . . . . 

Asian:: States. ·Unlike ·Pakistan, Bangladesh~ Nepal and Srilan~a. Bhutan is not 
' . -

faced with·any political trouble_~ Underthe present stage of political development of 

, the;·kingdom there are no political factions that thrive on anti Indian planks nor are 
•. ' , • • . ~ I 

po)iti!:~al, dissidents Who look to the Indian support that is why Bhutan's relations 

with India. are characterized not by .. fear or apprehensions but by mutual trust and 

the·:·spirit of mutual cooperation. Hence, Thimphu seeks to strengthen not only 

SAARC but also desires to expand its cooperation with India. For instance, with 

·.lnai~n :, assistance , it h. as been aQle to reduce its trade deficit with India by 

· de~elopin·g:hydroelectric projects ahd cement industries with Indian assistance and 

~xp.qrting· sL!rplu~:~:;ement and electricity to India. However, Bhutan like other small 

:states ofSouth Asia, is concerned aboutits identity and security. It is not inclined to 

culiivat13_ pQiitical links with extra regional powers as some South Asian States 

h'~ve;,soughf fo ·strengthen ·their ~ecurity by forging relationship with extra regional 
. ~.:.->~<~-:·_.':·~ ·--~~. ·.- .. -... · 

'' ' .... ~· . 

,·:. 
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~9W-~"f:~;;~~pe9t~.t1Y,;tne ~Q~·:and China. This ryas creat~d a politics ~trategic ·divide. 

____ · · ~ in;*~,-:r~gjq{d_n~t,n~r1Pers ·a·nd progress of SAARC,· in fact, extra , regional powers 
. ..... . .___ '.~... -~ -· -. .. -"' ' ' . ,,. . 

· ha.VE{~oughtto: promote: their own inter~sts in the region." The South Asian States 

~an:of:~oriP~~·~t;~ngthen their security as well as ensure the success of SAARC by 

r~~b-~i~~'tb:~e-gional:~pbroach to 'th~ p~oblems of. identify and security. . 
·i/~:·~~:·.:)f,-:~!_.._-~y·:-..... :~: '<<··.··:·;;; :·· 1 • • 

. ·. './::1: :!n~1c.?ntlu~!on.·jt rna·y_,Q~:·~a.i~. _tra~ Bhutan has not' so far posed any serious 

. Ct:.ia,lle,nge,to,ln(jjal"!fOreigQ policy and strategic planning, nor has it put forward an 

~~ro~.~t-. :d~mand t_6rJh~ re~i~ion of the 1949 treaty but the relations between the 
i·.":l·-...... _.: _-_·-·-~ ---~-;-- ·{'· :_.:.·· ·--~ ~. . . · _ 

_ ~g;,~p.-~ntrie_s-)c~r:t bef t~~en for granted. for too long. At the least, India must 

r~q'd~siqer:' .• it,s · premis.~: ttiat Bhutan should necessarily hold identical vi~ws on 

'iiitefn~tjc~l :,a~d regional affairs. We have seen already that regarding Afghanistan 

~hd;. K~mpl!chea- Bhutan has held views different from those of India. There are 
' ~ ~ . I 

new· ihdications:·that'>everi on South Asian regional affairs Bhutan's position on 
. _.., .. _ ~-:.,.~-. :··~·:.:~·!>:- ..... : ~---~ . . . 
certain" vital is-sues is 'riot identical with that of India. On the quE~.stion of ~uper 

. ~6\Ai~?.irivcilve~erit"'~ in South Asian affairs Bhutan probably continues to respect 
: L ·~: ·•: ,:. • ,"": -. . . : : ' -·:; '.:,, t ;~, ;: ,. ·, ; \ '~ , .. ·: , , - • 

· lndiaif'sensitivities.92 but-"·:· 6n the crucial· question: of declaring the region as a 
· ... u:~.:J:,·:~:::· ::·:-::··: .··_· ~-. •::,;. .. -~>·, : , . :·· _ .. _.. . - - . . . 
nu¢1e·arfre~ zone its position tends to oppose that of India andsupport Pakistan's . 
. ::::t:.:>-~:~.t:!.-_.-, _,._.·. ·.· ....... •' . ' 

: :~:;.,:::~!n~.~pparent: support of Pakistani Prime Minister M.K.Junejo's efforts at the 

· th,i:r.cl: SAARG Summit in Kathmandu ip November 1987 to strive for "regional. non

·preliferation"-:~:whi.ch-,he. saw as ~'inherently achievable, King Jigme · Singye 

V\f~I1Q~hJ.Jk··.~Xpr,essed":.:serious~ concern. at the prospect of nuclear weapons 

~~vel,op_nient ip_ SouthAsi~(-and said that ... we can hardly call upon the· major 
._ .. -,-- . ' . . 

pow~rs to · curtail their: nuclear weapons programmes if we ourselves are not 

prep~recft~ ;prevent;· its development in our own region. SAARC can provide a 

.fb:~Uni~o·ca~duCt ~meaningful dialogue among our countries on this vital issue. 93 In 
~. , .• !:- ...... ·" ::: •• ~. ; . ' . . . 

. :contrast,·· India's ·stand is global non-pr-oliferation in which there is no scope for 
.-. 

~ariy' reg.ional arrangement. 

· '·;: <-:The holding .of:.SAARC meeting in. Thimpu as. wei'l as -the Tamil Sri La.nkan 
····' .• '' .. ~ -· . _.. . . . ·. -- . . ' - . 

· )aiks_~iJ;~i.r:npu,;, t)as· infused a·new confidence in Bhutan as a country with respect, · · 

-.P.t~stig~: :~:nd·';QI~,dn intern..ational relations. Bhutan fully realizes .and appreciates· 

, l~di~;~ ~ffe.rts:'in •set~ri~g ... h,~r national inte.rests without in any way affecting the 
.·· .. ,.• .. ·- ' . . . ' 

. ,pr~·stig~ f!nd .. s~atl,t~· o·f.Bhutan in international relations. Rajiv Gandhi's initiation to 
._.·,., ·:; .... ,' ,. . ... -.· . . 

.--•. :=;~:::i;:.:<~::.~ ;:).~ :-·, 
. :;_ .. _;:F/::;~--~~~~:. __ j!.:::.:"'-· . .-. 
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. encourage ;ana:. ~d.9,v.elop., .more nature' and deep friendship and cooperation with 

._ lndi~'~ . ..rJeigh,bo.~r(. ~~-s · gi~en f1,1r:ther strength to the cause of lndo-Bhutanese · -..__._ .. :......... .:•·, .. : ~ .... · ... ' .. • ' . . . . .. 

. hiQhlyJri_~n_dly .. :·~nd.~.~()operative relations Bhutan also fully realizes the fact that 
. '. } '1.'., . ; ~-- . • ' .••• : . . . . .. . . . . • 

b~~~H§:~· of,JheJppqg~aphy and geo-politics of the area the security and progress 
·;'· .. ·. .. . .. ' . ' 

. otthe~kiJ1gdorn·stands-related to'the concept of special relations with India. Bilateral 

. frienqly:: cqoperatiori ·as· members. of the SAARC has been developing i_n a very· 

~~t.i~fa¢~~ry and· healthy m'anner; 94 

.: ~ ~: : : ; _; ~-; ': ·-~- . '", ·, _.: '• 

·,'. . 
.. . -,_{ -~·. ': \ .. 

lri.dia:· . .i,Malciives Relations 
. i 

.· : •· Ma)div~s is the smallest nation of the Sooth Asian Region but it gains 

·i~~~rtan·ce for :i~s ~trategic and geopolitical situation in the Indian ocean .. It is a 

. ~rb'&~ 'bf 1; t9o 6~ral.lslands which extend in the sea from gPs; .North latitude· to "' 
...... ; J ;· :- i. : ; . ~ -~ ( . ' . .. . ; ' ' ,. . ~ . 

. . 
042' South latitude ahd· from 72°33' to. 73°44' East longitude. Like Chagos and 

. ·, .. ~ .... . '•. . ... _ 

Lakshadweep, Maldives also. has its base on the mountains underneath· the sea, 

6~0ered.:~it~.: r~sts .. ~~ilt by the coral· p~lyps. . 

''~ ... ;.At.oneJi,m~. inJhe. history, the island nation was colonized by, the Portuguese ,._,.. . . 

and then by the .. :~ritish. The country became 'an independent sovereign nation in 

. the year>1965· as ·a ;result of the process of decolonization . 
. , . 

... _·:· :i•b~~ of the peculiar features· of the maldivian society, which is not to be s~en 
any ofthek.:south ·Asian· countries, Is that it has only one caste and one religion 

s'u:nny:iMuslims,·:Even Pakist~n, which got separa~ed on the basis of religion can 

hatcuy·.~o~st ofl;leipg purely a Musfim society the way Maldives can. There are 

in~tai::tCe~. in. the; f,listory of Maldivian society_ and culture wherein it is evident that 

'the'islandalsoNad Buddhism that was repl~ced.by Islam when Yusuf Shamsuddin ".. . ' .. . . ~ . . . ' 

. came ... from :Persia as· an apostle of Islam .. Unlike other SAARC countries,s the . . . 

Mal~ives .inC1Y ~ot face any, ethnic problem. But there ~an· scarcely be any doubt 

about the: fact that.the smallness or' the country. po~es too many problems. Other 

factors accoUnting for its ·slow r~te of ·development are scanty resourcfes and 

absent({ 6fiJo~af· expertise , in almost every field. Foe very technical advice, the 

· hation:·depend~:, on for:eigrl' help. Tjhis apprt, even for its security, the nation 
·. . - -

dep~Hds· on:·foreign 'military assistance. The country ,totally depends .on foreign 
,:, ·, • : •. .": ';- ·: '·: : • . . " '-' >' I.. ; ~ I . , ' 

' . ·~ . ' .. ' . ' 
<._,.I .· ........ ' • :~! ".;·:·:. 
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capital;~ :.technoiogy . ah,c;f'. management' expertise for its social and economic 
• - ·,,·.· ,c •• - ' \ 

. ''---.....__! 
~~~~~ipprTi~nt;: Thj~ .. siliall·natlon has to depend· on foreign borrowings even to meet 

, it.{CI~·~~s~!c:~r~.C!~if.~.m,~r;it_s~--9.~.;, · 

?<::tFrdm theFexamination of the above facts it emerges that smallness of the 

CQJli',ltr}i gives ;rise..:to;sever~l internal as weB external proble.ms. But Artuc ·of being 

sM~II ih:slzEf ·th·e ·isJano nation is very prove to coups .. Within ten·year:s the country 

witl1es,sed:cJo.u~·ir:npoi:t.ant political unheavals which were absent till such time it 
, • ' , ' •: I ' • '• . · <> ' , ~ ' l • ·:·· ' . ' ', • • • ' "' • 1 

wa.s.:. ~:bBriti~h-j~rote9to, rate,· l,rq~pite of the fact that the British vacated the land 
-'-r;:r·-:-:.'-~ , .. " ~---: . \ .- -·~--- .... --~ -· .. ~ , ...... ·· .. : .-·.. . . ... : 

~~,~Y';R:<l~t,in~¢,c;l::·t,p~ir:t9Pmo!9 in the Gan island using it as t~eir naval base. The 

Gan island. ~ttracts so many countries of the world because each one of them is 
' . '~ " ' - . ' - . 

i~~~r~~t~dJn having: jt.foC their military base in the Indian ocean. Another cause . 

. ~(G.~,rj tsl~ncfs i~pbrtC1nce is that it is the nearest to Diego Garcia' where the us 
. -.·. . . . ' 

Cehtrat..:C9r:nm~nd,base is situated. In this competition of power riyalry it is very 
.-.' ·. "' .. ··. . -

difficLiiFat times for small nations to dony the additional incentives offered by 
? ·• ~.- • : ,. - •. , ~1. ·7 • 

powerfui':nationrAt'tlmes, it gives rise to internal fragmentation in the soCiety and 

te; · ~ritk~- ~6~i~~~·fab~l~: i~ threatened. As a result , ·the nation gets divided into two 
_ .. ,.,;:. ,tf~~ . .,_ ::." · .. :.t ... ' .. - ,l·-. :·f:. . ; . 

. rival f~ction.s~-ln'stability thus created in the polity invites political intrigues leading 
.-~.i~.-,•:~ .. -: ... ~. --~~·-<:·:-.:!\'~~-: ... ·. ·.. . . ' . ~ 

-to ~coups -aided ·ani:h:ibetted-9y interested fo(eign powers. Maldives is no exception 

.to' .if.\The cot.:mtcy faced November 1988coups because ·of this· reason. It is very 
... ··-··· ·-. . . ' 

.cie~_ri, ~y>the develOpment .. of events that lrat:J, Libiya and Soviet Union gave 
- . 

attr~cti_v~. incentives to Maldives just to have their base on Gan island. 
-· ',. ' . ·.::-·~-- --~ -.-· -~. - . "·. -

,Under -~uqh ,pressing conditions it becomes imperative for a small nation to 

~ligoicwith, '~ more .. powerful: country- or .international forums for' its security' and 
". 'i' . :·· . ..._ ' ~ _, .. ' . 

·. SAARC.:·came;:,_j~i~:- h~11dY :for Maldives_: But joining SAARC- th~ member country 

neither--_loses>its .. sovereignty nor suffers from _the complex of be-ing small and 

weak.: There is-no. difference in the status between India, the biggest country of the 
- i,_'~ I' ; ,!:: '- ' , ' ,,· • • \ ,·' ' ,' -I • ' 

regipn-,_,and ,the .most powerful of the SAARC members and the Maldives, the 

. smallest and-the-~eakest. 

· ·._>··-::TI}e -subordinate status fall the South Asian countries in the international · 

. ecqnom.ic'sysfem:·should.·be viewed as the backdrop .fortheformation of SAARC. 

· All,:the:m.ernber\~()0ntries have similar problems having similar p~litical and social 

·b~c~g;oLind.:_sAiRC'•presl:Jpposes unilpteral modes. Of adion based on .collective 
. . . ' . - 1; ~ - . • . . . . ', ) :: •. ,. . -. . • . - ' . ' 

.::::: 
. ' . . 
''\''· 



;·. ' ~·· I . . . 

··.,. 
I, ~ .' •• • ~ ·,,• $,.. . • 

·.' ,_ 10~ 
. -~:' ·., .... :·~; . - •·_:'' 

$_~(reli~nc~:an,Jb8gs_Uts .member countries. It als~ emphasizes the, s.ignificanc~ of 

·11~gb~iatipl)s ~nd; bargaining amongst its members. The idea of regional 

c9oper;atto.n. al}lqngst the. countries of South Asia is· not altogether a novel one in 

19~-::':t:~~~se.Jr~Ltt-J~::>e :coun~ries already. have _an experi~nce of some sort of 
• . • · I. ,• l . • 

. p.211~~~9~~ti.~~· ;jn,.~he·. forums like_ ESCAP, NAM and c-ommonwealth.· It was, 

hpw_evl3r, JeiUhat smallest countries 'at the region with a view to facilitate socio-
.; .• r: ~· ~-· ' •... , . ' . , . .,_ .• . ! , •· ... ·'. . . . •. .. ·< ·• . . ' - • 

~:cpr;lC?!DiC,dev~lopment should be encouraged and helped to come together in 
"i - . 

spm.~:JO.rm. of.;tegi.onal. cooperation, Which would also help them in safeguarding 

th~Jr; nationa!Jnd,ependence and bilateral integrity against countervailing pressure 
. ' 

of-~trong.neighbour:s:. 
- . :. : . . ·. '.! 1 <~ . , : ~ .. _:~.' ,, •.· r ., ; ;,.. , 

,, .. \,·:r.Jhe·. ide~:_ of; SMRC was not solid immediately in the ·beginning. Most 

imp()r:tant,:qountrie~-.like lndi~. Pakistan and even Sri Lanka took quite sometime to 
. . . . . .· ;. -

reaUyithink over this arrangement of regional cooperation. In fact, Sri Lanka ·joined .·' ....... :· ·. . \ . . 

iLY!3r.y.l_ate 0!11Y/!Ivhen it was convinced that it would not be granted membership of 
•. , .. • , . • . . r 

A.SEAN .. 7""Jhe important international forum of South East Asian countries. But 

once $~i lanka.joined SAARC, it did not fancy it just as an inte!lectual exercise or 

merely as-a. means of. harmonizing an assessment of regulations but as a treaty 
• .,. ··-· 1 • 

constructive element-in the development process. SMRC emphasized the trust 

,~mongst.-'its ~.member· countries. To be a.;,memb.er of ·SAARC is a decision 

c;~qsc;iously taken -by_· its members without any ideological bias. Regarding 

SAA.R,G; .. Maldives. believed. that sinc€1 economy of any country was paramountly 

int.er~~pendent. , bence ·without· a well-knit network of cooperation among te 

11eig!lp()lJrS,· p~ac¢ .and development could not be achieved. Hence goodwill and 

·tru.st are ~upposed t~ be the .hallmarks for such kind of cooperation. 
' .. . ·) . . . ' 

,_;Although • ''there· is no dearts of bilateral problems among the SAARC 

member C9Untries, SUCh issues are prevented from undermining the cherished goal 

'ot-•regional cooperation. In the first few ye~rs ·of its. inception, SMRC was 

thre~ten~d bi the deteriorating · Indo-Sri Lanka ·relations, then by lndo-Pak . 

re!atiof1s,.!)y Indo-Nepal relations arid also Chakma refugees of Bangladesh; but it 

· yv_a~ owing to the genuine pplitical will that SMRC could survive through these 

turmoil.s .. These ·bilateral problems were, to some extent, solved by mediation of 

the ·third SAARC fe·llo~ member country and provided no Scope for any external 
'··'. ..... ... ,. . . - . 

•:: 
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forceJor its role in the region. SAARC was not to be lnirdemed with bilateral 

concerns,. other:wise it would have created statement in the process of regional 

co_op_erati0ri. The SAARC charter states : "Regional cooperation cannot be 

·reconcile~ with . agro~schence in or encouragement to acts directed against the 

sovereignty, unity and integrity of neighbours. 

- ·.· ,.J:"he idea of SAARC was not solid immediately in the beginning.· Most 

important, coun,tries like India, Pakistan and even Sri Lanka took quite sometime to 

really.think over this-. arrangement of regional cooperation. In fact, Sri Lanka joined 

it. ve!)i·late only when it was convinced that it would not be granted membership of 

ASE}\R-'the im'por:tant international form of South-East Asian countries. But once 

Sri .Lanka joined SAARC, it. did not fancy it just as an intellectual exercise or merely 

asca means of harmonizing an assertment of regulations but as a truly constructive 

element in .the, development process. SAARC emphasized the trust amongst its 

m~!Tlber countries. To be a member of SAARC is a decision consciously taken by 

its members without any ideological bias. Regarding SAARC, Maldives believed 

tnat since economy _of any country was paramountly interdependent hence without 

. a· ,well-knit network of cooperation among the neighbours, pe·ace and development 

could' not be achieved. Hence good will and trust are supposed to be the 

hallmarks for such kind of cooperation . 

. . . J\Ithough there is no dearths of bilateral problems, among the SMRC 

me!ll~er countries, such issues are prevented from undermining the cherished goal 

of regional cooperation. In the first few years of its incooperation . SAARC was 

·threatened by the deteriorating Indo-Sri Lanka relations, then by lndo-Pak relations, 

by Indo-Nepal· relations and also Chakma refugees of Bangladesh, but it was 

owirig to the genuine political will that SAARC could survive through these 

turmoils. These bilateral problems were,· to some extent, solved by mediation of 

thEfthird· SAARC fellow member· country and provided no scope for any external 

force ·for its· role in the region. SAARC was not to be burdened with bilateral 

concerns, otherwise it would have. created statement in the process of regional 

cooperation. The SAARC charter states : "Regional- cooperation cannot be 

reconcile with . agniscence in or encouragement to acts directed against the 

sovereignty, unity and integrity of neighbours." 
' . :;. ' 

·· .. '...: ·.. ,. 

·,.\ 
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.. _- . -.At· the Foreign . Minis~er's meet at New Delhi, Pakistan had almost tried to 
,· '••,· . . . . . 

am~?nd.the·.charter by joining Sri Lanka for raising bilateral issues at the SAARC 

m~etiogs,. What Maldives thought about was that expansion of SAARC activities 

sholjld be based on the principle of equitable benefits, given the various economic 

and other capacities that existed within te region. The Foreign Minister of Maldives 

expressed the views of his government in Kathmandu, that the SAARC members 

- should develop a common strategy to deal with the "arrogance of protectionism" 

and_ foreJg~ debts. 

•, : _The President _of Maldives, Abdul Gayam, paid glowing tributes to the lndo

S.ri ~anka accord and the wisdom of Jayawardene and Rajiv Gandhi for arriving at 

a very difficult solution to a four-year old ethnic problem. Referring to the 

economic problem. he said that the global economic situation was more than . . 

discouraging, leaving the . developing countries in a deep debt. Speaking on the 

· 'SAARC~2000 regional Plan" the- Maldivian Foreign Secretary, Ibrahim Hussain 

Zaki,- said that for preventing and eliminating terroriam in the region cooperation 

·amongst the fellow members is very essential and the "scoorge of terroriam has 

assumed· new and alarming proportions." It was agreed that 325,000 Maldivian 

Rufiyas will be contributed towards establishing regional institutions for SAARC 

activities. 96 

': .·. 
Once common factor amongst all the South Asian countries is that they all 

suffer frcim a fear of threat from India. But the fact remains that the security of all its 

neigjbours is on India's interest and is vital to its own security and stability . The 

smaller SAARC nation suffer from this threat perception for which there is no 

validity. In case of sending IPKF to Sri Lanka it was in the interest of Indian 

external security and also internal peace and stability. When on 3 November 1988, 

India sent military help to Maldives into combat the coup, it was again in the 

SAARC spirit and also to establish peace in the region. No threat was involved in 

either of th_ese cases to these small fellow SAARC members. 

-But Indian_ help _to Maldives was in true SAARC spirit and real test for 

cooperation and understanding. 
' ~ _:;,. . 

r••'-'•,t: 
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As. h_as. been discussed earlier, the small size of any country is one of the 

__ factors· to get aligned with a mono powerful nation or organization even for its 
--.. . .__ , .. ' " ~· . . . - -. 

· ·in,ter~alstabi!ity and security. Maldives had to face opposition from Within its own 

peopl~ who, it' is said were conserved after President Gayaom's first election to the 

Presidency.' SMRC membership proved very beneficial and also a boom in 

comb~ting the coup. India's action in maintaining the sovereignty and integrity 

against an eXternal threat was appreCiated by all the SMRC countries. 97 

Maldives is indebted to India for its successful effort to foil a coup attempt in 

Nover:ribe( . 1988 ... 'Although India's neighbours normally avoid any public 

commitment to the Indian security system, their own security policies are based 

on the. as~umption of an Indian guarantee against extra-regional aggression. 98 The 

majorexception to the, Indian security system is, of course, Pakistan. -

· Sepaking ·at Maldives Mrs. Gandhi observed : "We in India do not believe in 

big and small. We accept the· sovereignty of independent nations, and if we want 

·to strengthen ourselves, it is not to make our power felt, but merely to enable us to 

stand on our own feet and to look after our own people."99 Likewise, Vajpayee 

once told Pakistan's Agha Shahi that "While India happens to be a big country, it's 

a approach, is not of a big brother."100 

:, .. In other words, India's policy towards the neighbours has been based upon 

friendliness, equality, !"eciprocity and mutuality to the extent that is possible in the 

relations between the states so very different in geopolitical and capabilities for 
• I 

me: 1ot . 

'. \ '•· - . .. . . 
As India withdraw its forces from Male (1990) after the Gayoom regimes had 

been saved from external intervention. 

· ·In such of those cases, India demonstrated its policy interest in a fair, friendly 

and durable territorial settlement with its neighbours, against any suspicious of 

Indian· desire for acquisition or dismemberment of the territories of its neighbours. 
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:·India P;ikistan. ·Relations 

-·----.. From the above analysis it became clear in South Asia, India's 

relations With its smaller neighbours are developing satisfactorily. 
'!,·: ',' ·•... ' 

.. Consequently to the restoration of democracy in Nepal, Indo-Nepal relations 

hay~, undergone .a most welcome transformation. India's relations with Bhutan and 

Maldiv~.s have always .. been models. of friendship and cooperation. Lately, even Sri 

Lanka has begun to show unwanted solicitude for Indian concerns and interests . 

Relations~with.Bangladesh to will improve as democracies riots in that country 

deep~n. Pakistan has failed to convert the SMRC process into a going-up against 
' 

India exercise~ 

-It is axiomatic that India-Pakistan relations will have to reorient to the 

changing reality. Te old . paradigms that governed their bilateral contacts will have 

to be dismantled and a stable working relationship forged, if they are to prevent their 

isolation from the rest of the world community. For India's foreign policy objectives, 

although Pakistan and sub-continental affairs will continue to remain top priority 

items, it will have to be part of its global efforts to. increase inter dependency in 

matters of trade, economics, technology and ecology. India simply can't get bagged 

down in confrontationist struggles in the region because notions of national 

sovereignty , · economic exclusively, practicles of destablisation, incitement to 

terrorism; denial of human rights and repression of democracy have become 

outdated and irrelevant. In a word that increasingly becomes more interdependent 

the dangers and consequences of lagging behind the pack . far outweigh the 

advantages· of continuing to practice inter-state relations based on outmoded 

institutions and beliefs. 

In a fast integrating world as economics, trade and technology rapidly replace 

military strength as the currency of international power, Indian foreign policy has to 

take these new "essential" into account Whilest looking for peace in the sub

continent. 

New beginnings in India Pakistan relations will have to be made if the two 

countries are to take advantage of the unique global situation in which peace and 

development have a chance of surviving. India's Pakistan policy will have to be 
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predict~~ :upo_n two sets of initiatives - there would have to be a unilateral 

componemt and there would have to be a set of bilateral initiatives that offer 
--... 

Islamabad more than what it can refuse . .. . ··.- ·. ; .. •'' . .,; ... , ... ' . 

· · · The post-partition scenerio and consequent suspicious need to be eradicated. 

With:determination, ·hope and optimism the democratic government of India and 

Pakistan have to resume bilateral dialoque to diffuse the tension. 

'As democratic and secular country, India is committed to non-alignment and 

peaceful coexistence. Through bilateral approach India has succeeded in resolving 

several contentious issues · with her other neighbours. At various regional and 

international for India has justified its position on Kashmir and the Nuclear issue. 

Both India and Pakistan willingly concluded the Simla agreement in 1972 and 

resolved to sort out the Kashmir issue bilaterally. India's attitude towards foreign 

affairs in · the preceding decades shows that it was mainly guided by the 

consideration of bilateral and regional issues which emphasized socio-economic 

development and consolidation of democratic processes. India has pursued a 

consistent policy to keep at bay external powers from the South Asian region. 

Therefore, the democratic Government of India experts similar response from the 

democratic government of Pakistan. It might be recalled that Simla Agreement was 

concluded between the two democratic governments) led by Mrs. Indira Gandhi and 

Z.A.Bhutto) in · 1972. Later on, the two democratic Governments (led by. Rajiv 

Gandhi· and Benajir Bhutto) concluded bilateral agreements not to attack each other 

nuclear installations in 1989. However, at the present moment the democratic 

governments led by Narasimha Rao and Benajir Bhutto are facing problems, 

somewhat hampering bold policy initiatives to resume dialogue. Both the 

governments are faced with dilemma have to adjust domestic priority with foreign 

policy requirements. Perhaps benazir Bhutto's government finds itself hampered in 

taking decisive steps to revamp foreign policy matters. The role of the military 

. establishment in this regard needs corrective , measures. The recent tactical 

exercise and destablishing moves of the apposition leader, Mian Nawaz Sharif , 

are matters that need serious rethinking. In view of her de\omestic compulsions and . 

constraints, Benazir Bhutto has seemed to be exhutted into 'Anti-India Trade.' 
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·TheBenazir government has to do serious rethinking about the activities of 

the· inter·Services Intelligence (lSI) , since the manifest apprehension is that the 

lSI has been interfering in·lnpia's domestic affairs. Since General Zia's regime the 

.lSI has been allegro to be aiding and abetting terrorists in Punjab and Kashmir. This 

is a spre· poi ned and needs . to be looked into with urgency calls for . 
. . 

· · ":' • In spite of repeated moves for externalization of the Kashmir issue , the 

government of Pakistan scored practically little. The world community, including the 

Muslin\. world, by · and large, hold that the Kashmir issue needs to be setttled 

bilaterally within the framework of the Simla Agreement. Pakistan's parity complex is 

another hindering factor in making the bilateral approach successful India's size and 

strategic position in the South Asian region is the main reason for Pakistan's 

apprehensions. The image of the blustering 'big brother' has been an impediment. 

For. better or. worse, such identity has not helped India wither. Conceding that 

succe~sive governments in Pakistan have been working under constraints of one . . . 

kind or the other, India's genuine wish to extend bilaterism need not be suspected . 

.India continues to be optimistic about eventual emergence of bilateral conflict -

resolljtion strategy. It has shown,time and again, its readiness to resolve contentious 

political and strategic issues taking due cognizance of the principle of 'sovereign 

... equality'. It is India's vested interest the democracy prevails and gets sustenance in 

Pakistan. The issues of destablisation, annexation or systemic disruption have no 

place,.on the agenda of lndias national interest. 

:···'The present democratic government of India has optimistically sought to 

pur'suade has neighbour to amicably resolve all outstanding issues across the table. 

Upholding the principles of 'sovereign equality' and 'peaceful existence' India 

believes that resolution :)f other minor issues related with Siachen, Waller Baragge & 

Tulbul navigation project and Sir Cresk, would not pose any serious difficulty. 
I 

It is the joint responsibility. of the two democratic government that they 

seriously. come together and devise mutually acceptable conflict resolution 

formulae and· confidence building techniques, and desist~ from taking recourse to 

populist measures, arousing passions over sensitive issues. It is expected of on 

both sides of the border that they would not indulge in stanging match and would not 

be provoked into crossing the limits of civilized norms of inter-state dealings. 

I. • ' - ~ • - • ' • 
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Restraint on public statements only conform the integrity and identity of self-

governing societies. 

The emerging delegations of the new world order permit to no luxury. of 

rhetoric and populations. The past might have been unworldly of recalling with 

justification. The false barriers and inhibitions ought to go. New vision is the need o{ 
the hour just as new horizon await discerning overtures for peace, goodwill harmony, 

and accommodation on te past of both, India and Pakistan. The governments an~ 
t:~:_ 

the thinking peoples on either side, have no other worthy alternative. 

The Simla Agreement stipulates that all disputes between India and Pakista~ 

shall be settled bilaterally through negotiations, and the use of force in their dealin~ 

shall be avoided. 

It was after the 1971 mildtasy debacle that Pakistan's strategy towards India 

underwent a change. Instead of emphasizing the solution of the Kashmir problem as 

a pre-condition for any normalization of relations, the step qy step improvement of 

their bilateral relations was viewed as conductive to creating a positive environnien.t 

for addressing complex problems like Kashmir. However, Pakistan was still 

reluctant about entering into a formal non-aggression treaty with India. That is why 

the stipulation in the Simla Agreement (1971) that India and Pakistan wO"uld: not us~ 
. ', . \-~:-

force against each other was phrased in a manner that is stopped short at a form'~l 
non-aggression pact. 102 11 

.. 
'/ 

If India's successful military action projected has a new regional power, tti_e 
. ' ' . : \ ' ,ll 

diplomatic aftermath of the bilateral Simla Agreement was equally important. For the 

Indo-Pakistan negotiations that took place in that town were a clear·recognition of 

the new power reality. For example, the bilateral accord that was fixally. concludJd 

clearly stipulated that all the differences betweens the two co~ntries' had tti · b'e 
resolved bilaterally, undoubtedly an implicit recognition by Pakistan that all external 

influences that she had hitherto used to counter India were no longer. per:missible.?:?3 
· 

No other issue has generated so much ill will ·b~tween.lndia ~~d Pakistan.~ 
. . --

the Kashmir dispute. Even the end of the cold war and the conseque-nt changes :'in 
·. ·' I· 

world order have not been able to dampen the issues. The 'Pakistan ·have treated the 

Kashmir dispute as evidence of broken pledges and Indian duplicity.· The lndias :of 

· .. '.<. 

;'~ 

i{;-
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course. consider Kashmir to be an integral part of India and all Pakistani attempts to 

raise the issue of international for . not only invoke strong Indian reactions but are 
-.. . ...__ 

also ·viewed as a, smister Pakistani device to malign India. While India has been 

consistently attempting to busy the issue by adopting the strategy of 'focus 

Shipping'; the Pakistan's never miss on opportunity to highlight the issue at the 

appropriate for a. With the passage of forty three years, the issues has become so 

complicated that neither government can afford not to assert its respective 

interpretations.· 

··::: ·in:the summer of 1993 India and Pakistan initiated bilateral.talks for setting 

te Kashmir dispute. The bilateral talks, first held at the Queens Coronation in June 

~1953, • continued in Karachi and Delhi in July and August. The talks began i!) an 

atmosphere of goodwill but soon these became clouded because of certain 

. negative developments. On August, 9, 1953, Sheikh Abdullah was dismissed and 

detain~d . by the· Government of India on charges of anti-national activities. In 

February 1954. Kashmir's constituent Assembly unanimously ratified the state's 

accession to India. Both these developments made the atmosphere heavy and 

suspicious. Further damage was done to the talks when the Amonical decision to 

provide large quantities of military and the Pakistani decision to join the Western 

military .~lliance were announced in 1959. Despite the efforts made by Pakistani 

Governor, General Gulc:>sm Meeharmand and the decision of India reciprocate the 

_goodwill no progress could be registered toward an agreement over Kashmir. The 

Pakistani. decision to join America! sponsored military alliances was interpreted by 

,India as a device for pressurizing India. Consequently, Indian stand over Kashmir 

. came to be stated as "the inviolability of Kashmir's accession to India." The change 

of Government in Pakistan in 1956 and Prime Minister Choudhri Mohammed Ali's 

decision to resume the struggle at the United Nations obviously with the help of 
( . . 

Pakistan's new allies, an end to the era of bilateral talks. The Indian stand a 

Kashmir now rejected the demand for plebicete on the ground that the Constituent 
. . . ·. 

'Asseinbly of Kashmir already has ratified Kashmir's accession to India and the 

Constitution of Kashmir under Article 111 Stated. The state of J & K is and shall be 

an integral part of the Union of India' This further handed the Pakistani attitude. 

••",·:·:-
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Consequently, India and Pakistan once again became engaged in 
·'' ·: ·. . . 

sharp 

interaction~ over Kashmir in the security Council. --......... -~ :· · ... 

· ,. • The second major issue invoking security concerns is the nuclear factor. 

Although-·there is no real basis for affirming that either Pakistan is close to 

developing and . texting ~. l:l.omb or India is well on its way to nuclear weapons 

a~q!).i~ition many ·high priests of non-proliferation have already convicted both of 

t\1~!]\,fpr. en<;langering the world. Neither government has ever admitted any plans 

t~ .~rea#, on the forbidden path, yet both accuse each other for advancing towards 

. the. _eventualwE;)apons acquisition. 

· ., : . 'The ·third factor directly impeding the deferred lndo-Pak harmony is the 

Occurrence. of periodic domestic upheavals to divert attention from pressing internal 

problems with an external crisis not a very uncommon practice among Third World 

Countries .. Hostile external responses, of course, make it relatively easy to enhance 

cohesion by using emotional and sentimental Targan. However, such tactics make 

the situation extremely critical in those countries which are already beset by complex 

religious, ethnic and political cleavages. Both India and Pakistan are blessed with a 

fair share. of internal problems. Being lacked in a conflictual cobweb, both have 

periodically exploited each other's . internal turmoils and tensions through 

propaganda and other available means. 

·The fourth factor taking a heavy toll of lndo-Pak relations is the presence of 

outside equilisers. · Relatively weaker countries are more prone to seek help from 

outside if the insiders abandon peaceful pursuits and consistently demonstrate the 

arro·gance. of power. Both the Americans and the Soviets were introduced to the 

area by' Pakistari and India, respectively, each- seeking to satisfy its perceived 

security requirements the Pakistan's sense of insecnrity brought the Americans to 

South Asia and quick Indian reaction to this introduced the Soviets to the region. 

Had India accepted . the birth of Pakistan p\gracefully and resolved th~ issues 

emanating·from the ill-planned partition process peacefully, the need for introducing 

outside equalizers would never have arisen. In many way, both India and Pakistan 

have been reacting more to each other rather than initiating innovative processes. 

Both -countries consider the introduction of outsiders as moves to counter the 

perceived threats. China was initially introduced to the region by India but after the 
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Sino-Indian border clash, China began to side with Pakistan. Thus for India, China 

_ became a major external threat to Indian security particularly in view of its quickly 

~ .. __ developed-close ties Pakistan. 104 

Moreover, after independence while India sought to solve its mninority 

problems byestablishi.ng a secular state, Pakistan decided to be an Islamic republic. 
. ., .. . .. ' . ' 

The reports of maltreatment of minority problems by establishing a secular state, 

Pakist~n decided to be an Islamic republic. The reports of maltreatment of minorities 

.·in either side started causing serious strains on bilateral relations of India and 

Pakistan . 

• > The problem of division of assets of India abetween Pakistan and India too 
'.·· 

kept lndo-Pak relations tense and strained during the initial years of their relations. 

· · The division of Punjab into West Punjab into West Punjab, which came to be 

a part of.Pakistan and East Punjab which remained with India brought with it the 

problem of distribution of canal waters. This problem arose out of the unnatural 

partition. Punjab. 

In 1966, both countries signed the Tashkant Declaration and agreed to settle 

all their issues and problems through bilateral negotiations. But this agreement too 

.: failed to secure good neighbourly relations between them. It also kept the Kashmir 

<' issue unresolved. Towards the ending years of the seventh decade India and 

' Pakistan once again tame to develop highly tense and strained relations due to the 
/ 

· emergence of. Bangladesh crisis. In December, 1971, there broke out the third war 

·. between them. But .this time India achieved a decisive victory of Pakistan now 

Bangladesh. India was in a position to capture some vitally important and strategic 

areas of Pakistan. and a large number of Pakistan POW. However, for securing 

normalization in lndo-Pak relations India decided to hold the Simla Summit with 

Pakist~n and to sign the Simla Agreement of 1972. This Agreement constituted a 

bold bilateral attempt to normalize lndo-Pak relations . 

. In the Simla Conference of 1972, Prime Minister Bhutto did raise the 

Kashmir question but purely at the surfacial level. The Simla Agreement included a 

sub-clause of clause IX and it said, "In Jammu and Kashmir, the line of control 

resulting from the cease-fire of December 17, 1971, shall be respected by both 
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side.s. without. prejudice to the recognized position of either side. Neither side shall 

seek to alter in unilaterally, irrespective of mutual differences and legal 

interpretations. Both sides further undertake to refrain from threat or the use of force . :·. .· . . 

in vi~l~tion of this line."105 

:· · · · · P::ikistan in :fact made use of the SAARC forum to launch an anti-India media 

campaign during the Dhaka Summit, rousing the Kashmir issue, defending Pakistani 

nuclear. programme. and depicting India as a "hegemonist" which was taking a 

. un.e9ativ~'! attitude on .SAARC proposals. Given the background of the regional 

summit:and the explicit prohibition of reference to bilateral and continuous issues, 

such~a. media. blitc through distribution of biased literature was hardly in tune with 

the so. called· SMRC spirit which was' said to have pervaded Dhaka during the 

meeting. 

Another instance of the reality's manifestation was the occasion when the 

SAARC countries were to cancel the special stamp, brought out by them to mark the 

summer; The Pakistani stamp showed the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir as a 

separate territory; and Maldives stamp showed Sikkim as a separate entity. India's 

P(ime Minister Rajiv Gandhi' told the Conference Chairman, President Ershad that 

he could not share the same platform where such objectionable stamps were to be 

r~leased. The proposed ceremony was then given us reportedly on the technical 

objection that such cancellation of stamps could be undertaken only on the. territories 

of the· respective countries. While an explanation was forthcoming from Maldives to 

the effec~:that its stamp was based on a map of a UN agency, no such explanation 

ca111 }orth from Pakistan. In te process, Pakistan effectively brought in a bilateral 

cont~ntions •. issue. into the summit through the backdoor. President Zia in his 

in~ugural speech while. calling for agreement at the regional level for confidence

buil<jing, ,called for steps to banish nuclear weapons. This again was an issue on 

which India and Pakistan had divergent views, and in keeping wit_h the SAARC 

spirit, shoul_c;l.not have been raised. 106 

· · ·The second summit level meeting was held in India at Bangalore in 1986. 

The seven countries were represented by their heads of the governments but 

Pakistan .was represented by Prime Minister Junejo, as General Zia had reserved 

himself. for nonaligned meet. Junejo brought in the question of reported arms build 
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~p on Jn,dq-,Pakistan, border, and sought to drag SAARC into a purely bilateral 

. _ problem. ThL!S, the realities of the ground situation despite emphasis on the ideals of 

· r.egional cooperation did hamper the growth of the SAARC spirit. 

India as Chairman remained somewhat subdued but adhered to the 

principles, of the SAARC and avoided. bilateral irritants to get mixed up with its 

ideals·,. even when· Pakistan and Sri Lanka made a coordinated attempt to deflect 

SAARC- from its· Chartered course. They wanted a discussion on bilateral issues 

:-vith a::. clear. intention to embarrass India on her air dropping of relief in Jaffna. 

Pakistan's role in' this context particularly was one of a disrupter or in any case it was 

~n attempt on its part to establish itself as a friend of Sri Lanka Vis-a-vis India and 

a covert .expression, of her objectjpn to emerge as a regional power in South Asia. 

Paki~tan's hic~den ambition to forge behind its repeated efforts to raise bilateral 

problems at_ the SAARC forum, despite being fully aware that such an exercise 

went. .. ,c:IQains! both ~he letter and the spirit of the SAAR C. 

· · ·:-This ·Indian policy towards neighbours was it's a standing policy in respect 

of all neighbqurs, even Pakistan although the latter never credited India with good 

· intenslons·. Once, early in 1981, Indira Gandhi told some visiting Pakistani 

Journalists : ............. Nothing is more important to us them good relations with out 

··neighbours and especially, with Pakistan."108 On a visit to Islamabad, P.V.Narasimha 

'Rao remarked : "India's commitment to friendship with Pakistan incorporates its 

·support for Pakistani well-being and growth . . . . I take this opportunity to state 

unequivocally that we are committed to respect Pakistanis national unity, territorial 

[,integrity, political independence and sovereign equality. 108 Unfortunately, such 

;Indian .statements on Pakistanis soil. and elsewhere meant little to the Pakistani 

::Psyche. 

Indeed, while relations with Pakistan occupied an important segment of 

India's policy, Pakistanis approach has almost wholly been. obsessed with India. 

;India was merely concerned with peaceful coexistence with Pakistan; the latter 

seemeEI to be concerned wholly with one upmanship with the former : while India 

'managed to play a modest role in global affairs with a peep-hole to India. This 

;Pakistani dichotomy had little to do with the comparative sizes of the two countries; 

it had more to do with Pakistani cites myopia. In the process, both there larger status 

r: 
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ck the region·· hurt ·not only thei~ respective national interests but also a greater 

_ global role both are singly or together capable of playing. 
-~ . . 

·:.· · · · Given the long history of acrimonious relations, the deep-robted mutual 

distrust; and the· facfthat some of their bilateral disputes are still unresolved, it is 

unre(!listic to. expect a speedy normalization of their bilateral relation, particularly 

rf~w th~tthe Kashmir , i$sue has erupted again. Normalisation is goind to be a slow 

P,fOC~s~. :With periodiq interruptions and reversals. However, the policy of India and 

l?akistan:: ..tcr continue . to talk on the contentious issues at the bilateral and 
~ ' • • < • 

multilateral/regional ·(SAARC) levels is a positive development. This makes one 

cautiously. optimistic that the efforts of the two countries to keep their problems 

Within-manageable limits and defuse periodic tension will over time, contribute to 
i" 

~~tablishing on environment of cordinlity and trust in South Asia. 109 

~=- . 

_;, 

Other Country's Bilateral Relations 

India has always been a dominant factor in South Asian Politics. Regardless 

qf the · historical period, the geopolitical environment or the socio-economic 

conditions,s the country always occupied the central stage in te area . 
. . 

This central position become particularly important with the advent of British 

colonialism, a~d with the consequent unification of the subcontinent. A power centre 

finally emerged to gain control of the Indian Ocean, the whole of the subcontinental 

iand mass and the countries surrounding it. 

_;:_: 
. Ruled by London, the viceregal centre of power established in Delhi, had the 

_authority to decide the broad policy framework for not only India but also for the 
h'~ . ' . . 

peripheral areas surrounding the country, including the northern states of Nepal, 
-: ',-

.Sikkim, Bhutan and Tibet, the eastern state of Myanamar; the nearby islands of Sri 

Lanka and the Maldives, and the north western state of Afghanistan. All these 

countries were either British colonies or under British colonies or under British 

domination. · 
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· , · ~The whole area had, thus, become .a vast British empire or a sphere of 

influence with the decision making centre located at Delhi. 

· 'This disintegration of the viceregal centre of power after World War II, and the 

flrial establishment of seven sovereign states in South Asia (India, Pakistan, 

· Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka and the Maldives) did not diminishes the 

impO'rtance of India. First of all, new and independent India dominates the whole 

area· geographically. She is te only country that is either contiguous to or has a large 

co~~tar:linei with, all the other six states, while none of them have any common 

broaders with each other. Her geographical centrality is accentuated all the more by 

the important fact that there is no other country, equally big in size and sufficiently 

close.by, the counter the predominant Indian position. There is, of course, China to 

be· reckoned with which had, with the occupation of Tibet in 1950, reached the 

borders of the. Asian subcontinent; · but her accessibility to the area is hardly 

comparable with that of India, given the difficulties of the northern terrain. 

Admittedly, China showed remarkable capacity in overcoming this handicap during 

the :cSino-lndian War of 1962 when the Chinese troops crossed the Indian_ border, 

but this can hardly be collated with the centuries of massive and uninterrupted 

movement of people armies and goods across the plains of the subcontinent . 

Geographically, it is hardly conceivable that any nation beyond the frontiers of the 

subcontinent can equal the advantages that India possesses. 'Geography', as K.M. 

Pannikar has put it, constitutes the permanent basis of every nation's history' 

including of course , that of India whose internal policies and external relations' are 

governed .largely by its unattenable geographical conditions and their relations in 

spac~ to other countries' . 

.. The leverage, at least theoretically the India has over the other countries of 

the,,regi.on is, therefore, exceptionally powerful. Land locked countries like Nepal and 

Bhutan, for example, can hardly survive economically without India's cooperation. 

Most of whale they p'roduce is marketed in India, and most of what they consume 

comes from India, not to speak of the fact that nothing can ingress to or egress from 

there to other countries without India's approval. Bangladesh is heavily dependent for 

water on India's Gangetic plain, and Pakistan's main source of water supply for the 

agriculturally rich Punjab emanants from rivers that originate in or pass through 
. ' ' 

' . ' ' ' 
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. liidia .. Though. the insecular character of the two island states (Sri Lanka and the 

__ Maldives) m_akes them less vulnerable to Indian pressures their proximity to the vast 
-·--...... 

Indian coast line and the strong ethnic Indian. presence in the two areas, 

nor~etheless,.makes them heavily dependent on India. 

The second factor is the shear size of the country. India is a relative giant. 

Her size, population, GOP, natural resources, militacy clout, and so on, are far larger 

_than that of the six .countries of the region combined, For example, the account for 

72%. of tt1e total Jand in the area and 77% of the population of South Asia. 85% of 
' ·;·. ' •' ' 

the total, land under cultivation is in India. 90% of the coal and petroleum and 

almost 100% of the iron ore, bauxite, manganese and uranium resources are found 

in India. 

· The regional ramifications of giomtism are far-reaching. The leverage that 

India· has over her neighbour is considerable. In fact, this is more significant in 

international relations than in the domestic sector. On the positive side, this makes it 

possible for her to protect neighbouring countries against external threats, to assist 

thern ~conomically, and to permit them to benefit from the educational, medical and 

even employment facilities that exist in India. In fact some do. On te negative side, 

Indian 'giantism' has engendered considerable fear and · mistrust among the 

. neighbouring· countries, which is inherent il') the asymmetrical situation, and can 

probably only be eliminated if the Indian compound state' is dissolved into a down 

Thailands' (Lewis, 1991 : 389). 

The third ch_aractgeristic feature is the subcontinents geographical unity and 

religo,.. cultural-ethnic· diversity. Its unity stems from the fact that the subcontinent is 

: 'indistatably< geographical unit' which is 'marked out by nature as a region by 

itself110 and which has features that clearly separate it ' as a whole from the 

surrounding regions.'111 'It is no exaggeration , confirmed Sri Richard Strachoy, ' to 

say that it is possible to go from the Bay of Bengal up the Ganges through the Punjab 

and down the Indus again to the sea, over a distance of 2000 miles and more, 

without finding a pAbble, however, small.'112 

If this geographical unity accentuates the importance of India in South Asia 

politics, so does the religio-cultural-ethnic diversity. For India houses all the ethnic 
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~ro~p~~ aiiJhe_:qiffer~r1t cultural expressions, and all the religious orientation_s that the 

_ ~i>(So~tt1 A!S!~r:l nati.on represent. 
-·"-~- .. ·.~·; .. _,~,- -. . 

: '· . It is; :indeed, the geographical unity and the intermingling of peoples, cultures 

and ~religions: lhat imparts a unique quality to inter-state relations in South Asia in 

whicn'Jor· better orfor worse, India undoubtedly is the fulcrum. 

·The. fourth ·feature is the stability of the Indian political system and the 

contrastifi~j<instability that' afflicts the other states of the area. Practically all the 

stat€i$1!have had 'their coup d'etats, their civil wars, their ethnic discontent and their 

alithor'itarian·:governments. It is, indeed, hardly possible for India to design the broad 

framework: of:- her, foreign policy without taking this dimension into account; for 
. ' 

nothing is worse for the .future of a nation than the continuous existence of endemic 

instability ir;1 the areas surrounding the country. In fact, signs of some spill over of this 

st;;tte--.9C;;tffairs is .alreaqy becoming visible. Though all the difficulties that India is 
... '< • - ·., •• • • ' 

fa~e.ci. with inf~rn~lly cannot be attributed so ley to the instability of her immediate 
:. . ' ' . 

~nyirpf1rpef1~{some of them are also due to internal issues),. it can hardly be denied 

thC1Ph~ d~stablization ofAssam is partially due to the influx of refugees into the area 
, . ._ . -. . . "• . 

from Bangladesh, that the growing difficulties in Tamil nadu are connected with the 

ethnic turmoil iri Sri .lanka, that the Punjab and Kashmir imbroglios are linked to 

neighbouring Pakistan, and that the instability of the whole of the north-eastern tribal 

belt has some-connection with the continuously unstable situation that has afflicated 

Mayanmar since independence. 

:, - :·'"This growing· .regional interdependence has certainly contributed to the 

1iactivatio·n :of"lndia's 'polity towards the region, particularly after 1971 when, in the 

aftermath· of the events in Bangladesh, India had become more confident of her 

,pow~r. and had acquired greater capacity in managing critical situations in South 

·, ' . i. ,The fifth features that has also contributed to the manifestation of the new 

!Indian determination to play a more conspicuous role in the area is the core value 

'system ·to which she adheres. India is a political and secular democracy, and has 
; 

'been so since here independence in 1947 with the exception of a brief period when 

'Indira': Gandhi had- clamped down an Emergency rule ori the country. This has 
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b~come_ v_ery mwcn a part of lndias' core values, on which there is a wide 

cons~p:s_u~. among- th~ tnoian population and among all the mainstream political 

parties._ 
/l •·,··.· ·. 

However, in. contrast to the general acceptance of these core values , the 

other _ States of South Asia · have been hovering between some form of 

aJtthoritarianisr:~ -and ·some form of indigenously contrieved democracy thus 

generating considerable political uncertainly in the region as a whole. If an unstable 
_-,_, ..,.. .. ' . 

- _ So!JthAsianstrategic environment is bad for India, a system uncertainly surrounding 
• : : I : . • ' , • • • • . • • •• ~ 

the .?ountry is an aqua I thrE'at, to which India ~3s to respond by designing a pattern of 

dipk)macy thatwould closely monitor the overall situation prevailing in the area . 
. ·,.,, 

-; India's policy towards neighbours was to deal with all matters on a bilateral 

9asis. ~Again, this was a general policy equally applicable towards the neighbours. 

India felt. that all matters with neighbours should, be settled bilaterally on the basis 

of equality and . mutual benefit, _i.e. without needlessly complicating them by 

interratiorialising in multilateral forum, or inviting third ·party intervention. But this was 

not reciprocated by Pakistan and sometimes by other neighbours too. Bangladesh 

actually -took (1979) to the- UN General Assembly the problem of distribution of the 

waters of tt~e Ganges in order to bring international pressure on India to solve the 

dispute in its favour. There have been occasional hints or threats in Nepal and Sri 

Lanka too to internationalize the problems they had with India. While they did not 

actually do so, they have not heisted to air in inernational for their grievances or 

atleast their viewpoint, obviously to embarrass , if not pressurize, India. This is an 

,a~pect of India's bilateral relations with neighbours, which India could do nothing 

about, except to plead persuasively that bilateral solutions are more effective and 
. ·: '··:· . ·: .. . . ' :. 

enduring , even if_ usually a little dilatory; and that internationalization of essentially 
. . . : ' •. ' . ~- . ~ . - , -" I 

bilateral matters would not only be conducive to enduring friendly relations between 

neighbours but also, sometimes unnecessarily complicating the issues and delaying 

_a lasting solution. _ 

The most controversial case of neighbours ignori~g these Indian pleas is, of 

course, Pakistan \Vhich has made a habit of referring persistently to the Kashmir 

question in ever'; international from . This Pakistani tactics has not only not 

prom.oted . the Pakistani cause on this or other issues of Indo-Pakistani relations, it 
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has proved counter ·- productive in the sense that th-e solution of the dispute has 

been greatly delayed. The rest of the world is perfectly aware that the Pakistan 

posture is not only not in a accord with the terms of the Shimla Accord, but is in 

violation of it.· This Pakistani practice has also inhibited normalization of friendly 

relations between the two countries, despite regular Indian appeals and effor;ts to 

promote confidence building measures and trust between the two neighbours. 

Indeed, P.akistan has sometimes even tried to fish in the troubled waters 

betw.~en India and other neighbours, because of Pakistan's previousness with India. 

Also, by exploiting small neighbours grievances against India, it tried to gong them 

up against India. A typical example of. this was when Pakistan joined Sri Lanka in 

Blaming India for scutting the SAARC Summit in Colombo in 1991. 

Needless to say that until recently, Pakistan never hesitated to involve the 

interference in sub-continental affair~ of extra regional powers for its own self-serving 

reasons,. e.g., China and the United States in the context of the crisis in East 

Pakistan in 1971-72. If these powers did not show more than symbolic interest in 

rE)sponse to Pakistan's plea, it is largely because of India's stern opposition to such 

extra-regional intervention: 

It is perhaps because of this Pakistani tendency of using every international 

forum available to it for propaganda against India over the Kashmir question, that 

India was less than enthusiastic initially in agreeing to Pakistani's request for re

entering the Commonwealth of Nations, from whose membership it withdrew in a 

herff in 1972. Despite the fact that. bilat.eral matters are expressly excluded from 

discussion in the Commonwealth forum Pakistan had in the Commonwealth forum 

Pakistan had in the past, raised the question although indirectly and. slyly, 

intermittently over the years. Only when Pakistan came to moving towards a 

democratic government under Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto in 1988, India agreed 

to relent in its hesitation to agree to its readmission. 

In recent years, in respect of resolution of disputes with neighbours, it is not 

only· India that insists in bilateral discussions and settlement, but practically the 

whole of the rest of the world (including all the five permanent members of the UN 

Security Council) that have been recommending it, especially in regard to Pakistan's 
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appeals for third-party intervention for the resolution of the Kashmir question. 

__ Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that the world community is pretty tried with . -..... __ _ 

Pakistani appeals on this matter. 

Beside,· these are some bilateral relations between the small neighbouring 

countries also. 113 
:· 

, For instance, there is no tradition of direct relations between Bhutan and 

Bangladesh. Whatever relations there we between them in the pre-British period 

were due mainly to the political position of Bhutan and the Mughals in relation to the 

principalities .of Koch Haji, Bijul and Cooch Behar. There are also indications that . . , 
there was and trade between Bhutan and Bengal in the past. 

·· ·· · King· <Jig me Dorji Wang Chhuk took keen interest in the liberation of 

Bangladesh. Bhutan was the second country, after India, to recognize Bangladesh 

and establish diplomatic relations with it on 7 December 1971. The President of 

. Bangladesh visited Bhutan on the occasion of the coronation of King Jigme Singye 

Wangchuk. King Jigme Singye paid a state visit to Bangladesh on 28-30 December. 

Bhutan and Bangladesh signed a treaty of trade and transit in Dhaka is September 

1980. Friendly relations subsist bef\..yeen Bhutan and Bangladesh.11
_
4 

Relations between Bhutan and Nepal are historical. The Bhutanese look upon 

Nepal as a sacred country. Nepal of the Bagmati valley, where the kagyupa Sect of 

Buddhism had its strongholds, was one of the first countries to recognize the spiritual 

and temporal authority of Shabdrung lama nagawang nangyal over Bhutan . Bhutan 

. stationed a monk representative in Nepal for the first time in the second part of the 

seventeenth century. In the 1779s Bhutan and Nepal developed and understanding 

to· resist the · British advance towards the Himalaya border countries. However, 

despite· this, amity between them, Bhutan remained neutral in the Nepalese -

Tibetan conflict of 1788-89 and the Anglo-Nepalese war or 1814-16. The special 

. connection between Bhutan and Nepal ended after the Nepalese-Tibetan War of 

1855-56. Bhutan then refused to help Nepal against Tibet, the source of its relegion 

and culture. The Bhutanese attached great importance to their sense of cultural 

affinity with Tibet, the source of its religion and culture. The Bhutanese attached 
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great importance to their sense Of cultural affinity with Tibet . Nepal reciprocated by 
~ • ~ '; •• • • • • • J : ' 

-~ not h~fping Bhutan against the British during the Anglo-Bhutanese War of 1864-65. -.__,___ ··.··.:;:•, .. · ' : 

There have b_een no direct relations between Bhutan and Nepal since the 

Anglo-Bhutanese ·treaty of 8 January 1910, which made Bhutan's external relations 
::·, ~ . . .. 

a direct concern of the British government of India. The lndo-Bhutanese treaty of 8 
. ,, ' ~ . '. . . - . , 

August 1949 also allov~ed no scope for diplomatic relations between Bhutan and -
·. ·.: ~ : . . ' . . -

Nepal.-

, - When Nepal emerged as a democratic regions in the 1950s certain 

Nepa_les·e politicians evexed keen interest in Bhutan. In December 1964 a number 
. , .. · ' . 

of. Bhutanese attempted a coup d'etat and, upon their failure to pull it off, escaped to 

Nepal, Nepal readily gave them asylum. It did so perhaps to annoy India. For Indo-
, . . . ~ . . ' \ : . . .. 

N~pal~se relation~ then were not too happy. The Nepalese action hurt Bhutanese 

s~sceptibiliti~s: Most of the Bhutanese fugitives returned to Bhutan after-- King Jig me 
.'" ; .. , ·.· ···:i' .. ·,··.::::··. . -

Dorji grarited them amnesty, but the bitterness remained. Now Bhutan and Nepal 

have established- non-resident ambassador-level diplomatic relations, the 

ambassadors of Bhutan and Nepal in New Delhi being concurrently accredited to 

Kathniaridu and Thimphu. 

Besides religious and historical relations, Bhutan and Nepal also had socials 

relations between them. It may be noted that Dasho Jigme Namagyal (1825-82), an 

ancestor of the present reigning dynasty of Bhutan, the House of Wang Chhuk once 

h9d pla_hs to arrange his daughter's marriage in Nepal. 115 

,·, '·· 

- - - _-Bangladesh -and Nepal had identical interests in involving outside 

iriteHv~ntion against India. Bangaldesh after 1976, demanded the inclusion of Nepal 
. ' 

in the· deliberations· of the Joint River Commission which has established under the 

-l~dia-Banglad~sh Treaty of 1972. Nepal on the other hand, was out to involve China 

in the qevelopment of water resources of this region, which China was reluctant to 
- -

ca_himit to itself to such ari issue before going into the details of it, India dismissed 

-~ • the logip of the participation of China as it was not a South Asian country. 116
. 

A cooperative relationship has grown between Sri Lanka and Pakistan in the 

last· three -years. President Zia-ui-Haq has visited Sri Lanka and President 

Jayewardene has returned the visit. Each was received by the other with the 
-' 
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cordiality and warmth generally reserved for every special friends. The Sri Lankan 

prime Minister, Mr. Rana Singha Premadasa, has ,just paid a very special visit to . -... __ _ 
Pakistan receiving the warmest possible welcome in the P:rincipal cities. The 

' - ' 
~riendship that binds Sri Lanka and Pakistan has a clear and sharp anti-India edge. 

Some Pakistanis see the friendship of Sri Lanka as a partial compensation 

for the loss of the eastern wing of the country which is now the people's Republic of 

Bangladesh wrote the Nation of Lahore, in an editorial on March 29 appraising the 

~ignificance of Premadasa's visit "Pakistan-Sri Lanka political equitation is a post 

·~971. phenomenon and its consolidation has stabiliz~d the region to some extent. 

After the assertion of its great power role India has tensed to put its neighbours on 

guard Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Pakistan have all experiences this pressure and 

have sought to counter it through political means SAARC, which created a fOrum of 

equal partners, is also directed against the Indian strategy to deal with its neighbours 

severally from a position of advantage. 117 

/· 
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